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EDITOR’S NOTE

POCI OFFICERS

Celebrating POCIs 50th Anniversary!
As an individual who has been a member
of this club for nearly 40 years — during which
I have at one point held a Board position and
served as this club’s Vice President, and having
attended about two-dozen POCI conventions,
plus being the executive director of a museum
where much of our club’s history is archived,
and being a friend to many of the principle
people involved with POCI’s history — quite
honestly, as the editor of this magazine my
head has been reeling with all the memories,
stories and priceless archives and images that
should be associated with this special 50th
Anniversary edition of Smoke Signals. On the
other hand, given all that, I guess I am about
as qualified as anyone to put together such a
tribute. So, here it is...
Thoughts about the importance of this
issue began swirling in my head months ago,
but the ability to assemble all these elements
has only recently come about. Tight deadlines
come and go each month, but this one has
held special significance.
Knowing that this issue should feature a
very specific and very important 1926 Pontiac,
I remembered having taken some pictures of
it at our Gettysburg convention back in 2019.
...Not necessarily feature-quality pictures, but
some “for memory’s sake” kind of snapshots.
So, knowing that better images were going
to be needed, I traveled to the current owners’
home in Northern Illinois. The Marchbanks
were very accommodating that day, but I
couldn’t say the same for the weather. Still, it
was worthwhile to get some detail shots and
catch up on the recent history of our cover
feature car.
Envisioning the unique needs of this
issue even further, I recognized all kinds
of potential tie-ins with Pontiac’s Special

Edition 50th Anniversary Grand Prix from
1976. That commemorative gold-color model
actually made its debut at one of our POCI
conventions. Our club’s founder, Don Bougher
(who you’ll hear from throughout this issue)
even purchased one, and by virtue of it being
a 50th Anniversary model, I thought it was a
natural fit for yet another feature story.
Now to find one... a nice one, in original
condition to feature in this issue.
That’s when Club Office Manager Paul
Bergstrom stepped in. “Hey Tim, we’ve got
a member here in Minnesota with a pretty
nice example, and he’s owned it since 1977.”
Thanks, Paul!
I hadn’t been to Minnesota for quite awhile,
so off I went for some photography. There, I met
Don Hamilton who lives on an idyllic farm that
beautifully lent itself to our photo session. Chief
Pontiac (or someone) must’ve been smiling
down on us that day, bringing ideal weather
conditions on the final day of October in
Minnesota. We lucked out big time!
Moving ahead, everything else needed for
this commemorative edition could either be
found in the museum’s library or was just a
figurative phone call away.
Throughout it all, I wanted to think of
this month’s effort as a “reference issue”
which encapsulates the club’s first 50
years. Accordingly, you’ll find several lists
within, including past leaders, editors and
convention sites.
It’s impossible to narrow down 50 years to
a few pages, but I think we hit the significant
highlights. I want to thank Don Bougher and
Thom Sherwood for their contributions in
getting all this in order. I hope that you enjoy it!

Tim Dye
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As much as one photo could possibly summarize what this special issue is all about, check out this view from
our 1975 POCI Convention in Pontiac, Michigan. There, the 50th Anniversary 1976 Grand Prix was debuted
to the public. Sharing its spotlight is PMD’s “very first” Pontiac from 1926. From left to right, starting with
Rick Kornmeier in his white jacket, are: Tracy Dowler, Mr. Huber (a Pontiac Dealer), Don Bougher (red hat)
and D. B. Schwartzbauer. Photo courtesy of the Don Bougher Collection.

Articles, letters and editorial comments found in
Smoke Signals represent the views and opinions of
the individual authors and are not necessarily those
of POCI or any of its officers or staff.
The Pontiac/Oakland/GMC Trademark(s) are used
with the permission of General Motors.
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Ridin’

Random
WHAT’S GOING ON IN OUR HOBBY WORLD! News - New Products - Literature - Trivia - Information and More
If you have material for Ridin’@ Random, send it to editor@poci.org

Omaze Giving Away Custom 1969 GTO
The promotion for this contest attempts to build interest with this
statement “You never go out of style, only get better with age and
your powerful presence stops people in their tracks. Never boring,
always original... You’re just like the ‘69 Pontiac GTO. And now
this one’s all yours. Expertly modified and restored for the modern
driver, this GOAT is greater than ever. Just what you deserve.”
•Engine: 461 ci fuel-injected V8
•Transmission: Tremec TKO600 5-speed manual
•Drivetrain: RWD
•Exterior Color: Vedoro Green
•Interior Color: Black
•Maximum Horsepower: 575 hp
•Maximum Torque: 620 lb-ft
•Approximate Retail Value: $100,000
•Cash Alt: $75,000
Special features of this GTO include a Butler Performance-built EFI 461, Fast EFI v2.1, 3.73 Gears with Eaton Posi Traction, Wilwood 6-piston brakes
with hydroboost, Ridetech Coilovers and muscle bars, Chassis Works billet drop spindles, staggered 18” Budnik billet wheels and Budnik steering wheel.
Go to www.omaze.com/products/1969-pontiac-gto to enter for a chance to win the GTO. You are encouraged to support a charity called Musicares
Foundation Inc.; no donation or payment is necessary to enter or win this sweepstakes. The entry period ends February 17, 2022.
This is not an endorcement, always read the fine print, and enter at your own risk.
—editor

CarTech Releases New Book Featuring All-Things 1966 GTO!
As model year 1966 ended, an astounding 96,946 GTOs traversed Pontiac assembly lines, which set a
high-water mark that would cement the GOAT as the most saleable muscle car ever produced during the golden
age of performance.
Author David Bonaskiewich examines this model year in precise detail, taking into account every cosmetic change
and optional hardware that warranted this sales boom. The Coke-bottle styling for the remodeled GTO certainly tipped
the scales for some consumers. However, as they say, “The devil is in the details.”
This book delves into those details, showcasing the vast array of optional equipment across its three bodystyles
(hardtop, sports coupe, and convertible). Thorough examinations of the drivetrain, interior, suspension, brakes, and
wheels and tires are exhaustive, which unveils exactly why the 1966 GTO was the most successful muscle car ever
assembled. To order go to www.cartechbooks.com or call 1-800-551-4754.

Outlaw Pontiac Racers West Announces 2022 Season!
Following its launch this past fall, the all-new Outlaw Pontiac Racers West drag series has just announced its sophomore season schedule. According to series coordinator Rick Unterseh, the group is anxious to expand beyond its initial
Arizona offerings with upcoming dates also set to visit two Southern California tracks later in 2022.
What makes this series so unique is that all Pontiac-bodied and Pontiac-powered vehicles are welcomed — regardless
of whether they run traditional or corporate-powered motors, the number of cylinders, and whether they are front- or
rear-axle driven.
“If it your car promotes Pontiac in any shape or form, it is welcomed,” Rick proudly states. “In fact, we’ve even had
one participant so far who pulled 17-second quarter-miles in his 2005 Pontiac Vibe!”
In related news, Rick has also announced the launch of the group’s official website, www.OutlawPontiacRacers.com
Be sure to check it out along or the group’s established presence on Facebook: Outlaw Pontiac Racers West. Rick can be
reached at (480) 570-5583.
—editor
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OUTLAW PONTIAC DRAG
S WEST
PRELIMINARY 2022 RAC
E SCHEDULE
Sat, Jan 8........Tucson
Dragway
Sat, Jan 29........Wild
Horse Pass (Phoenix)
Sat, Feb 5........Tucson
Dragway
Sat, Apr 30........Wild
Horse Pass (Phoenix)
Sun, May 15........Irwin
dale, CA
June (TBD)........Baron
a, CA
July (TBD)........Baron
a, CA
Sun, Aug 14........Irwin
dale, CA
Sat, Oct 15........Tucson
Dragway
Sat, Nov 19.........Tucson
Dragway
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Ridin’

Random

Remembering The Monkees’
Michael Nesmith (1942-2021)

ABOVE: The very first Monkeemobile? This early publicity shot
tested the chemistry of the Pre-Fab Four inside an early-1960s
MGA roadster. From left are Jones, Nesmith, Tork and Dolenz.
RIGHT: The Monkees were encouraged to show their fun and
frivolous sides on screen. Here, a young Nesmith pilots a Toby
Cart during the show’s credit sequence. As a fun pop-culture
trivia connection for car-chase-film lovers, “Toby” refers to none
other than Toby (H.B.) Halicki, the infamous Southern
California-based director of Gone in 60 Seconds (1974) who,
years earlier, built and marketed these motorized skateboards
from his home in Gardena, CA. BELOW: Mike Nesmith (right)
and Micky Dolenz, together in their final Monkees concert at
the Greek Theater in Los Angeles, November 14, 2021.
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Arguably the most musically talented and accomplished
songwriter of the four original Monkees, Mike “Wool Hat”
Nesmith was also the most in-tune with his automotive
passions and racing adventures throughout his life. As a big
fan of the group growing up, Mike had always been my
favorite as I could relate to his tall, lanky appearance and
Southern drawl. Sadly, we lost him to natural causes on
December 10, 2021, leaving behind a six-decade legacy of
music, comedy, innovative video entertainment and
filmmaking.
Born Robert Michael Nesmith in Houston, Texas on
December 30, 1942, Mike was recognized for his trademark
wool-knit “toboggan” cap which initially caught the eyes of the
casting agents and producers of the made-for-TV pop band
that debuted on NBC-TV on September 12, 1966. His guitarplaying skills were already evident when he auditioned for the
band, having temporarily adopted the stage name Michael
Blessing just two years earlier.
With musical tastes leaning towards the country-western
and country-rock genres, at least a pair of his songs were
included on each of the Monkees best-selling LPs. Such
favorites included Papa Gene’s Blues, You Just May Be The
One, Sweet Young Thing and Listen to the Band. But it was his
Different Drum, as recorded by Linda Ronstadt of The Stone
Poneys, that ultimately brought him respect and recognition
within the industry.
During the seemingly brief original popularity of The
Monkees (covering a staggering 58 episodes within just two
seasons), it was Nesmith who was most often associated with
the two Dean Jeffries-built Monkeemobile GTOs (including the
restored example that was displayed at last year’s POCI
Mohegan Sun convention). And then there was that 1967
incident when a certain Monkee was reportedly clocked at 125
mph on the Hollywood Freeway by LAPD while behind the
wheel of his own “stock” GTO. Pontiac ad man Jim Wangers
recognized that speeding allegation as a potential publicrelations goldmine for Pontiac’s performance image, but the
incident “never did make it into the newspapers,” Wangers
admitted in his 1998 memoir, Glory Days. “It seemed the
show’s producers squelched it” in order to protect the rising
star’s reputation.
Nesmith’s solo career continued through the 1970s with a
series of albums released under the First National Band
imprint. Later, in 1981, Nesmith’s Pacific Video Arts Company
(which was financed in part through a sizeable inheritance
stemming from his mother’s invention of Liquid Paper type-

correction fluid) produced the groundbreaking Elephant Parts,
a video store rental favorite of the era where he once again
combined his musical and comedic talents in an SNL-like
production that won the very first Video of the Year Grammy
Award and featured the hit Cruisin’ (Lucy and Ramona and
Sunset Sam) — a fun, quirky, pre-MTV music video with a
rockin’ tune that snubbed his country-music roots.
With that success, he began to ramp up his ventures in
feature-length filmmaking, including producing the delightful
Repo Man (1984) and Timerider: The Adventure of Lyle Swann
(1982), the latter being a sci-fi adventure/fantasy time-travel
romp that fully exploited Nesmith’s longtime passion for offroad racing — an interest perhaps instilled by none other
than Dean Jeffries and his “Kyote” dune buggy creation which
was also found on the set of the Monkees’ 1968 movie Head.
With an eventual resurgence of the original TV show’s
popularity when in syndication years later, “The Nez” would on
very rare occasion reunite with his fellow Monkees bandmates
for live concert appearances, even more so following the
deaths of vocalist Davy Jones in 2012 and multi-instrumentalist Peter Tork in 2019.
This left him and drummer Micky Dolenz as the two sole
surviving members of the Emmy-winning group, who until just
two months ago performed under the moniker of “The Mike
and Micky Show” as part of their official Monkees Farewell
Tour. Their uplifting sold-out final concert together was
November 14, 2021 at the Greek Theater in Los Angeles.
Nesmith’s talent, humor and gentle spirit will be genuinely
missed.
— Thom Sherwood, Rally Reels

TOP: Nesmith reportedly served as Dean Jeffries’ co-driver in the 1967 Mexican
Baja 1000 race. Here, one of Jeffries’ Kyote off-road buggies, similar to their
Baja racer, has a moment in the spotlight in the 1968 Monkees film ‘Head.’
(photo from the Dean Jeffries Collection) BELOW: Nesmith wrenches on the
Monkeemobile’s underside during the 1968 episode ‘Monkees Race Again.’
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commemorate the 50th anniversary of the very first
Pontiac that was introduced
in 1926, Pontiac released a
special limited Grand Prix. I
thought it would be interesting to take a look at
this milestone car and some of its related memorabilia as we honor a similar 50th anniversary
that’s being celebrated by our club, POCI. Plus,
you just might learn a few interesting connections along the way.
The earliest piece of memorabilia in my
collection associated with the “1976 Pontiac
Golden Anniversary Grand Prix” (Pontiac’s official name for the car) is an internal PMD memorandum dated August 1, 1975. This memo,
addressed to Zone managers, was from Pontiac
Sales Promotion Manager R.E. Benson. He begins by reminding all the managers that their
first look at the commemorative edition GP will
occur on July 30 during the division’s Summer
Masters Sales Conference.
This brings up an interesting point about the
debut of this special car. POCI member Chuck
Cochren provided some snapshots from his visit
to the 1975 POCI Convention which was held
in Pontiac, Michigan on August 22-24. It was
there where PMD displayed their prototype Anniversary Grand Prix. This suggests that members who attended that convention were the
first of the general public to view the car; only
Zone management had seen it earlier.
Similarly, POCI founder Don Bougher dug
out one of his own photos from that same convention. His photo shows POCI members Tracy
Dowler, Rick Kornmier and himself, along with
a Mr. Huber — a midwestern Pontiac dealer.
All three members ordered Anniversary Grand
Prixs from Mr. Huber and had them dropshipped. Don and Tracy ordered 455-powered
cars while Rick chose one with a 400. Don also
recalled that the transmission went out on his
car after fewer than 200 miles.
This same memo from Benson contains still
more fascinating information. It reads, “This
car will be used to represent 50 years of
fine Pontiacs which we celebrate during
the 1976 model year.”
It also states that production
will begin on October 1, 1975
at the rate of 50 per day and end
on December 12, 1975. In pencil,
the recipient of this memo wrote
“2,500” — a number which was
the projected total number of units
to be built.
But in the end, we know a total of 4,807 were actually produced.
This brings up another question: Did
they produce more than 50 per day to end
up with those 4,807 Grand Prixs, or did they
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A special hood ornament and matching trunk
lock cover were designed for the 50th Anniversary Grand Prix. These and the matching vinyl graphic on the fenders of the 50th Anniversary Trans Am
would mark the final ever appearance of an Indian Head
graphic on a Pontiac.

50th

Anniversary
1976 Grand Prix
story & photos
by Tim Dye

Don Hamilton’s 1976 50th Anniversary Grand Prix
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Sales Promotion Manager R.E. Benson distributed this press release for the “1976
Pontiac Golden Anniversary Grand Prix”
on August 1, 1975. This was just three
weeks prior to our 1975 POCI Convention
in Pontiac, MI. where it made its debut to
the general public. This particular two-sided letter was sent to Assistant General Sales
Managers, Assistant Zone Managers, District Sales and Service Managers and the
car distribution network. Attached to it was
a color photo (at left).

extend the production
time
period? The one example of
this limited edition which I have access to shows an “11A”
date code (first week of November) — right in the middle of
the production period referred to in the memo.
Accompanying Benson’s memo was a full-color photograph of the special Grand Prix that bore a stark warning:
“The attached photograph is for the use of Pontiac Zone Field
Personnel only, and is not to leave the possession of the person to whom this is addressed.”
Those seemingly top secret handling instructions seem a
bit strange, especially now that we know the car would be

A highlight of the 1975 POCI Convention was Pontiac Motor Division’s debut of the limited edition 50th Anniversary Grand Prix. Accompanying that car was a 1926 Pontiac to represent the brand’s
origins. Photos courtesy of the Chuck Cochren Collection.
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seen and photographed by the public just three weeks later. I
have yet another press release accompanied by a black-andwhite photo of the car dated September 15, 1975, just two
weeks before production commenced.
Another paper item associated with this car includes a
Dealer Service Bulletin dated 9/15/75. This bulletin is all about
the Hurst/Hatch roof panels installed by Hurst Performance.
The first sentence of the bulletin reads, “The Pontiac Anniversary Grand Prix (Y82 Option) includes Hurst/Hatch roof glass
panels and storage case installed by Hurst Performance, Inc.”
It provides contact information for Hurst Corporation while
stating that all of its products carry a 12-month or 12,000-mile
warranty. On the backside, a list of parts and costs appears.

POCI founder Don Bougher and his wife Pat bought this 1976
50th Anniversary Grand Prix after seeing the pre-production prototype at the 1975 convention.

Our Feature Car
I purchased my 1976 50th Anniversary Grand Prix with
approximately 20,000 miles on the odometer.
I experienced T-roof window leakage soon after and received a warranty notice from Pontiac advising me to get replacements while things were still under warranty. They were
replaced at no charge to me with Hurst T-roof windows.
I drove the Grand Prix year-round in Minnesota until
1989 when I had it repainted by Charlie’s Body Shop in
Long Lake, MN. I had a new vinyl roof installed about that
same time. No bodywork has been done to it since, and
the paint remains in great condition. The velour seats have
wear on them but the interior also remains original.

Since then, my Pontiac has only been driven when
there is no corrosive salt on the roads.
The spring after I purchased it, I drove it to Florida for
a two-week vacation. I once slept inside the car overnight
while stuck on the centerline of a deserted Indiana freeway that was covered with an inch of ice. The following
year I drove it to Las Vegas, then to Utah for a ski vacation
near Salt Lake City.
I’ve since driven it on one other long-distance journey for a ski trip to Colorado. My Grand Prix now shows
107,000 miles on the odometer and it still runs great!
—Don Hamilton
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A rare original Hurst
Hatch corrugated plastic storage case as described in the Dealer
Service Bulletin.
Press photo for the
limited edition Grand
Prix features a model
demonstrating one of
the removable roof
panels.

Another press photo featuring both
the 1926 Pontiac and the prototype
50th Anniversary Grand Prix — the
same two that were on display at
the 1975 POCI Convention.

Attached to this was a Hurst/Hatch warranty and maintenance brochure just for
the 50th Anniversary Grand Prix. Maybe
50th Anniversary
someone can fill me in, but the 50th Annileather keychain.
versary GP I looked at had an option code
of “Y83,” not “Y82.” What gives?
The gold-colored Hurst/Hatch brochure
that was attached to the Service Bulletin
also found its way into the glove box of
every Anniversary Grand Prix, along
with a green cardstock item which
showed more warranty information.
Another “souvenir” that is always
interesting to have is a car’s window
sticker. The example shown here indicates that the 50th Anniversary Grand
Prix option retailed for $550.00. All
Golden Anniversary cars were
built as a Grand Prix SJ with the
LJ luxury appointments group
as standard equipment. The LJ
option was $520.00, bringing
the final cost of this particular
example (with all other options) to $8,116.80. The base
price of a 1976 Grand Prix
was $5,222.80. This car was
delivered to Halling Buick-Pontiac-GMC of La Crosse, Kansas.
Take a careful look at the back-
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Original window sticker from a 1976 50th Anniversary Grand
Prix. A screened 50th Anniversary logo appears in the background of every 1976 Pontiac window sticker — not just the
50th Anniversary models.

ground of this window sticker and you’ll notice a faintly-screened image of the 50th Anniversary logo. This is not only found on the
window stickers of special anniversary cars,
but on all 1976 Pontiac models, including
one in my collection that was gleaned from
a 1976 Catalina.
Other known pieces of memorabilia include a leather 50th Anniversary key chain,
a 50th Anniversary lapel pin, a pin-back button and a special license plate in black with
a gold “50” callout. I suspect there may be
even more items out there, too.
One curious note is that PMD did not
mention the gold-colored Rally II wheels on
the car’s list of standard features.
If you’ve ever wanted to impress your
Pontiac friends with some trivia, try asking,
“What was the last production Pontiac to
wear a Chief Pontiac symbol?”
As far as I know, the correct answer
would have to be “50th Anniversary Grand
Prix.” That’s right! Its hood ornament and
trunk lock cover show a classic Chief Pontiac Indian Head profile and Crest along with
the number “50” (an example appears on the
lead page of this feature). Of course you’d
also have to give your friends credit if they
responded “50th Anniversary Trans Am” (on
which that same logo also did appear, but
only on its fender decal. ...But that’s a story
for another time!)

50th Anniversary
Grand Prix Features

- Special Anniversary Gold
Paint Color
- Special “Hurst ” Removable
Roof Panels, Deeply Tinted
- White Padded Landau Roof
- Special Anniversary
Hood Ornament and
Deck Lid Lock Cover
- Distinctive Accent Stripes
- Special Doeskin Interior
Trim in Buckskin Vinyl
- Buckskin Leather is the
Only optional trim

RIGHT: Hurst Hatch warranty papers.
From left to right: 50th Anniversary pin-back button, lapel/hat pin and license plate.
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Joyrides
Around
The
Plant
Pontiac Log #

035

ast month I shared a few stories about new Pontiacs that
met an early fate via an accident at or near the factory.
Tonight, however, I’d like to share some of the stories
about our PMD fleet of vehicles that employees would
use in a “spirited” manner to commute from plant to
plant on-site.
Typically, our Home Plant had a pool of around 120
cars that were shared by supervisors, engineers and the
skilled trades groups. These cars, when not in use, were
often parked next to the offices in the salaried designated
parking areas.
Each plant would have a clerk with a wallboard with
keys designated for the cars parked in their lots. To make
these cars easy to spot, each would have big, bold lettering stenciled on the front fenders which read “IN-PLANT
USE ONLY.” Now, these cars were not your average model that one would see on the public streets, but rather
another “oops!”–type car that could not be sold to the
general public.
Some of the PMD pool fleet would consist of pilot
models, prototypes, cars built with incorrectly scheduled
drivelines or with the wrong frames. This fleet would be
replaced about every two years so that we always had
fresh cars to drive around as needed.
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With a setup like this, who needed the proving
grounds? Our able-bodied crew right here could put our
in-plant fleet through some unpredictable tests that were
never prescribed in a manual. And, as for crash test dummies? We didn’t need them either (although we certainly
had our share of just dummies!)
Like the Euclid front-end loader incident described last
month, you could never win in a game of chicken with a
Euc or an Allis Chalmers fork truck. Some of the fleet was
short lived though; thank goodness none of the employees
got hurt, perhaps some satire humor made it to a stall wall

though — and that was perhaps worse
than getting injured!
Now, to the fleet of cars...
In my 50-plus years at the Home
Plant, I’ve seen and driven some rather unique stuff around the property.
We once had a Grand Ville station
wagon that was made into a pickup
truck! Nope, it wasn’t as pretty as our
custom ‘78 Grand Am “El Camino”
(ABOVE) or our earlier ‘59 prototype
(LEFT), but it sure came in handy for
parts-chasing around the campus.
It took two tinsmiths and a welder
to turn that wagon into a pickup in
about two or three days. Their creation didn’t feature a tailgate but it
did have an aluminum-framed sliding
back window pirated from surplus
building materials.
We also had a late-model Sunbird
in our fleet — perhaps a mid-to-late
1980s unit with the turbocharged
1.8-liter 4-cylinder. We called it the
“Brazil” car because those high-revving turbo motors were shipped to
Pontiac from Brazil and trimmed out
and hot tested here before being sent

on to the Sunbird assembly plant.
When you floored one of them, it felt
like you were on ball bearings! Everyone always scanned the clerk’s wallboards in hopes of finding the Brazil’s
car keys. We sure ran the heck out of
that little ‘Bird!
Another one of my favorites was
a Police pilot car built from a 1978
LeMans 4-door sedan. It featured
a 455 D-port motor with a 4-barrel carb and dual exhausts. It had a
Saf-T-Track rear and laid down some
of the nicest, most-even tire marks
when we stomped on it! (You’d be
wise to never pull that stunt in front
of the offices, but rather in an area
north of Lot 63 between Plants 51
and 55.) That car lasted in our skilled
trades in-plant fleet for over four
years, somehow getting passed over
twice for early replacement. Hmmm,
go figure....
Not all of our campus cruisers
were “fun” cars to drive. One that
comes to mind was a 1976 Catalina that was built without a heater.
I can remember one night back in

the winter of 1978 when the boss
told me to go over to Plant 51-55 for
some bearings that were needed for
a multi-spindle drill head rebuild in
Plant 9. And wouldn’t you know it?
The only car in our vehicle pool that
night was our cold-blooded Catalina!
When I returned with the bearings,
the gang all told me, “We already
have the bearings here.” Well, that
certainly warmed me back up! I also
had a flashback to that ‘71 Goat described last month.
The Plant 12 Reliability Service
Garage always had some neat cars.
One was a ‘67 Grand Prix that served
as a break-down tractor. That car had
dual tires on the rear, made possiNOTE: The Plant 12 Reliability
Service Garage prepped all of our
special cars prior to shipment. As
stated in an earlier story, Plant 12
worked on all of the exotic stuff
including the hand-building of the
1963 Super Duty Tempests. They
were governed by the Product Engineering Building.
JANUARY 2022 • SMOKE SIGNALS
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The December 6, 1982 issue of Automotive News reported on what they thought
was a top-secret project created by Pontiac Engineering. Seeing this snippet (left)
all these years later would lead one to believe it may have been a long-forgotten
factory prototype. In a more recent conversation with former PMD General Manager John Middlebrook, this very topic came up. He quickly settled the matter
by explaining this otherwise stock vehicle was one that had been damaged at the
factory and they simply stuck a box on the back of it to use for running parts and
factory errands — just as Dimitrie has described within this month’s story! —editor

ble by having cut-off quarter panels.
It had a battery with jumper cables
mounted in one grille and a large
U-shaped push bumper made up of
trailer tires mounted horizontally. The
best part is that this helpful “rescue”
car had a big 428 HO motor!
Plant 12 also had a rather unique
towing tractor. Back around mid1968, the first try-out sheet metal was
stamped for the ‘69 Firebird Trans
Am. Plant 12’s garage got ahold of
a complete front end including the
bumper and grilles and mounted it
on their towing tractor. Yeah, some of
our fellows got in hot water over that
episode, but guess what? That towing
tractor continued to wear the Trans
Am front end for years!
I can clearly remember when the
director of master mechanics who
oversaw our skilled trades groups got
his very own In-Plant Use Only car —
a 4-door 1977 Bonneville Brougham
pilot car — gold with a tan cordova
top. It had the Police package consisting of a 400 4-barrel with duals. The
interior sort of reminded me of a topof-the-line funeral casket!
In the end, none of us dared touch
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that car. Bill Killen, its
designated driver, was
a respected, well-liked
gentleman. I’d be willing
to bet that as his car was
used only around the
Home Plant site it had
less than 2,000 miles
when it was eventually taken out of service
around 1980.
The Plant 12 garage
also took care of servicing all the PMD fleet
— everything, from flat
tires (probably the most
common service call) to
lights and dead batteries plus anything else that could go
wrong with a car. Believe me, if there
was a quirk of some kind on one of
our pool cars, Plant 12 was right on
it! In fact, sometimes our in-plant
groups who drove these cars spotted
potential issues before they escalated
to the dealer- or customer-level.
Some of the old-timers told me
about another particular car that hung
around the factory back in 1962. It
was a Catalina wagon used as an inplant parts chaser, but this one featured a 389 2-barrel V8 with three on
the tree plus an aluminum front end!
Now that would make for a neat cover
story if it was still around today!
Expanding beyond our in-plant
fleet of cars, a number of other vehicles got engine transplants compliments of our in-house skilled trades
departments in the back, darkened
stalls of the Plant 12 garage.
Again, some of the old-timers told
me of their grounds fleet of GMC
dump trucks from around 1959. A
couple of them were a little shy of
power when pulling around utility
trailers so the in-plant highway garage mechanics went across to Plant

12 and “borrowed” some of the new
389 4-bolt main shortblocks and
re-assembled the trucks’ stock V8
heads and intakes. Those trucks never
had a power issue again!
I’m sure that there were other vehicles on-site that also benefited from
the abundance of the available Pontiac powerplants of the time.
Our skilled trades groups had a
number of Kalamazoo breakdown
rigs powered by Wisconsin V-Twin
air-cooled engines and 2-speed transmissions. Our truck repair mechanics
and skilled trades fellows got together
and assembled at least two Kalamazoo breakdown rigs with Pontiac
2.5-litre 4-cylinder Iron Dukes with
automatic transmissions; the millwrights and welders used them for
years. (Sorry, they’re long gone now.)
The Engineering Building had a
towing tractor that originally was
powered by a flathead industrial Six.
When I first heard of it back during
the mid-’70s, it had already been
outfitted with a 421, 428 and then
a 455 with a Turbo-HydraMatic 400
transmission. Yep, I could fill a whole
chapter on the cool stuff our skilled
tradesmen did to enhance (and of
course test) our products.
Not to be outdone, our in-plant
truck repair crew had some wicked
electric Cushman scooters that they
had re-wound the armatures and
re-configured the batteries. They had
one three-wheeler that could pull
wheelies! (Nope, I never as much
gave it a thought to drive that one!)
As much as been said about our
PMD fleet of in-plant pool cars, I never saw a GTO, Grand Prix or a convertible in that fleet. I’m sure that if
our skilled trades gang had gotten
ahold of one of those, this story about
joyrides at the factory would have
gone on much further!

Celebrating POCI’s
Golden Anniversary

and the Car that Started It All!

Don Bougher’s 1926 Pontiac Landau Coupe,
together with its original, severely-corroded radiator
shell pictured here, was ultimately responsible for the
formation of POCI. Let’s take a closer look at the stories behind
that car, its long-ago dedicated owner, and his desire to replace that
difficult-to-find shell as we learn about POCI’s founding in 1972.
JANUARY 2022 • SMOKE SIGNALS
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Ownership History Revealed
To begin our 50th Anniversary celebration of POCI’s
founding, we’ll first provide a brief overview of our featured
car’s documented ownership and history.
It was first purchased on December 28, 1926 by Fred
Laughter of Rancho Santa Fe, California. He purchased it at a
gas station in Encinitas, CA for $865 after trading-in his 1925
Chevrolet roadster. Apparently this station would keep two
new cars on display for the Pontiac dealer in nearby La Jolla,
California — a common practice in the day.
Fred enlisted in the Marine Corps in 1927 and left the car
for his mother and brother to use. During the five years of his
enlistment he lost interest in the car and signed the title over
to his brother, Frank Laughter.
Frank went into the U.S. Army in 1941 but was killed
during World War II. His mother kept the car for sentimental
reasons. Frank had put the car up on blocks in his parents’
detached garage where it remained until 1965 when a roofer
began working on the Laughter home.
That roofer, Richard Weinberg, became curious as to

what treasures might be lurking in the old garage. He peeked
through the dirty window only to discover an old Pontiac that
had been resting there since 1941. He inquired about the car
and subsequently purchased it.
When the car had been put in storage, Frank had failed
to drain the radiator. Through the years the bottom tank of
the radiator developed a slow leak due to corrosion. This also
resulted in the bottom of the radiator shell rusting out quite
significantly.
In October 1966, Norman Snyder purchased the car from
Weinberg, and in turn, Don Bougher — our club’s eventual
founder — purchased the 40-year-old Pontiac from Snyder on
September 21, 1967.
Don and his wife Pat later moved from Escondido, CA to
Dayton, Oregon where they had purchased a farm in January
of 1979. Just prior to that, however, in December of 1978,
Don sold this 1926 Pontiac to POCI member Fred Vlaskamp
of Spring Valley,
Ohio.
Jerry Ray Booher of Dayton,
Ohio purchased

This photo of our featured ‘26 was taken during the time in which Don owned the
car. It appeared in a 1978 issue of Automobile Quarterly (RIGHT) as part of a story
by Beverly Rae Kimes entitled “The Years of the Indian Chief and the Silver Streak,” This
image served as the lead-off photo of a 40-page feature covering Pontiacs from 1926
through 1957. The same photo was also featured on a poster produced in 1978 by AQ
called “Car of the Chief.”
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and Old Cars Weekly as well as attending major flea markets with several visits
to the annual Fall Hershey, Pennsylvania
Swap Meet.
At that time there was no Pontiac
club, so he decided to start a roster of
old-Pontiac owners for the purpose of
networking. In 1971 the Pontiac Owners
Roster was printed, listing the names and
contact information of about 100 Pontiac
owners plus the years and models of the
old Pontiacs they owned. Still, Don was
unable to source a new radiator shell to
replace the severely corroded original
that his first-year Landau Coupe wore.
Appropriately, several individuals in the
roster urged him to start a club as a benefit for all Pontiac owners who likewise
needed parts and technical information.
At the 1972 Fall Hershey Meet, Don
posted a sign which promoted membership in an all-new Pontiac Owners Club
International (POCI) and, much to his
surprise, many folks actually signed up!
The rest, as they say, is history... 50 years
worth!

Don at POCI’s first booth at the 1972 Hershey Swap Meet.

the car on May 21, 1987 from Vlaskamp. The car was parked in a foundry
in Dayton, blanketed with foundry dust
and sand. The gas tank was full of sand
and the car would not run. After the carburetor was rebuilt and the gas tank and
fuel lines properly cleared, the Pontiac
fired up and a good, overall cleanup
was in order.
Larry Huneycutt Auto Sales of Stanfield, North Carolina, purchased the
car from Booher on August 26, 2015.

Huneycutt Auto Sales then worked with
StreetSide Classics of Charlotte, NC to
promote a subsequent sale.
Helen and Craig Marchbank of New
Lenox, Illinois, later purchased the car
on June 17, 2016 from Huneycutt/
StreetSide. It reportedly needed lots of
TLC to bring it back to running and driving condition. Today, the car remains in
their collection and will be taken very
good care of. The Marchbanks are looking forward to being its caretakers for
the next few decades.

Forming
the Club
During Don Bougher’s 11 years of ownership
of this significant Pontiac
(from 1967 through 1978),
his multi-year search for a
suitable replacement radiator shell proved frustrating
at best. His quest involved
Don Bougher (CENTER) sold the ‘26 in late 1978 to Fred running ads in Hemmings
Motor News, Cars and Parts
Vlaskamp, kneeling (RIGHT).

A Dodge Leads
to a Pontiac
Don first became involved in the
old-car hobby in 1961 when he purchased a 1925 Dodge Brothers Type A
sedan. He started researching the history of Dodge Brothers cars and learned
that they were introduced in 1914. This
lead him on a quest for a 1914 Dodge
Brothers which prompted him to advertise in Hemmings Motor News in search
of one of these vehicles.
In 1967, he received an early evening phone call from Norman Snyder, a
resident of Encinitas, California, located
just a few miles west of Don’s residence
in Escondido.
“I don’t have a Dodge,” Norman explained, “but I just wanted to talk with
someone else who was interested in
old cars.”
Norman had a 1926 Pontiac Landau
Coupe which Don soon learned represented Pontiac’s first year of production.
This intrigued him, and a friendship
soon resulted.
A few months later, Don received
another call from Norman asking if Don
would be interested in purchasing the
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Pontiac. At first, Pontiacs did not particularly interest him as the Pontiac-Cadillac dealer in his hometown never
stocked anything but four-door sedans
and were thought of as “old peoples’
cars.” Plus, Don’s family had always
driven Chevrolets.
Still, he inquired as to the price and
indicated that he might be interested,
saying he would “have to think about it.”
Norman indicated it would have to
be an immediate decision as he and his
family were moving to Arizona the very
next day.
“We’re sick and tired of all the
damned Hippies around here,” was his
rationale.
So, at 10 o’clock that very same
evening, Don was in Encinitas with
a borrowed car trailer, loading up the
Pontiac. Little did Don know that this
unplanned purchase would, years later,
result in the formation of a worldwide
car club!

That Elusive
Radiator Shell
So, just how and when was Don able
to eventually find a replacement for
that infamous corroded radiator shell
which graces the cover of this month’s
50th Anniversary Commemorative Issue of Smoke Signals? Once again, we
have the Hershey Swap Meet and the
newfound power of POCI membership

Don looking over the hood and perfect radiator shell of Pontiac Motor Division’s 1926 Pontiac. In the background is PMD’s 1909 Oakland. Photo taken at POCI’s 1975 convention.

serving as the nexus of that discovery.
Don explains:
“While perusing the Hershey Meet
back in 1975, I was approached by
Frank D’Aresta, POCI member #006. He
wondered whether I was still in search
of that ‘Holy Grail’ radiator shell for my
‘26. My answer was a very quick ‘yes.’”
“I know a guy who was restoring
one of those cars,” Frank proceeded to
explain with a bit of emphasis on the
was — as in, past tense. “Apparently he

Don and Pat Bougher brought their 1926 Pontiac and 1976 50th Anniversary Grand Prix to
the 1977 POCI Convention in San Diego.
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kept all of his Pontiac’s good brightwork,
including his radiator shell, inside his
house in a spare bedroom. But the rest
of the car — which was undergoing a
full restoration out in the detached garage — along with most everything else,
burnt to a crisp in a big fire. His 1926
Pontiac was destroyed, but if I understand things correctly, it sounds like he
still has a good radiator shell that he’d be
willing to sell.”
Don urged him to follow-through,
and sure enough, a few days later Frank
phoned him from Connecticut with
the great news: the shell was available
and seemed destined for Don’s ‘26. The
price? A mere $65!
“Have him put it on the next Greyhound Bus!” Don implored.
When the shell arrived several days
later at his local bus terminal in Escondido, Don discovered an added bonus: A
“near perfect” honeycomb radiator was
also packed inside, included as part of
the deal. Hallelujah!
Don then had the elusive outer shell
— which itself was in quite good shape
— re-silvered as the final step of its restoration. (Decorative shells of that era,
reportedly through about 1929, wore
a silver plating rather than chrome or
brass from the factory.)
Today, we recognize Don’s original,

“I want to give kudos to some of the
folks who were instrumental in POCI’s
growth in its earliest years: Joe Stout,
Don Barlup (who also served as treasurer for 28 years), Art Ruscher, Gale
Menger, Todd Schafer, Debby Arend,
and John Harvey — who each served as
president for three years.
Kurt Kelsey, Dick Kreiger and Joe Oliver were our top three membership recruiters, responsible for literally dozens
upon dozens of new members over the
years. Their efforts should inspire many
others as we launch our newest membership recruitment drive and contest
currently under way.”
Frank D’Aresta, POCI member #006, is ultimately responsible for helping Don make
a connection to the replacement radiator
shell which currently graces our featured
1926 Pontiac Landau Coupe. Here, Frank
and his family are posed with their 1928
Pontiac in Connecticut, circa 1975.

rusted-out radiator shell as a key piece
of memorabilia associated with our
club’s founding. That same shell is now
appropriately on display at the Pontiac-Oakland Museum in Pontiac, Illinois.

The State
of the Club
On this very special Golden Anniversary occasion, POCI members can
proudly look back at Don’s story as a
prime example of the importance of
having an active and engaged club.
Truly, the Pontiac-Oakland Club International remains one of the world’s
most significant and respected hobbyist
organizations.
And with that, Don views POCI’s
five decades of history with ample reverence.
“It is truly amazing to think where
we are today after 50 years,” he admits.
“Yes, the club has had its high points
and low points, but the focus and passion remains stronger than ever. Our
membership is enthusiastic and involved, with a number of folks (like me)
still hanging around from Day One. I
am grateful for their dedication.”
But he is also quick to admit that the
success and legacy of the club is due to
the efforts of many additional individuals.

Challenges Ahead
As for the next 50 years, no one has
a crystal ball that will accurately foretell the future of our hobby, but Don has
recognized what some see as a discouraging trend.
“At our high point, POCI had nearly
12,000 members. Today, we are down
to around 7,600 members. Why? There
was a recession when we were at our
high. Many members didn’t renew

during that time and have never come
back. Meanwhile, our younger generation — kids who grew up with Toyotas,
Nissans or Mazdas — have very little
interest in American cars. Our biggest
‘competition’ has been the internet
where people expect to find everything
instantly and for free.”
But still, our current-day officers and
Board members are well aware of the
challenges faced by nearly every classic
car club. Active aftermarket and parts reproduction vendors, along with individual parts vendors, each cherish our club’s
reach and focus. Our award-winning
monthly publication, Smoke Signals,
which provides entertainment, education and enterprise for our members and
advertisers, remains a vital and exclusive
conduit.
Yes, membership is a club’s lifeblood,
and member engagement on the local
level can only happen with active regional and specialty chapters that have
strong parent backing and support with
all of the above factors in place (and,
there’s little doubt that POCI’s chapters
are indeed robust!) That being said, POCI
is certain to remain relevant and strong
for the foreseeable future!

Don and Pat Bougher pause for a photo in 2019.
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we recognize this noteworthy milestone, lets take a
closer look at a very important aspect
of our club, its flagship magazine.

:
In the November 1982 issue of Smoke
Signals, club founder and then-editor
Don Bougher shared with members how
our club’s monthly publication was produced. Lots has changed in the 40 years
since. Let’s revisit that topic by comparing his efforts with how today’s magazine is conceived and printed.
(1) The Classified Ad section has al-

1

After making the 35-mile trip
to the post office, the day’s
mail is opened and sorted. Trying to read some of the ads is a
real thrill. (Some things never
change! —editor.)

ways been an important part of Smoke
Signals and remains so today. As your
current editor, I still receive a fair number of ads via U.S. Mail, and yes, some
of your hand-written notes are still difficult to decipher. And, I still also receive
a few occasional ads via facsimile (fax
machine), but with the internet being
so prevalent, why? I no longer have an
actual fax machine here as those transmissions now arrive at my desk as an automatically-converted email. This is my
least favorite method of receiving your

3

Next, the ads and articles are
typed on a Hermes Top-Tronic
42 electric typewriter. That’s
how we get the nice straight
margins!

ads because the low-resolution fax digitization process
adds zig-zags to your letters
and, if your penmanship is
less than perfect, it just makes
things that much harder for me
to transcribe.
These days, the biggest percentage of
ads are received via email through the
club’s website. While this takes care of legibility problems, it brings with it a whole
different set of issues. Hopefully these will
be properly addressed with the advent of
the club’s soon-to-be-revamped website.
The only other thing I would mention
here is how important it is for everyone to
read and fully understand our guidelines
before submitting an ad; that alone would
resolve so many member questions.
(2) What began as a black-and-white

4

Now for the real fun — the
light table, where the layout
comes together. This is the
part I enjoy the most.

5

Once laid-out, the pages go to Ed Orr
where he shoots four pages at once with
a humungous darkroom camera (at an insurance company where he worked as a
photographer and artist). This results in the
creation of a negative.
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Here are two behind-the-scenes views from two different recent indoors photo shoots. At left is the Pontiac Transportation Museum in Pontiac,
MI where I arranged a pair of 1977 Ventura Sprints. See the results of this session in the “Not so Good, The Bad and the Ugly” issue (November 2020). At right, I turned a small setting within the Pontiac-Oakland Museum in Pontiac, IL into a studio space for the 1960 Catalina Road
Runner race car feature as presented in the February 2020 issue.

newsletter is now comparable to a newsstand-quality magazine. Smoke Signals now
offers comprehensive feature stories and
professional-quality full-color photography
throughout. As technology has evolved, so
has our publication.
Over the years, our page count and use
of color has grown. An occasional spot
color (such as a simple red or blue ink
highlight) was eventually added to those
black-ink-only pages. A full-color cover
wrap was eventually introduced, then
full-color pages appeared throughout
the magazine, setting the stage for the

6

The negative is then taken to the printer where it is
stripped-up on a masking sheet and a plate burned
(a very bright light burns the image from the negative onto a photo-sensitive plate). The plate is then
mounted on the offset web press for printing.

slick, glossy publication that you hold in your hands today.
As for photography, creativity and imagination play an important role of how our favorite vehicles are featured in print. I
try to visualize the subject on a page as I compose each photo,
imagining where text and a title or graphic might fit as I arrange
the setting.
Another major advancement brought in to today’s mix is the
smartphone. There were no such devices in 1982, as the first commercially available hand-held mobile phone was the DynaTAC
8000x introduced in 1983. Even then, it didn’t have a camera.
That’s my cell phone (at left) which I have used to shoot many
of our feature stories. The cameras on today’s smartphones are
simply amazing, and they just keep getting better!
(3&4) Don Bougher used a typewriter and a light table to

8

7

Once off the press, our magazine goes to the
bindery department where it is stapled and
trimmed. It is then boxed in lots of 250 and
brought back to Ed’s house where his wife Dena
heads up the labeling department. From left to
right are Kathy, Elisabeth, Dena and Jenny.

Once labeled, the magazines would go
back to the mail room at the insurance
company where Ed would bag them
and submit everything to the post
office for mailing. (Ed just recently
passed away —editor.)
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For the most part, this is what it looks like producing the magazine’s content nowadays — me, perched in front of my Macintosh. Covers of previous issues are arranged on the shelves
in the background, helping me quickly locate previous articles
and other important references.

compose and layout Smoke Signals’ pages in 1982. Today,
both of these functions are accomplished on a desktop
computer. I use the industry’s standardized software program and platform, Adobe InDesign on a Macintosh, for
page layout tasks.
While a big dose of imagination certainly helps with
each page’s design, there’s no doubt that my many years of
experience in the printing industry has proven to be of equal
value. I have been trained to be aware of how everything looks

Direct from my computer, through the pre-press pre-flight
process, the December 2021 issue of Smoke Signals goes
straight to the plate-maker.

— artistically arranged and pleasing
to the eye with chosen colors that
match perfectly. These standards are
not only part of this publication, I am
convinced that they have also spilled
over into other aspects of my life.
(5) This part of the production
process from 1982 no longer exists.
There is no longer a need for a dark- A darkroom timer like this
room or plate camera, nor are there was found in just about evnegatives handled by “strippers” ery darkroom. It was used
who would assemble those analog to time exposures and, because the lights were out,
(non-digital) items.
Back then, after Don manually the numbers and hands
composed a page, he would hand would glow in the dark.
it off along with any photos he wanted to use on that page
to Ed Orr, a fellow POCI member with access to specialized,
professional darkroom equipment. With
his darkroom camera, Ed would make
PMT halftones (photo mechanical transfers) of the desired
snapshots that were specified by Don for use on that
page. Each halftone would
be scaled to the proper size
and then pasted onto Don’s
layouts after which Ed would
shoot negatives of each
“camera ready” page.
Typically, a dedicated printer would handle
this whole process, but Ed’s
equipment (and intervention)
helped save the club some
money.
Once the printer received the negatives, an individual in
their pre-press department would “strip” them onto yellow
masking sheets (shown above), ensuring that everything was

Here, the pressman pulls a sheet from the Any changes in color or reg8-color Heidelberg Speedmaster to monitor istration can be made from
the plate registration and color quality.
this work station.
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properly aligned and straight.
From those sheets, printing plates would be “burned” (exposed) and delivered to the press operator to hang on his plate
cylinders.
Today, the digital page files which I upload via the internet
to our printer, Modern Litho, are received by their pre-press
department which then “pre-flights” each document before
sending it to a special print server called a RIP (raster image
processor). Their software checks for numerous technical issues
which will assure the best possible image and print quality.
After the file has been RIPped, the files are sent directly to
a digital plate-making device which will render the necessary
color separations and plates for their multi-unit printing press.
No intermediary negatives are used.
(6) The printing press that appears in Don’s 1982 article
looks to be an offset-style newspaper web press. I used to run
one of those for the Wapakoneta Daily News. A newspaper
web typically prints on both sides of a continuous roll of paper
(web) as it travels through a unit, running multiple webs concurrently. The individual webs are eventually intertwined and
the combined paper is then folded in half over a big “V” at the
front, then cut and folded again at the end of the press.
The coarse, newsprint-based paper stock in use back then
provided the club with a fair quality black-and-white product
at a fair price in those years.
Today, at Modern Litho, Smoke Signals is still printed on an
offset press, but the similarities quickly end there.
In 1982, printing plate registration adjustments required the
press operator to go back to a particular unit and make necessary tweaks. If more or less ink was needed in an area, the
operator would manually turn a key on an ink well. Keep in
mind that some of the web presses I operated were 100 feet in
length, requiring a lot of walking!
Today, the pressman pulls a completed sheet and sets it on
his work station for close-up visual inspection. Computers,
meanwhile, constantly monitor and adjust the ongoing color
registration. Lines below where the paper rests on the work
station represent keys on the ink well that similarly can be re-

I have operated numerous presses over the years including this
smaller eight-color web press. For those wondering about this particular unit, it’s a Didde press, manufactured in Emporia, Kansas.

motely adjusted from that command center.
Technological advancements such as those on a top-of-theline Heidelberg Speedmaster press are what today makes our
high quality full-color publication within reach.
For members concerned about cost savings, the online version of our magazine might make most sense. But for me, there
is nothing quite like holding a printed magazine, seeing the
clarity of its artwork and photos on paper and, oh, that exquisite whiff of ink when the poly-bag wrap is first unsealed!
(7&8) In 1982, Ed and his family had to handle each batch
of Smoke Signals several times, taking it from the printer to
their home to manually apply mailing labels, then back to the
mail room at his work where it would be bagged and later submitted to the post office.
Modern Litho is a full-service printing facility. Once a
magazine comes off their stitcher (stapler), it is put in a clear,
protective poly-bag and a mailing label is applied — all by
machine. A representative of the U.S. Post Office is on-site to
ensure our product is properly fed into the mail stream.
Don noted that in 1982 the postage cost for each month’s
batch of magazines was $2,400. Today, it is just over twice that
amount, running about $5,000.

Once off the press, the printed sheets go to the cutter for trimming and then to a folder. Then to the stitcher which collates,
stitches (staples) and trims the magazine to its final size.

Individual copies of our magazine are next stacked on a cart
so that they can be poly-bagged and have address labels applied, all by machine.
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Our club’s very first publication, published
in 1971, was known simply as the Pontiac
Owner’s Roster. 83 individuals, plus a list of the
year(s) and model(s) of their Pontiac fleet, were
presented in addition to a small classified advertising section.
The Pontiac Owners Club International was
officially formed January 1, 1972, publishing a
quarterly “magazine” in 5.5x8.5” format. The
name of this publication was The Silver Streak
News. Effective January 1, 1973, the name of
the club was changed to Pontiac-Oakland Club
International in an effort to include Pontiac’s
parent car, the Oakland, thus allowing us to
maintain the initials POCI.
At this time, the magazine was only a quarterly publication, but the Board voted to additionally publish a monthly newsletter. This untitled publication was first mailed to members in
October 1974 and, three months later (January
1975) it was christened Smoke Signals.
In August 1979, the two publications were
merged into a monthly 8.5x11” magazine entitled Smoke Signals and Silver Streak News.
Effective with the September 1981 issue, this

This is our first official club publication;
it’s called The Silver
Streak News and is dated Jan-Mar 1972. Published quarterly, it measures 8.5x13” and has
12 pages.

This is the first monthly
newsletter. When mailed in October of 1974, it had no official
name. It was a single 11x17”
sheet of paper folded into eighths before
mailing. This example went to member
Leonard Redford III.
Here we have the last Silver Streak
News and the first combined Smoke Signals and Silver Streak News. The SSN was
issued the second quarter of 1979 and
John Gunnell
was its editor.
It
measures
5.5x8.5”
and
has 36 pages. This one
was mailed to
longtime POCI
member Harry Hannula. At
far right is the
August
1979
combined
issue. It measures
8.5x11” and has
18 pages.

The newsletter was first named Smoke Signals
in January 1975.

publication became known solely as Smoke Signals.
Years later, at the request of Pontiac Motor Division (PMD), POCI included the GMC Truck line in its scope of coverage in an effort to recognize
the long-established and important link between the two GM divisions. (The
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For years, editor Larry Kummer used this caricature of himself with his Editor’s Korner column,
so we’ll do the same. I wanted to give proper recognition to Larry for serving as our editor from
July 1983 to July 2006, some 23 years — by far
the longest to hold that position. —editor

GMC Truck logo was incorporated into the
official POCI logo, but the cover of Smoke
Signals did not change to reflect the addition
of GMC Truck until much later, in 2007.)
In the ensuing years, we’ve watched
Smoke Signals grow from its humble blackand-white-only presentation on a newsprint-quality “rag” paper, to one occasionally offering a two-color cover, to where
it is today — an industry-standard, glossy,

At the 1982 POCI Convention in Bloomington, MN,
outgoing president Don
Barlup presented this award
of appreciation to Ron and
Gail Panzer for their work
as Smoke Signals editors.

Silver Streak News • 1972 - 1973 - Don Bougher
Silver Streak News • 1974 - June 1975 - Alan Mayes
Silver Streak News • July 1975 - April 1978 - Rick Kornmeier
Silver Streak News • May 1978 - Nov. 1978
(2 issues) - Steve Cory
Silver Streak News • Jan. 1979 - July 1979
(2 issues) - John Gunnell
Smoke Signals • Jan. 1974 - April 1975 - Don Bougher
Smoke Signals • May 1975 - February 1977 - John Gunnell
Smoke Signals • March & April 1977 - Steve Macoy
Smoke Signals • May 1977 - December 1978 - Gene Boeglin
Smoke Signals • January 1979 - October 1981 - Ron Panzer
Smoke Signals • September 1981 - June 1983 - Don Bougher
Smoke Signals • July 1983 - July 2006 - Larry Kummer
Smoke Signals • August 2006 - October 2015 - Don Keefe
Smoke Signals • November 2015 - current - Tim Dye
Silver Streak News & Smoke Signals • Aug. 1979 - Aug. 1981
Ron & Gail Panzer
full-color-throughout magazine that
tastefully honors its heritage by including a resurrected Silver Streak
News section — keeping us entertained, educated and up-to-date
with club news and happenings
from around the world!
To complete our review of POCI
publications, we mustn’t overlook the official annual
POCI Membership Roster
that was also published
and distributed to members beginning in 1972.
Sadly, due to the high cost
of printing and mailing
such a thick publication
— plus the accessibility
provided by the internet
— this roster became available only to members online following the release
of our 2006 edition.

This September 1981 issue was the
first to show Smoke Signals only on
the masthead.
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SMOKE SIGNALS
Est. 1972 • November 2021

tional

Pontiac - Oakland Club Interna

& Trailers
• ‘55 GMC Series 100 • Early GMC Trucks ries!
• An Expanded Trailering Members’ Memo
• GM Gold - Trailering Boot Camp

• ‘67 Executive Safari
& Chris Craft Boat
49th POCI Convention

Coverage continues with

this issue!

Dancehere. Starting at
3arfirsts
We haverne
a ytrio
Part of
the far left, there is the September 1983
issue which was the first of our publications
with a full-color cover. This was a big deal at
the time as four-color (cyan, magenta, yellow
and black) printing was an added expense
that required a Board vote. Another jump in
quality took place with the August 1989 issue
when gloss paper was added to the cover.
This better showed off the four-color printing
but was another bump in cost approved by
a Board vote. Finally, at far right, we have
the October 2004 issue, the very first with
full-color and gloss paper throughout.

1916 GMC Truck Jou

POCI is proud to have been regularly
honored by Old Cars Magazine with their
prestigious Golden Quill Award for many years
now. —editor

The 2006 edition was the last printed roster. It measured
8 3/8” x 10 3/4” with 100 pages. I would never leave home on
an extended trip in my old cars without the club roster. I had
to use it a couple of times to ask for roadside assistance from a
fellow POCI member. Always with favorable results. —editor

Another printed item produced by
the club from the beginning has
been the membership application. It,
too, has seen a similar upgrade from
single- to full-color printing.

Reid Williamson is an early member of the
club, holding membership #128. Among the many
careers he has held throughout his life (including
working at a Pontiac dealer!) was a position in the
mid-1970s at Price Books & Forms, Inc. This is the
very company that produced those little Selling
Facts and Price Guides that Pontiac salespersons often carried in their pockets. It may never
have occurred to Pontiac fans just how much the
early POCI club rosters looked like those Pontiac
pocket guides — from the Jersey Embossed paper
used on the cover to the rounded corners. The rosters are similar because Reid had them produced
at Price Books & Forms, Inc.!
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PONTIAC
MUSEUM APPAREL
navy blue
t-shirt

back

front
pocket
area
Small
to XL

$25

2X
to 4X

$28

black
t-shirt
front

all
prices
include
shipping

available in both Illinois
and michigan versions

Small
to XL

$25

above
front
pocket

Small
to XL

$46

$32

2X
to 4X

$49

to place an order
call 10am to 4pm
central time
7 days a week

$28

back

PTM work shirt
available in
tan & charcoal
back

2X
to 4X

hat
offered in
2 colors
ptm
ptm
fitted adjustable
hat
hat

$28

815-842-2345

In December of 1971, Ron Laird and his
wife, Lee Ann, became members of POCI.
The club had just started — so recently, in fact,
the Laird’s membership number is 15. Shown here is the
canceled check for their first annual dues, plus his first membership card.
Membership dues at the time were just $5.00. The back of the check is
endorsed by club founder Don Bougher.
By the end of November 1972, the club’s membership had risen to 299.
You may have noticed that Ron’s membership card has a different name for
the club than what we are now familiar with. Initially the club name was
“Pontiac Owners Club International.” At that time the club newsletter was
quarterly, and in the Volume 1, Number 4 issue it was noted that “for the
club to best serve its membership it must remain flexible and attentive.”
Towards that end, the club’s name was changed to the “Pontiac-Oakland
Club International,” thus retaining the initials POCI.

Very early in the club’s history (in its second month —
February of 1972, to be exact), Joe Stout sent this postcard to club founder Don Bougher requesting information about the club. At the time Joe was a Pontiac-AMC-Jeep
dealer in Wichita, Kansas. He would go on to become a
POCI Board member, convention host and President, and he
continues as a member today!

When I first received this item, my initial thought was how similar the graphic looked
to the POCI logo that was in use for many years. This piece obviously looked like it
predated the club’s founding in 1972. It turns out that this clock was an aftermarket
accessory item from the 1926-’31 timeframe in which both brands were in production
(or soon thereafter).
A quick call to club founder Don Bougher confirmed that indeed the club had
copied its logo from one of these clocks. This particular example had been found
at a garage sale for $3.00 and it made its way to the Pontiac-Oakland Museum. It
now resides in a special glass case dedicated to displaying club history.
The face of this clock reads Sterling Electric. However, on the backside, the
manufacturer is identified as Western Clock Co. — a company which we now know
as Westclox.

During the Joe Stout administration (mid-1970s), one of Joe’s initiatives as President was to
come up with some kind of gift to recognize the efforts put forth by each year’s convention chairperson. As you know, planning for a convention begins years in advance, requiring countless hours of
planning, meetings, details and phone calls. Recalling his first year in office, Joe remembers going to
Shepler’s Western Wear to purchase a very nice — and rather expensive — Indian blanket to present
as a gift.
Later, upon looking for a less expensive but still high-quality token of appreciation (while continuing an Indian theme), he took his copy of the 1938 Pontiac Sales Brochure which featured a
likeness of Chief Pontiac and had it enlarged and placed inside a nice frame. A brass plaque with the
recipient’s name was then added. The overall size was roughly 22x16”. The example shown here was
presented to Ron and Gail Panzer.
The original painting was commissioned in 1936 by the children and citizens of Pontiac, Michigan. A “Penny Drive” raised the needed funds to employ portrait artist Jerry Farnsworth who
researched the great Chief and painted a life-sized likeness. The portrait was presented to Pontiac
Motor Division on its 10th anniversary as a token of appreciation to the company that employed so
many within their community.
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Chapters have
always been an
important part of
the club. Luckily, we
have been able to
preserve some of our
club history along
with bits and pieces
of chapter history.
Seen here is such a
piece, a letter written by John Gunnell
to Harry Hannula.
John, of course,
is a former Smoke
Signals editor and
a former director
on POCI’s Board
while remaining a
well-known automotive author. The text of his letter, dated 11-13-81,
indicates that he will be publishing the newsletter for the newly
formed Oakland Chapter. In the first paragraph he outlines his
goals for the “pilot” issues.
Along with the Street Rod and Safari Chapters, the Oakland
Chapter was one of POCI’s earliest Specialty Chapters, unique in
that most chapters prior to this were region-based groups. This of
course paved the way for our Early Times and Grand Prix chapters
— both of which remain quite large and active today.
In the second paragraph, John congratulates Harry for being
the first official member of the Oakland Chapter.
Harry was a POCI member beginning in 1975,
attending his first convention in 1979.
Harry has a long association with
the club, but has since passed
away.

Januray 1972 - July 1976 • Don Bougher
August 1976 - July 1979 • Joe Stout
August 1979 - July 1982 • Don Barlup
August 1982 - June 1985 • Art Ruscher
July 1985 - June 1988 • Todd Schafer
July 1988 - June 1991 • Gale Menger
July 1991 - June 1994 • Debby Arend
July 1994 - July 1997 • Doud Klein
August 1997 - July 1998 • Steve Peluso
August 1998 - July 2001 • John Harvey
August 2001 - July 2007 • Robert Desrochers
August 2007 - July 2008 • Vern Howard
August 2008 - January 2012 • Dave Bennett
February 2012 - July 2012 • Les Iden
August 2012 - July 2013 • Alan Mayes
August 2013 - August 2016 • Merle Green
September 2016 - May 2018 • Wayne Beran
June 2018 - July 2021 • Larry Crider
August 2021 - Current • Ron Berglund

LEFT: Harry Hannula’s
1931 Oakland Coupe.
There were some very unique souvenirs provided at the 1979 POCI Convention in
Troy, Michigan — matchbooks! At
first glance, you might not think
they were so special. However,
there are several reasons why
these were such
a great item. For
starters, at one
time
match-

1979 POCI Board Meeting. Far left (back of head) probably
Todd Schafer, far right Joe Stout. From the far end of the table
(working back up towards Joe) is Dick Choler, H.F. “Mac”
Macnish, Mike Grippo, Chuck Cochren and John Fitzgerald.

book collecting was very popular; the hobby was second only to stamp collecting.
Although matchbooks are not used as much today due to the popularity of the disposable lighter and an awareness of the health hazards of smoking, old matchbooks are still
being collected, perhaps bringing back memories of places we visited long ago.
Another reason these should be considered great souvenirs is that they were “genuine” Pontiac Motor Division items. Normally, a matchbook would have been imprinted with a dealer’s name.
When Pontiac was still in business, the various POCI convention souvenirs would typically have the
Pontiac name and logo imprinted on them. But, these matchbooks may perhaps be the only official PMD
item that also had a convention name imprinted on them!
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Two of the most memorable vintage promotional items
POCI ever created were the club window sticker and the metal
license plate frame. The window sticker, featuring a previous
edition of our club logo, can still be seen on a few older cars today. I only had to go as far as the cars on display in the museum
to find one to photograph. It was introduced in a 1973 edition
of Silver Streak News.
Likewise, the metal license plate frame has not been available for years and has become a highly collectable piece of
memorabilia. As a matter of fact, there is a very nice pair of
these presently being offered on eBay for $250 plus $30.00
shipping (I’m not saying that is or is not their value... that’s just
what someone is asking). The frames
were first made available in the
March 1976 issue of Smoke Signals
for $3.50 per pair plus 75 cents
postage.
Both items are scarce today.
Most stickers were used and not
transferable once applied to a car’s
window. Though made of metal, the
license plate frames can experience
paint loss, pitting or breakage, making clean ones few and far between.

Over the years there have been some very memorable
guest speakers at POCI gatherings.
In previous issues of this magazine, we ran a series
from Chuck Cochren covering PMD’s 1976 Global Record
Run. In it, you may recall how Johnnie Parsons drove a
1977 Grand Prix and Paula Murphy drove a 1977 Sunbird
around the world. Soon after, Paula appeared at the 1977
POCI Convention in San Diego, California to share her
experiences firsthand. Chuck noted that she was a lively
and charismatic speaker.
Twenty years later, in 1997, Pontiac royalty arrived at
our convention in Denver when both John DeLorean and
legendary mechanic and International Motorsports Hall
of Famer Smokey Yunick blessed us with their presence.
Everyone in attendance knew this was a special, once-in-alifetime occasion.
If there was another occasion coming close to that
magnitude, it had to
be at the 2011 Bowling Green convention
when famous stuntman
and Smokey and the
Bandit director Hal
Needham (left) paid
us a visit.
Needham was
not known for making public appearances, but he had
just completed his
book and wanted
to promote it. Our
standing-room-only
audience enjoyed
many colorful and
entertaining stories —
memorable indeed!

Former POCI president Joe Stout with Paula Murphy
at the 1977 San Diego convention. Photo courtesy of
Don Bougher.

The highlight of the 1997 Denver POCI Convention for
most was hearing Smokey Yunick (left, with wife Margie)
and John DeLorean. Photo courtesy of Larry Crider.
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Over the years there have
been some very special cars
shown at POCI events. Here
are just a few.
In 1977, POCI’s convention
was held in San Diego, California. The folks from the Keystone State Chapter thought
they would also host a MiniMeet in the eastern part of the
country that year for members
unable to make the long journey west.
Lancaster, PA was chosen as
the location for that gathering.
It was well attended. One of the
highlights included Don Barlup’s
Plexiglas Pontiac (details about
this unique car can be found in
our previous “Road to Motorama” installments).
Don recalls giving rides
around the parking lot in the
fragile car. Those getting to ride
in the historic vehicle may not
have realized at the time what a
rare opportunity that was.
In 1987, the POCI convention
was held in Sturbridge, Massachusetts. Pontiac Motor Division
brought two of their cars for
display — one old (the company’s
1909 Oakland), and one brand
new (their Pursuit concept car).

It was common practice for Pontiac/
GM to send a tractor-trailer rig filled
with concept or historical vehicles for
display at our annual conventions.
At the 1997 Denver convention, one
of the most unique vehicles brought
for display was a steam-powered 1969
Grand Prix. On the outside it looked very
much “stock,” but under the hood there was
nothing stock about it.
In the early 20th century, gas, steam and
electric-powered vehicles all competed in
the automobile market. Steam was the least

practical considering how long
it took to prepare the vehicle
for travel, so it is surprising
Pontiac revisited it. This may
be the only steam car that also
featured air conditioning!

1) 1973 Camp Hill, PA
2) 1974 Wichita, KS
3) 1975 Pontiac, MI
4) 1976 Medina, OH
5) 1977 San Diego, CA
6) 1978 Orlando, FL
7) 1979 Troy, MI
8) 1980 Gettysburg, PA
9) 1981 Springfield, IL
10) 1982 Bloomington, MN
11) 1983 Niagara Falls, NY
12) 1984 Atlanta, GA
13) 1985 Denver, CO
14) 1986 Greensboro, NC
15) 1987 Sturbridge, MA
16) 1988 Downingtown, PA
17) 1989 Dayton, OH
18) 1990 Kansas City, KS
19) 1991 Cleveland, OH
20) 1992 Gaithersburg, MD
21) 1993 Irvine, CA
22) 1994 Springfield, IL
23) 1995 Lincoln, NH
24) 1996 Moline, IL
25) 1997 Denver, CO
26) 1998 Sturbridge, MA
27) 1999 Buffalo, NY
28) 2000 Grand Rapids, MI
29) 2001 Red Wing, MN
30) 2002 Charleston, WV
31) 2003 Collinsville, IL
32) 2004 Joplin, MO
33) 2005 Greenville, SC
34) 2006 Ontario, CA
35) 2007 Tulsa, OK
36) 2008 Spearfish, SD
37) 2009 Dayton, OH
(Co-Vention with the GTOAA)
38) 2010 Charleston, WV
39) 2011 Bowling Green, KY
40) 2012 St. Charles, IL
41) 2013 Dayton, OH
(Co-Vention with the GTOAA)
42) 2014 Wichita, KS
43) 2015 Louisville, KY
44) 2016 Bettendorf, IA
45) 2017 Fort Worth, TX
46) 2018 Wisconsin Dells, WI
47) 2019 Gettysburg, PA
48) 2020 Catoosa, OK (canceled due to the COVID pandemic)
49) 2021 Uncasville, CT
50) 2022 Catoosa, OK
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As a retired Pontiac-GMC Truck dealer, I’ve had
my share of one-of-a-kind automotive adventures.
Here are some fun nuggets from the many
great years spent with my two favorite brands.

A MODEL YEAR
IN THE LIFE: 1968

P

eople have often commented that I
recall dates of when certain things
happen by what I was driving at the
time. For example, the first time we
rented a summer beach house, I was driving a Trans Am with a turbocharged 301
V8 in color code #79 (Carousel Red). So,
that must have been in July 1980. Further, I’ve always thought of my years as
not being from January to December but
from one Announcement Day to the next
— a Model Year. (This is perhaps, in part,
due to my birthday being somewhat
close to Announcement Day.)
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Some Model Years, however, had
more memorable events than others. One
such Model Year is 1968. For almost all
of the model year, I drove one car, a 1968
Pontiac LeMans Sport Coupe — the twodoor hardtop.
After graduating college in June 1967,
I had intended to go to Southern California to attend graduate school. That would
continue my student deferment from
military service. However, a series of
events found me enlisting in the (Regular) Army under a two-month delayed
Active Duty program on August 10,

1967. I had 60 days to square everything
away before reporting for two years of
active duty in the Ordnance Corps.
Back at my family’s Blue Ribbon Pontiac dealership in Norwich, Connecticut,
one thing I had yet to do was order-out
the new Pontiac that I wanted to drive
for the 1968 Model Year. I guessed that
with the training the Army would provide, I’d remain in the States for at least
six months. So, something sporty and fun
to drive was in order. A 1968 LeMans
Sport Coupe in light blue with a white
interior would do nicely. I’d equip it with

a 4-speed manual, Wide-Oval tires on
Rally II Wheels, gauges and tach, dual
exhaust, tinted glass all around, Safe-TTrack, and a few other goodies.
On October 10, 1967 I went on Active Duty. Since I couldn’t have a car at
Ft. Dix, New Jersey, during Basic Training, I wouldn’t need this new Pontiac
until December after completion. The
extra lead time also meant I could order
some special-order options. I did this
without having access to the Pontiac
Special Equipment Order Form for
’68 cars. So, I wrote on the order
some options that were used on a
similar 1967 LeMans. In particular,
I wanted Quick Steering and Metallic Brakes.
I ordered it as a demonstrator,
noting also on the order that it should
not be preferenced early, just so that delivery to the dealership would likely take
place in mid-December.
But, when the Zone Office finally went
to preference this car for production in
early November, they considered my other
cryptic notes. They phoned the dealership to ask if I really wanted those two
Special Equipment options. As I wasn’t
around (remember Basic Training?), someone at the dealership being “helpful”
decided that since the car had to be on
hand by about December 20, not to delay its production by building it with those
two SEOs. Or something like that. I never
found out who made that decision.
I wasn’t too happy about the changes
when I came home after Basic. The disappointment disappeared as, in late December, I became engaged to be married
to Ina.
I had two weeks to break the car in
before driving it to my next training point,
Ft. Knox, Kentucky. Weekends there were
spent driving on various Kentucky back
roads, truly enjoying the handling and
performance of the LeMans. On Post, I
was the only one in the Company qualified to drive the 5-ton truck available in
the Motor Pool. Between driving that and
operating some Army tanks, I was driving occasionally during the week as well.
The location for my continued training was cancelled, so I was held over to
help train soldiers in another Company.
As a trainer, in addition to the weekends,
I could hop in the LeMans and go offpost weekday nights as well. I was having a blast learning about every Kentucky
back road within 100 miles of Post.

Finally, I was told that my next training would be at Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. I had
a few days extra, so I drove the LeMans
back to Connecticut to see my wife-tobe and my parents and then back down
to Virginia.
By now, I was more familiar with how
the Army operated. I felt that I could contribute more in the Ordnance Corps with
my college background in Chemistry,
Physics, Math, Computers, etc. than what
I was being trained to do. So, after spend-

SO, I WROTE ON THE ORDER
FORM SOME OPTIONS THAT WERE
USED ON A SIMILAR 1967.
ing several weeks at Ft. Belvoir, I had a
discussion of where my education could
be of more value.
This led to my being permanently
assigned in late May 1968 to Picatinny
Arsenal, near Dover, New Jersey. Buckle
up and drive north.
Even though I had grown up three
hours from the Arsenal, I had never heard
of the place. It turned out that I was assigned to a group that really could use a
variety of the skills I learned in college.

And, with only a three-hour drive to see
my fiancée meant I was driving the
LeMans back to Norwich every weekend.
Once I was firmly placed at the Arsenal, Ina and I set a wedding date for midAugust. We did raise, unnecessarily, concerns that we were marrying quite soon
after announcing the date. However, we
had held off setting a date since back in
December. Back then, I didn’t know where
I would be, State-side or elsewhere.
One thing I had already learned in
the Army was to be flexible as plans
might need to change. Just before
the scheduled wedding date, I was
driven 100 miles from the Arsenal
to Walson Army Hospital for some
emergency surgery. Apparently,
while it may have been an emergency for me, it wasn’t so much for the
Army. After I was released for convalescent leave, my folks and a cousin drove
down from Norwich to collect me.
We stopped at the Arsenal to pick up
the LeMans. My cousin was supposed to
drive me back to Norwich in that, but
someone else driving my LeMans? Not
going to happen. Even though the car had
a manual shift and no power steering and
wide-oval tires and me only a week from
major surgery, I drove.

This Nordic Blue 1968 LeMans Sport Coupe served as a honeymoon car for me and
Ina during our quick escape to the sand dunes of the Lower Cape of Massachusetts.
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The bottom line was that I was on
convalescent leave on our wedding date.
Having a few more days of convalescent leave after the wedding meant that
we could take a few days off. We drove
to one of my favorite hang-outs, the
Lower Cape. That is, the beaches and
sand dunes of Cape Cod around North
Truro and Provincetown.
On the Cape, Ina finally had a chance
to drive the LeMans. “Can you put power
steering on this?” she asked.
Already becoming well-trained, I answered, “Yes, Dear.”
I called our Parts Department. It
turned out we did stock the GMPD Accessory package for adding power steering to any Tempest, LeMans or GTO.

I arranged for a mechanic to work overtime the next night back at the dealership to install the kit.
While on leave, we set up an apartment near the Arsenal and brought a few
things down to set up the unit. We also

INA FINALLY HAD A CHANCE
TO DRIVE THE LeMANS. “CAN
YOU PUT POWER STEERING
ON THIS?” SHE ASKED.
dropped off in New Jersey the older car
I had given Ina as an engagement gift
back in December.
All good things come to an end, in-

ABOVE: A newspaper ad for our dealership promoted both new and used
cars in 1968; I was eventually stationed at Picatinny Arsenal in New Jersey.

cluding convalescent leave. A quick trip
to Walson Army Hospital to verify that I
was fit to return to active duty, then back
to the apartment.
The next day, we drove to the Arsenal to become officially off-leave and set
up paperwork and ID so that Ina was officially an Army wife. After dropping Ina
off, I reported back to my duty station.
After a round of congratulations and
jokes on my behalf, it was back to work.
By now though, we were nearing the
end of the Model Year. It was our practice to take all current model cars that
had been driven out of service in early
September to sell them while still a current model. So, after enjoying the somewhat costly added power steering for
about two weeks, we dropped off the
LeMans in Norwich and drove back in
an older used car until my 1969 Pontiac
was available.
When the 1968 LeMans was cleaned
up and put up for sale, it sold quickly.
That amazed our New Car Manager since
it wasn’t the typical LeMans that he
would order for stock. When I had ordered the car the previous Fall, I had no
fear of custom ordering new Pontiacs (see
the story of the “My First New Pontiac
Sold” in December 2021 Smoke Signals).
This began my ordering some cars that
weren’t the typical pattern cars that he
would order — especially for Pontiacs
that would become my demonstrators.
The new-Pontiac adventure would
continue with my 1969 Model Year car
— the last Pontiac that I would take for
an entire year. That was the Bonneville
Coupe, known for its big trailering journey that was covered in the November
2021 Smoke Signals.
Share your thoughts! Reach me at gmgold@q.com

BELOW: A glance through Pontiac’s
Accessorizer Guide for 1968 reveals
the part number and suggested retail
price (plus billable installation labor
hours in parenthesis) for the factory
kit that would add Power Steering to
my 8-cylinder LeMans (Model #37).

Ina and the LeMans during our honeymoon.
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our never-ending quest to celebrate arcane acts of motoring
mayhem and timeless trivia, a few Oakland, early Pontiac and
GMC Truck promotions from the first half of the 20th century somehow managed to escape our attention... until now.
Presented here is a 1919 announcement by Salt Lake City, Utah’s
very active GMC Truck dealer, Randall-Dodd Auto Agency. Their
latest fleet sale involved no less than ten GMCs destined to provide
rugged, reliable mail courier service to rural areas of two counties.
In a separate, related announcement (see lower photo and caption), each of these postal trucks was to be lubricated by VICObranded motor oils, as manufactured by the Utah Oil Refining Company of Salt Lake. VICO banners are prominent in both photos.
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LEFT COLUMN: Dutch buyers are provided with mechanical features,
dimensions and specifications in this 1930 brochure as published by
AMICO, the American Motor Import Company, N.V. of Amsterdam.

ABOVE: The M. Campbell & Company’s GM-only dealership in Muswellbrook,
NSW featured (left to right) a 1929 Oakland, 1929 Vauxhall, 1929 Oldsmobile,
1929 Pontiac, and the latest 1930 Buick along with five very anxious salesmen.
Image courtesy of the
State Library of New
South Wales, Australia.
LEFT: No information is
available regarding this
group of five men in an
early Aussie Oakland.
OPPOSITE:
1914 Buyer’s
Guide claims
that the Oakland is “The
Car with a Conscience”
among British motorists.
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INSET: “Body by Fisher” is the headline
of this French magazine advertisement
from 1928.
MAIN IMAGE: “Oakland car, number plate HA 1783, in front of St Matthew’s Church, Hastings.”
Glass plate negative showing an unidentified man at the wheel of his auto in front of Saint Matthew’s
Anglican Church. Year unknown. Reproduction courtesy of the Hawke’s Bay (NZ) Knowledge Bank.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Ron Berglund

illa and I want to wish each and every one of you a Happy New Year! The year ahead is full of opportunities to
enjoy our vehicles and while participating in upcoming
club activities.
I certainly had an eventful 2021. For starters, we had been looking to relocate to the state of Idaho. We purchased a house there
— sight unseen — with a handshake over the phone due to the
housing shortage and bidding wars that were going on. Then, we
had to sell our home in California and get rid of a lot of things, as
we were downsizing drastically.
We made five trips to Idaho over the ensuing months, utilizing
our enclosed car trailer (very handy!) to move boxes, cars, car parts

W
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and… Well, you get the picture. After all of that the movers came in and moved the rest of the stuff.
We settled into our new home in April, and we love it
here. There are many good things to say about Idahoans.
Of course, in July we made the trip to Connecticut
for the POCI convention where I was named President.
A month later, in August, we trailered our ’65 Catalina
2+2 to an AACA Western Regional Car Show in Colorado. When we returned home we organized the newest
chapter in POCI, called Pontiacs of Idaho #104. This
chapter has surprised us with its remarkable enthusiasm
and being able to host a car show within two months of
its inception!
So, as you can see, I’ve been busy.
With the New Year upon us, POCI has ample reason
to be proud: This month marks the beginning of our
year-long 50th Anniversary celebration! The person we
have to thank for it all is our club founder, Don Bougher.
My first-ever connection with Don came during a
phone call about fifteen years ago when I was looking for
some Pontiac parts. Our friendship was immediate and
has become steadfast over the years — especially after
discovering that we have a few things in common. Not
only do we share a love for the Pontiac brand, we also
belong to the same fraternal organization and we were
both in the insurance business.
One day I asked Don to explain POCI’s beginnings.
He proceeded to tell me that back in the 1970s he himself
was looking for parts for one of his cars, eventually going
to the Hershey Swap Meet to try his luck there. During
this time he noticed that there was no formal Pontiac
club, so he decided to assemble a roster of Pontiac owners
who might be interested in joining. In 1972, a meeting was
held and the club was officially named Pontiac Owners
Club International. Eventually, the name was changed to
Pontiac-Oakland Club International. A constitution and
bylaws were written and the rest, as they say, is history.
Because of Don’s vision and perseverance, he was
able to establish what has become one of the nation’s
largest and most vigorous car clubs. As a result there
have been over a hundred chapters formed, and we can
look forward to yearly, upscale conventions where we
can see old friends and make new ones who share a love
for all things Pontiac, Oakland and GMC Truck — just
as much as Don Bougher, our godfather of POCI, does.
Thank you, Don!
In this month’s picture I am joined by Dennis Simonson during our visit to the Barnum and Bailey Circus
Museum at the 2018 POCI convention in Wisconsin Dells.
I’m not sure from the marquee sign which clown is which
— we both look pretty good, clowning around! SSN

VICE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

VICE PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
Jack Anderson

is the year in which POCI celebrates its
Golden Anniversary. If you’re like me, it’s
hard to remember turning 50 years old,
much less what was going on in my life way back in 1972.
For some of you 1972 never happened. (Oh, to be that
young again!) Regardless, let’s take a look back.
In 1972, Richard Nixon was president, and former president Harry Truman died. The average American household
income was $11,120, which was spent on regular gas priced
at 36 cents per gallon, first class postage at 10 cents, or a new
house for $30,500. The Dow hovered around 10,000 points.
In the automotive world, history was made when the Volkswagen Beetle surpassed the Ford Model T as the most-produced car model ever (over 15,000,000 units). Meanwhile, the
base price of a new Firebird was $2,840; a Grand Prix started
at $4,472.
For movie fans, Best Picture honors went to The Godfather
(which, in my mind, is Best Picture in cinema history). TV’s
most popular series was All in the Family. The top musical acts
included America, Chicago, Elton John and Carole King. The

This
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fashionable among us were sporting “bell bottom” trousers
and shirts with long, pointy collars.
We saw the dawn of video games with the Magnavox Odyssey, which was quickly surpassed in popularity by the new
Atari Pong game. Fax machines and microwave ovens were still
not household items, and the VCR was not available at all for
several more years.
In 1972, Shaquille O’Neal, Ben Affleck, Cameron Diaz and
Beto O’Rourke were born. Mahalia Jackson, Walter Winchell,
J. Edgar Hoover and Igor Sikorski died. 1972 brought an end to
the manned lunar exploration era with the flight of Apollo 17.
Speaking of things on the grand scale of the cosmos, most
significantly — at least as far as this publication is concerned
— in 1972 Don Bougher channeled his automotive love into
what was to become the largest Pontiac club in the universe,
the Pontiac-Oakland Club International.
In 2022, we proudly celebrate Don’s achievement and
dedication to POCI. We are grateful for how our lives have
been enriched by membership in this community. Without
POCI, many of us might not be involved in the Pontiac hobby.
We certainly would not have had the opportunity to make the
long-lasting friendships we share, or attend many fantastic
events like our annual conventions and regional shows.
In a recent conversation with Mike Green of the Yankee
Chapter, he shared with me a mantra which I think perfectly
describes what POCI is all about: People, Parts and Pow-Wows.
In other words, we have great people, we help each other find
the parts for our vehicles, and we get together and share the
knowledge so we can enjoy them.
Our ability to network, making it easier to find cars and
parts, spreading a wealth of technical and restoration information, and finding others whose eyes don’t glaze over when we
tell our Pontiac stories is, well, priceless.
So, here’s to 50 more years of POCI! In 2072 most of us will
be history. Many of our beloved Pontiacs (and Oaklands and
GMC Trucks) will not have survived. Those that do will be
driven sparingly, given the likelihood that their owners will
have the inconvenience of having to drive their non-fossil-fueled daily driver to buy gasoline at one of the few remaining
outlets (unless, of course, their baby has lost its Pontiac engine
in favor of an electric motor transplant). On the rare occasion
when one takes their Pontiac for a spin, observers will look at
it as we might do now when encountering an Amish buggy on
the road.
No matter what the future brings, I am hopeful that —
thanks in large part to Don Bougher’s efforts five decades ago
— the Pontiac legacy will continue to live on. SSN
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Members’ Memories

The Granny Car, Our “Forgotten” Ride
by Steve Fleury

emories tend to fade quickly,
and to be honest, this 1966 Pontiac Catalina was one of them.
Let me begin this memory by reciting the best piece of advice ever received
from my father. Way back in 1973 he told
me, “You want it? Go earn it.”
So, that same year I worked and
saved so that I could purchase a used
1966 Tempest with an Overhead Cam 6
motor. With that, I caught Pontiac Fever,
but I later lost it when I sold the car to
purchase a 1975 Chevy van during the
customized van craze along with a couple of Buicks and an Audi (big mistake).
Fortunately, a later purchase of a 1983
Pontiac 6000 STE (which I also wish I
had kept) eventually got me back into
Pontiacs.
Fast forward to 1982 when my boss
told me about his aunt who was selling her ’66 Catalina. The photos here
are from the day I purchased it for just
$1,200 — with mud on the tires and all.
How do little ol’ ladies keep their
cars so original? Note the clear plastic
seat coverings. Yeah, they scorch you in
the summer and freeze you during the
winter, but when I eventually removed
them after a couple of years, the car
actually smelled like-new again!
This car represented the bottom of
the barrel as far as options. It was your
basic entry-level car which we called

M
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This was our wedding night ride in 1983 as we merrily rode off into the sunset) or should I
say “snow-set”?) on December 31st.

the “Granny Car.” But, don’t let that fool
you. Even though it had just a 2-barrel carburetor atop its 389-V8, this car
moved out quickly. I believe this car
weighed only about 3,600 pounds, due
in part to it being a “post” car — noting
its chromed door post, even more rare
— which kept its weight down versus a
hardtop model.
All throughout the 1980s here in

Dayton, Ohio, Rodgers Pontiac would
host huge car shows. It was not uncommon to see 200 cars at these dealership
events, and our local chapter hosted
the 1989 POCI Convention with 503 cars
in attendance — a record which stood
for many years. Sadly, that chapter no
longer exists from it glory years.
Anyway, back to my story...
So, at one of the Rodgers dealership
shows, I pulled up in this ’66 Catalina
and the folks there went nuts when
they saw it. Some of them were perhaps
laughing at it, as this aging Pontiac was
far from being a show-stopper. Still,
others were all over it, appreciating it as
a 15-year-old time capsule — right down
to the little trash bags hanging from the
kick panel’s vent knobs.
The Catalina remained a joy to drive
with its very low miles. Yes, it was quick,
but it certainly was not flashy.
Now, recall my earlier “Granny car”
comment? Let me explain.
About four years and after becoming

familiar with all the upscale models
available from Pontiac in 1966, I took
the bait and purchased a 1966 Grand
Prix (see Smoke Signals’ November 2015
issue which features that car as a “GTO
on steroids.”)
When that happened, a friend of my
purchased the “Granny” Catalina and
eventually moved to Florida with it in
tow. The car was still in great shape but
the original paint was starting to check
and rust was starting to become evident
in the usual spots around the wheel
wells. One gloomy day a hurricane
came along and destroyed this old Catalina; she was totaled during the storm.
Today, while attending a car show,
I will always see the usual rides — the
Mustangs, Cudas and so forth. But,
when a Gremlin or any other orphaned
car like that shows up (you know, the
ones that time has forgotten), that is
what catches my eye and makes me
happy. Years ago I did see a red ‘66 Catalina like the one pictured here.
I should have kept the Granny Car.
When is the last time you saw one? SSN

1966 Catalina
Production

2-Door Hardtop Coupe 79,013
2-Convertible Coupe 14,837
2-Door Sedan 7,925
4-Door Vista Hardtop Sedan 38,oo5
4-Door Sedan 80,483
3-Seat Catalina Safari 12,965
2-Seat Catalina Safari 21,082
Catalina 2+2 (total) 6,383
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West Michigan Chapter
So here it is, my last Chief’s Chatter.
This year was fun, and I thank you for the
opportunity to serve as President during it.
As I look back over the past year, it
began with some uncertainty; we were
still dealing with COVID, COVID rules,
and how those would impact the club
and our events. We did not know what
events we could plan; we did not have an
official place to hold our meetings, and
the club staff was meeting via Zoom only.
I am happy to say we’ve come a long way
since the start of the year. Not that COVID
went away, but we figured things out as a
society and as a club the further into the
year we progressed.
We had our first group meeting in
April after months of not getting together.
We were able to hold a Spring Dust-Off
event, and we held meetings at a local
restaurant for the first time in awhile.
Elhart Automotive allowed us to host the
annual car show at their place again, we
had a successful Color Tour, and we are
on-track to hold our annual Christmas
party in a couple of weeks. We also saw
new members join and past members return. Things really did improve throughout the year.
I mention all this because as we enter
the upcoming holiday season things seem
to be trending the opposite direction, and
we may run into some uncertainty again
when it comes to gatherings. I hope this
is not the case, but nonetheless we need
to be aware. This is a great club with great
people. Regardless of what comes I am
certain our resiliency will get us through
once again. I may be stepping down from
the role as President, but I’ll be taking
over as newsletter editor with the hopes
of making some improvements there. In
the coming months, the layout and format
of the newsletter will change. I hope you
like the changes. If not, complain to Cary
Hirdes — he’ll be your new President.
LOL!
Seriously though, it’s my belief that
one of the ways to keep the club growing
is to continue to look for areas where we
can improve, and things that will help attract and retain members. Our newsletter
is one such thing.
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On that same note, this is YOUR club.
Staff only has the privilege of hearing your
ideas and turning them into reality. So, if
you have any ideas for things you would
like to see the club do or change, please let
staff know. We’re always looking for fresh
ideas for events we can do, club outings we
can go on, or see and tour.
There’s an old saying that “If you keep
doing what you’ve always done, you’ll
keep getting what you’ve always got.”
Maybe there are things we do great that
provide a lot of fun, and you want to see
those continue? Awesome! Let us know.
Maybe there are fresh ideas, or fun events
we haven’t even thought of. Even more
awesome! As Cary takes over the helm,
he’ll be looking to plan the upcoming year.
Now is the time to share your ideas. Until
next time, grab another gear and stomp it
to the floor!
—Scott Van Tamelen

Yankee Chapter
Happy Holidays, Merry Christmas
and Happy Hannukah to everyone. I
hope that however you celebrate the
season, it is happy and joyous for you and
your family.

I am so pleased to look back on 2021
as a member of the Yankee Chapter.
We had so many wonderful club events
highlighted by hosting a terrific national
convention. Add to that, all the car shows,
meetings and other events — it was a solid year. If it’s any indicator, 2022 should
be an awesome year, too.
We kick off 2022 at Dan Richardi’s
Sandwich Shop in Braintree on January 9th for our club elections followed
by lunch generously provided by none
other than Dan Richardi. Dan has hosted
countless club meetings and they are
always a big attraction. Thanks, Dan, for
all your dedicated service to the Yankee
Chapter!
—Andrew Epstien

Southern California Chapter
As I write this, it is the day before
Thanksgiving. I hope you all had a great
time with family on Thanksgiving and
enjoyed too much food and a great family
gathering. We have all had way too much
time away from family and it is a good
feeling to be together. We all have so
much to be grateful for.
Talking about being together, our club

1926-1954 Pontiac owners: you need to check out POCI’s Early
Times Chapter! We are devoted to stock (original or restored)
flat-head Pontiacs from 1926 through 1954.

Check out our website:
www.earlytimeschapter.org
Contact Arnold Landvoigt for more information.
(301) 498-0070 ~ etc@hillclimber.com
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Christmas Party is coming December 4th.
This year, Bill Baker has gracefully offered
to host it at his house. Please get with
Karen as far as what to bring as a side
dish. The club will be buying brisket and
ribs from our usual place. It has always
been so good! Also, don’t forget to bring
an unwrapped toy for our Toy Drive.
The Brea Holiday Car Show is the
next day, December 5th. As it turns out,
the show is sold out and I might have
to park in the parking garage as they
received more applications than they
could handle.
Planning is under way for our Show
and Shine at the Fullerton Airport on
January 29th. We have decided to cut
back on trophies and categories this year
and spend a little more on some nicer
trophies. This show also includes Buicks,
Oldsmobiles and Cadillacs as well as Pontiacs and GMCs. It’s always a fun show
and a great location. As usual, the Wings
Café will be serving up great food. We
will see about getting an Italian Ice truck
there for desserts.
Bill had his friend design some great
flyers for the show which can be distributed at the Brea event. If you did not get
registered for the show, try to make it
anyway as it is local and is always a great
show with lots of great cars.
That is all for me right now, but I just
wanted to wish everyone health, happiness and blessings for you and your
family this Christmas and all good things
for the coming New Year!
—Joe Digrado

current suite; all of whom are running
unopposed. Voting will take place at the
December meeting being held at my
house, Saturday, December 11 at 6 pm,
131 Arnold Street in Lincoln, RI. Family
and friends are invited, but please let me
know what you would like to bring. We
are also having a Yankee Swap so please
bring a gift (limit $20) if you want to
participate.
If you have any ideas for events we
can do as a club, please call me or Paul
Monteiro. Stay safe, and see you soon!
—Steve Freitas

Nebraskaland Chapter
Not much car news. Most area car
shows are over for the year and we haven’t
had much activity within Nebraskaland.
We did have a meeting in Seward in October, but with harvest season and some
health issues, not many of us were there to
enjoy the fine Mexican food.
Looking ahead into 2022, we have
another shot at driving to Catoosa,
Oklahoma for the 50th Anniversary POCI
Convention, July 12-16. In the October
issue of Smoke Signals’ convention updates,

I like what is described for the Road Warriors Cruise: a visit to a 6,000 square-foot
building with a car collection, antique
signs and a mock gas station, among other
collectibles. Ready to cruise to Oklahoma,
next July?
Back to getting together... We will have
a dinner meeting in December in Lincoln.
There is a room reserved for us at The
Parthenon, December 12th, at 1:30pm. The
Parthenon is located north of Hwy. 2 at
5500 S. 56th St. This is a Greek restaurant,
but there is also a breakfast menu and traditional food available. There, 2022 dues
can be paid to Claudia and nominations
made for officers. It would be great to
hear some suggestions for club activities
and get-togethers going into the new year.
Hope to see you there.
—Tom Rappl

Blackhawk Chapter
The last car show of 2021 that I am
aware of is the 2021 Muscle Car and Corvette Nationals, to be held at the Donald
E. Stephens Convention Center in Rosemont, IL on the 20th and 21st of November.
I know some of us will be making the
journey there. For those who have never
had the opportunity to attend this show,

Little Rhody Chapter
Hope you are well and that you and
your family had a Happy Thanksgiving!
Our annual club picnic was held last
month at Colt State Park and all who
went had a good time! Lots of good food
and friends were on hand. The next club
activity will be a trip to Ames Automotive
Foundation on Saturday, December 4.
We will meet at 8:30am at McDonalds on
Rt. 146A in Uxbridge, MA. We will then
cruise to Ames Museum, located at 54
Bonney Road, Marlborough, NH.
Nominations for club officers are the

I want You to Join the
Grand Prix Chapter,
ownership not required
“PrixViews”
newsletter 6 times a yr

https://grandprixchapter.com
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I highly recommend it. This year they are
featuring Ram Air Firebirds as well as
cars from 1970 and 1971. I know that Arnie
“The Farmer” Beswick will be making an
appearance, and there may be some cars
from another chapter member featured
as well. I guarantee it’ll be a fun day that’s
often educational and interesting. It also
includes being on your feet for many hours,
but there are seminars to attend if you need
to sit down for awhile!
As we close out the year you should
have all received the invitation to the Blackhawk Chapter 2021 Christmas party. This
is one of the “perks” of being a member of
this chapter and it is upon you to reply to
the invitation, letting David or Mimi know
if you will attend or not. Please let us know

CHAPTER NEWS

by November 14th.
We will be returning to some sort of
normality at the party this year as we will
have our annual ballot for the chapter
officers and E-board members. Currently,
I am not aware of any vacancies for next
year. Please let me know if you have any
nominations for any Board position.
Another event that I want to discuss going forward is the 97X-sponsored 2022 Rod
& Custom Car Show to be held January
14-16, 2022. Historically, this show has been
held at the Rock Island Expo Center, but
for 2022 it will be at the Bend XPO center
in East Moline. As in past years, I would
like to see the Blackhawk Chapter make
an appearance, despite the fact that it is by
invitation only and there is room for only

30 cars. Please let me know directly if you
have an interest in having your car on display, promoting our chapter. I know it will
be fun and exciting to be in a new venue.
One week earlier, the QCCA is also
having its own show. This is something
to discuss at the meeting. With regards to
the October meeting it has become a little
more challenging to find suitable venues
for our winter meetings that are held
indoors. We are working through a couple
of different things for the meeting venues
in the new year.
For November, we are heading back to
the Riverfront Grille in Rock Island. The
difference is that it will be a buffet lunch,
priced at $13.95 each. Please come and support one of our local businesses and catch
up with your fellow chapter members.
As per normal, the social time starts
at 11:30am, lunch around the noon hour,
and the chapter meeting itself will start
at 1:00pm on Sunday, November 14th. We
look forward to seeing you there.
—David Nankivell

GMC Truck Chapter
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If you like Pontiac station wagons, sedan
deliveries, hearses, ambulances, police cars...
then this chapter is for you!
For more information visit:
www.pcpvchapterpoci.wordpress.com
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It is with great sadness that I open this
month’s President’s column by announcing
the passing of our chapter’s Treasurer, Don
Berringer, on September 18, 2021. Don was
83. I doubt many of you met or spoke with
Don, but he was an avid truck and memorabilia collector and automotive enthusiast. Don’s wife of 54 years, Mary, has quite
graciously volunteered to become our new
Treasurer. Thank you so very much, Mary!
Please say a prayer for Don, Mary, and
their family tonight, won’t you?
My last car show of the season, the
Charleston (WV) Boulevard Rod Run and
Doo Wop, is now over. It was good to be
back and see my WV family again. Friday
included a scenic cruise down Route 60
(the Midland Trail) from Charleston to
the New River Gorge Bridge. Lunch was
at the Glen Ferris Inn, which was built in
the 1850s and is reportedly haunted. After
getting to the bridge, we were given the
chance to do the “Bridge Walk,” which is
walking underneath the New River Gorge
Bridge, in the steel scaffolding below the

Silver Streak News
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roadway. That was something else! You are
harnessed in and there is a railing up to
your waist, so falling is very hard to do. It
was an adventure of a lifetime for me. I’d
do it again in a heartbeat!
—Dennis Carol

Puget Sound Chapter
This is my first newsletter as your new
President, and I would like to thank all of
you who voted for me. I will do my best
to do as fine a job as our past presidents
have done. I wish to say “thank you” to
our past President, Gary Tripp, for a job
well done through these pandemic times.
We not only had our annual business
meeting at Griot’s Garage on November the 6th, we also had an election of
officers, with several staying the same
and the addition of some new ones. I’m
your new President, with Kevin Cearley
being your Vice President. I would like to
welcome our new Membership Secretary,
Barbara Brazil. Our Treasurer will be
Grant Morris, and Recording Secretary
will be Barbara Cearley.
I would also like to welcome our new
webmaster, Erik Brazil. Dan Dickey will
be our new Historian and, last but not
least, we have a new Car Show Coordinator, Fred Brazil.
We have one more position to fill and
that is our newsletter editor. Diane will be
stepping down and so we are looking for
a new editor. If you are interested, please
email me at bstk1@msn.com or call me at
(253) 564-1136.
At our next scheduled meeting we
will discuss upcoming events and the
schedule for the year. Please save February 12 for our gathering at Griot’s Garage
from 11am-1:30pm with a possible Sweetheart Brunch following our meeting.
More details to come.
We discussed the Education Fund
that we do for charity and it was decided
that we table it until the February meeting so that the five committee members
will have time to meet and come up with
some things for us to consider and vote
on. Safe travels to all, and keep your Pontiacs warm and dry!
—Tom Kelly

Nutmeg Chapter
I am very pleased with the turnout at
our 37th Annual Fall Show, having come
close to the 100 Pontiac, GMC, and Oakland count.
We learned at the Spring Show that
the COVID-19 test site traffic had little to
no negative effect on the workings of our
incoming show car traffic. It was, however, necessary to watch your step when
walking from the show field to the Nutmeg
Grille, as folks did have to cross the
COVID lane. With any luck we might not
need a COVID testing site by next Spring.
Show Chair Mike O’Neill and I really
appreciate all who stepped forward at the
show to ensure that things ran smoothly.
From 7:00am on there were folks busily
laying out the show field and vendor area,
setting up the tents and tables, and getting
the grill supplies in place. As the morning progressed, the gate, registration and
parkers got busy, processing 97 cars and
trucks in all.
By late morning the Nutmeg Grille
was in full swing and it took a lot of help
to give out 319 hot dogs, 204 bags of chips,
249 cans of soda and bottles of water, and
30 cups of hot drinks; all of that was paid
for by Paul Barberino! The 50/50 team of
Brittany Egerton and Alex Goralczyk with

Keith Cortis tearing all those tickets, as
well as “Money Hat Lady” Starr, really did
a great job too, raising lots of money for
the chapter.
By the end of the show, Jim LaBoy
(with some help from Chris and Theresa O’Neill) had tabulated the results of
the voting. Mike awarded the trophies
with the able help of our longtime DJ,
Don Hick. He was assisted by DJ trainee
Colton Gagnon — all while many others
began putting everything back in the
Nutmeg trailer, as led by master packer
Jack White. It does go without saying that
you Nutmeggers are a huge part of our
success, showing up in great numbers
with your cars and your helping hands!
I want to thank Masonicare’s Rev.
Carl Anderson. Carl’s title at Masonicare
is Vice President for Mission Effectiveness, and from my point of view, the title
really fits him. He could not have been
more cooperative and helpful to our Nutmeg Chapter. Last, but most certainly not
least, I thank our Super Sponsor of 38
years, Paul Barberino and Barberino Nissan. Paul’s generous support continues to
be the reason our Nutmeg Chapter is so
successful. He is truly the best sponsor a
chapter could possibly have.
Thank you, Paul!
—Noel Evans

CHECK OUT POCI’S
GMC TRUCK CHAPTER
Join other GMC Truck enthusiasts and
support “The GMC Times” newsletter.
For more information contact

Dennis Carol (810) 610-5714

www.gmctruckclub.wordpress.com

St
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All years!
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Pontiac-Oakland Club International
Calendar of Events
Jan 22, 2022 - Mescal, AZ ”Cowboys & Injuns” is an all-Pontiac/GMC car show and
picnic held at the historic Mescal Western
movie set location. Park your Injun on
these famed dusty streets for great photo
opps while the Arizona Chapter POCI
helps raise funds to promote renovations
to the town’s classic structures that have
been off-limits to the public until now.
Caravan from Tucson. Details: Thom Sherwood 520-798-3200
Jan. 29, 2022 - Fullerton, CA The Southern California Chapter of POCI is sponsoring their 21st annual Show ‘n Shine on
January 29, 2022 at Wings Cafe, 4011 W.
Commonwealth, Fullerton, CA. This show
is open to all Pontiac, Cadillac, GMC,
Buick, and Oldsmobile vehicles. There will
be raffle prizes and a 50/50 drawing. A
portion of the proceeds will benefit local
charities. Register online through January
28, 2022, at www.sccpoci.com For more
information, contact Bill Baker at 714-9316058 or Carter Chee online at sccpoci@
gmail.com
Mar 13, 2022 - Mesa, AZ ”24th Annual
B-O-P-C Show hosted by Desert Renegades POCI Chapter #65. Open to all
years/models of Pontiacs with 24 judging
classes. New location! East Valley Institute
of Technology Campus, 1601 W. Main
St, Mesa, AZ. Gates open at 8:00 Sunday
morning. Show hours: 10am-3pm. $25 early registration before March 5th. Details:
Mike Jewell 509-939-0080 or email: mdjewell@air-pipe.com.
April 30, 2022 - Clovis, CA Come to the
23rd Annual Central Valley Classic Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Buick, Cadillac and GMC
show featuring GM’s best makes and
models. Enjoy a Friday Night Cruise-In
plus a Saturday show featuring 20 classes
judged by real enthusiasts. Great people
and great cars. Show flier at pontiacsofcentralcalifornia.org for details contact
Andy Hoff andiana766@gmail.com or via
phone or text at 599-304-8836 Don’t miss
this great show!
May 7, 2022 - Tustin, CA 32nd Annual All
Pontiac show to be held at Enderle Center,
Tustin CA; This is the largest and longest
running all Pontiac show in Southern California. All years welcome, Oakland and
GMC, too. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place trophies;
Best of Show; Best Under Construction;
great raffle prizes. Register online through
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Calendar of Events

May 5, 2022 at www.sccpoci.com For
more information, contact Bill Baker at
714-931-6058 or Carter Chee online at
sccpoci@gmail.com

July 12-16, 2022 - Catoosa, OK Pontiac
-Oakland Club International Convention.
Hard Rock Hotel & Casino, 777 W. Cherokee Street, Catoosa, OK 74014. For more
info call David Dorman 918-730-2838 or
email superdutyta455@gmail.com
Sept. 16-17, 2022 - Great Bend, KS Pontiac Uprising #33, all Pontiac indoor car
show and drag racing. Event sponsored by
the Greater Wichita GTO & Pontiac club.
Event held at the historic SRCA Dragstrip.

All new concrete track and pits. Friday
afternoon test and tune, Friday evening
tech session and diner, Saturday race and
show. For more information Contact Mike
Cooper 316-655-1408.

Send upcoming event to: Smoke Signals Editor
205 N. Mil St., Pontiac, IL 61764
or email: editor@poci.org

Future Convention Sites
2022... Catoosa, Oklahoma
Hard Rock Casino

Help us KEEP THE PONTIAC
LEGACY ALIVE!

Although membership in POCI is currently not required for Street Rod/Modified Chapter memb
we strongly recommend, if you are not a member of our parent club, that you consider renewing
membership has lapsed or joining POCI if you have never been a member. POCI publishes a fu
96-page magazine EVERY month. Classified advertising is free to POCI member... EVERY mo
Plus the benefit of FREE access to POCI's full staff of Technical Advisors. POCI has over 70 lo
and specialty chapter. And, don't forget the annual POCI International Convention. Most car cl
allow only one free classified ad per year and many publish their magazines only every other mo
For 39 bucks a year you can't beat POCI's benefit package. You can join online or the old fashio
way by sending a check. Check out POCI.org or drop your editor a note and I will send you a
hardcopy application by mail.

Only $15 per year
Bimonthly Newsletter
Send your check to:

Steve Cook
16565 Lancaster Estates Dr.
Grover, MO 63040

Chapter #7 - The "Dare to be Different" Chapter - Founded 1976

1960 Conv. & full custom 1960 Golden Indian
Lou Calasibetta, Stillwater, NJ

2

Pontiac-Oakland Club International

MEMBERS’ BULLETIN BOARD

WHAT’S GOING ON IN YOUR WORLD? Post your Comments, Photos, Notes and More!

After seeing the feature on the 1967 Executive Safari in
our November issue, member Joe Busch sent this wrecking
yard photo of a ‘67 Grand Parisienne Safari. This is a Canadian
Pontiac. Note that this top-of-the-line model comes standard
with a ‘67 Grand Prix front clip.
— editor

The Greater Ozarks
Chapter held their an
nual Show-Me Regio
Car Show & Cruise on
nal
September 18-19, 20
21 at Thompson Sales
pany (Buick-Cadillac
Com-GMC). Honor Flight
of
the Ozarks set up a ten
at the show, and betwe
t
en spectators and att
endees, they were abl
collect $615.00 in don
e to
ations (which was dou
ble
last year’s amount).
GO-POCI then used pro
ceeds from our show
and donated an additio
$635.00 for a grand
nal
total of $1,250.00.
Pictured left to right:
Dean Van Raalte (VP
GO-POCI), Chris McQuay (Director HFO),
Nicole Hemingway (Di
rector HFO), Chris Sta
(Co-Founder & Board
rk
President HFO) and
Rob Snelling (Presiden
GO-POCI).
t,

— editor

The 1940 GMC pickup featured in the August 2018
Smoke Signals was recently put to work representing the
Pontiac Transportation Museum in the Pontiac, Michigan
Christmas Parade held December 4th. Photo by David
Porath.
— editor

Charlie Huntington, a POCI member from Maine, sent this photo of
a recent acquisition. It’s a 1974 GMC Astro Cabover powered by a
318 Detroit. Considering that a million miles is equivalent to 100,000
on a passenger car, this truck has low miles with only 476,000. The
photo was taken at the world famous I-80 truck stop in Iowa.
— editor
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We invite all 2+2 owners & fans to
join POCI’s hot new Specialty Chapter!
The 2+2 Chapter’s mission is to promote
awareness of these iconic Pontiac’s
and preserve their unique place in our
marque’s history. Contact us at
2plus2ChapterPOCI@gmail.com or call Jack
Anderson at 302.353.0244

We’re actively seeking individuals who own Holden manufactured Pontiac vehicles
to join our chapter. Our goal is to preserve and promote the rich history around
these limited production Pontiac vehicles produced in Australia.
We’re are the youngest chapter of POCI, founded March 28th, 2018, and already
have more than 115 members around the world.

Contact us for more information on how to join!
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Member Feedback
the November issue of Smoke Signals, Tim Dye and
Jack Anderson wrote about trailer tires. They both had
good information on changing trailer tires and safety,
but what they didn’t cover was ways to prevent tire failure. Tire
maintenance goes a long way to prevent tire failure.
I am no expert on tires, but what I do have is many miles and
years of dealing with trailer tires. This includes private (automobile) trailers and semi-trailers.

In

Tires have three (3) major enemies.
1) Road hazards
2) Direct sunlight
3) Low air pressure

1) Road hazards:

This enemy is out of our control.

2) Direct sunlight:

Being exposed to direct sunlight causes the rubber used in
modern tires to deteriorate quickly. This deterioration weakens
the tire and shortens its life. This raises the risk of tire failure.
To reduce this risk, when parking your trailer, try to find a
location that provides protection from the sun. If this is not
possible, invest in tire covers like the ones often seen on parked
camper trailers.

3) Air pressure:

This enemy is totally in your control. If a tire is low on air
pressure, the sidewall of the tire is allowed to flex more than it
was designed for. This increased flexing creates a heat build up
on the tire sidewall. Continued flexing will weaken the tire and

Silver Streak News
cause tire failure. As an example of this, take a piece of wire
and work it back and forth in your hands. As you continue to
do this, note that the wire gets warm and will eventually break.
Now, think of the wire in a tire sidewall doing this. The sidewall
flexing is caused by low air pressure.
I keep my tires aired to the maximum pressure indicated on
tire sidewall.
The trailer walk-around that Tim mentions in his article
is good, but should really be expanded upon. By observation
alone, you are unable to determine if a tire is somewhat low on
air. The walk-around will find a flat- or very low tire, but one
which is only 10 or 15 pounds low can easily be overlooked. I
know most have seen truck drivers walk around their rigs with
a hammer or leaded bar as they thump each tire. Again, all this
does is locate already flat or extremely low tires.
In tire safety, another item to consider is that most modern
tires have a life expectancy of four to five years. If your trailer
tires are older than that, consider replacing them before a trip.
Otherwise, you might have to replace them during a trip. All
tires have a date of manufacture stamped on the sidewall.
When pulling my trailer, at each stop, I do a walk-around of
my rig (just as Tim mentions), but I go one step further. I carry
a laser thermometer and check the temperature of each tire. If
one tire is a lot warmer, I check that tire for a problem.
Hope this proves helpful, adding to the earlier information
presented by Tim and Jack.
Remember, a safe trip starts before you leave!

—Hillis Mathes
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Members’ Memories
Pontiac-Oakland Club International
Remembering Woody Pontiac
from Jeff Congdon

oodrow Woody was born
Woodrow William Shikany
in Bejdarfel, Lebanon on
November 15, 1907. His family immigrated to the United States in 1912,
settling in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
While living in Minneapolis, Woody
went to school, sold newspapers, and
organized the St. Maron Athletic Club.
By 1929, the Shikany family had
moved from Minneapolis to Detroit.
During this time, Woody began his
first job in the automobile industry
working for the Hudson Motor Car
Company installing axles. After a
few years of assembling automobiles,
Woody decided he would rather be
responsible for selling automobiles.
Woody got his opportunity in 1936
when the Mack-Gratiot Chevrolet
Company hired him for a sales position. After less than two years of
selling Chevrolets for Mack-Gratiot
Chevrolet, Woody left the company
to go into business for himself. He
purchased a used car lot on Vernor

W

and Mt. Eliot in Detroit and opened
Liberty Motor Sales.
Soon after, in 1939, Woody applied
for a Pontiac franchise in Hamtramck.
Woody Pontiac Sales, Inc. was established on January 2, 1940. The dealership remained open for six decades
until Woody closed the store in 2000.
During his many years as the senior
Pontiac Dealer in Michigan, he also
served as president of the Hamtramck
Auto Dealers Association and the
Detroit Metropolitan Pontiac Dealers
Association. In 1994, Woody received
the Automotive Hall of Fame’s Distinguished Service Citation Award.
Along with the opening of Woody
Pontiac Sales in the 1940s, Woody
also served in the United States Army
during World War II. After being
honorably discharged in 1945 at the
conclusion of the war, Woody married
Ann Martes, a Polish-American, from
Hamtramck.
Besides his many accomplishments
and responsibilities as an auto dealer,

Woody was also the president of the
Hamtramck Rotary, president of the
World Lebanese Cultural Union, owner of Hillcrest Country Club in Mount
Clemens, and the recipient of the St.
Ursula Award for Humanitarianism.
Additionally, Woody was a lifelong
Republican and tireless proponent of
peace in the Middle East.
Woodrow Woody died on April 3,
2002 at the Beaumont Hospital in Troy,
Michigan at the age of 94. SSN

—photo courtesy of Mike Noun
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The demolition of
Woody Pontiac Sales,
12140 Joseph Campau Street,
Hamtramck, MI.
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Woody Pontiac Sales, Inc.
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Detroit, MI 48212
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G

arden State Chapter

Pontiac - Oakland Club International
41st Annual All Pontiac & GMC Fall Show
October 3, 2021 - by Mike Weiss

ontiac and GMC Truck fans
throughout the region look
forward to our annual Garden State
POCI Fall Show. With 2021 continuing
to be a challenging year, this year’s show
proved to be a much-welcomed escape.
We noted last year that the Garden
State Chapter celebrated its 40th show.
Accordingly, you know our show is well
organized due to the expertise of Garden
State Chapter President Dianne Lennox
and the great Garden State Board and
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show team.
Our enthusiastic members have a
reputation of running a smooth, firstclass event — all the way from registration to class parking to the popular vote
awards presentation and the acquisition
of impressive trophies. Even our show’s
Goodie Bags are known to include nice
vintage Pontiac treats.
We’re grateful for the efforts of the
many club members who continue to
make our show a success. We must give

a big shout out to Drea DeLuca who
worked so hard during the show on both
the Tricky Tray and on our 50/50 Raffle
(our lucky winner received just over
$200!) and we musn’t forget our great
food vendor.
We are especially grateful to the
Clifton NJ Masonic Lodge for again
providing our excellent venue. We also
appreciate the anonymous club member
who sponsored the large tent that was
erected on the back lawn. It provided

so much more room to comfortably register and vend.
We’ve also now expanded class parking onto the back
lawn — a welcomed show enhancement.

This radiant ’59 GMC Series 100 pickup, glowing in
its original color of brilliant Red Flame, belongs to Chuck
Maak. I have seen this truck at our show for some years
and was finally able to catch up with Chuck. This truck is
an all-steel beauty with its “just rebuilt” original drivetrain, being a 270-cube Inline 6 with the three-on-the-tree.
Chuck tested me on knowledge of the shift pattern for that
old-school manual. Do I look like a kid?! I passed with
flying colors! The restoration of this Georgia farm truck
was done in 2006. It even has the original owner’s manual.
Chuck is the third owner. Thanks for bringing this cool
GMC to our show, Chuck!
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Southern New Jersey guy Paul Levin arrived with
his first-year 2001 Aztek that wears the rare Citrus
Green paint with gold body pinstripe. We were delighted to finally have an Aztek appear on the show field.
This example has the 3.4L-V6 and automatic. This
baby has 82,000 miles, but under Paul’s stewardship
as second owner it looks nearly new. It features the
very practical rear “pull-out tray” option which opens in
various configurations and is quite practical for unloading groceries and cargo. Paul loves taking his Aztek to
the beach and he says it not only drives great but gets
excellent gas mileage. His dedication to the Aztek line is
perfectly defined by the message on his sweatshirt.

I must also mention some appreciations for our justright disc jockey, as sponsored by John and Dianne Lennox.
We understand how important it is to provide just the right
mix of music to accompany our diverse slate of Pontiacs
and GMC Trucks (alas, no Oaklands... yet) that arrive from
across northern New Jersey, Staten Island, Manhattan and
Long Island.
As our chapter’s “roving reporter” and photographer,
I enjoy interviewing each year’s participants, encouraging
them to share the juicy details and the work invested in
their beloved rides.
Alas, I could not profile all the cars. However, I’ve inGary Hamilton really enjoys his snazzy Mean Yellow ’07 Solstice.
Gary is new to POCI, and this is his first Pontiac. It has the 2.4L
four-cylinder with a 5-speed automatic. He notes that if you only keep
it in “4”, it doesn’t go into Overdrive. He loves the Solstice just as it is,
saying it “Drives like a Go-Kart!” I can’t think of higher praise.
Frank Gatarz and his grandson arrived with their gorgeous
triple-black ’68 Firebird OHC Six Sprint convertible. Frank has owned
this droptop with its impressively engineered Pontiac engine for five
years. It sports the 4-speed with a 3.55 rear axle ratio and hood tach.
This Sprint now also features the proper four-piston power disc brakes.
The red Sprint side stripe and Redline-wrapped Rally wheels provide
the perfect look for this real driver’s Firebird.
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cluded shots of the entire show field and many of the other spectacular cars on display. We certainly had strong attendance and we are
fortunate in that we have many returnees who look forward to this
event each year.
Our thanks go to not only the club members who worked so hard
to safely pull off this great show but also to the many participants. It’s
all about sharing our great passion for Pontiacs and GMCs. We hope
to see you again next year! SSN

We warmly welcome back Lou Calasibetta of the
Stillwater Garage. Lou would be the one responsible for the
spectacular renovation of Mr. Hirsh’s ’60 Bonneville convertible and many more! Lou brought his ’64 “Green Prix” which
he’s owned for 15 years. This beauty is another of Lou’s
gorgeous customs. It has been mildly lowered and glows with
’65 Cadillac Firemist Green paint with a striking metalflake
green roof. Restrained pinstriping enhances the paint job.
This ’64 has been mildly dechromed with fully frenched
headlight housings. A cool, subtle, chrome “bullet” studded
treatment is seen on the front grille. Smoothly integrated ’69
Grand Prix door handles are an example of refined custom
touches. Out back, those are ’59 Bonneville taillights in clear,
filling the middle panel (back-up lights relocated). Check
out the chromed rear fender caps. The interior is largely
stock but enhanced with both the dashpad and rear package
tray being “rolled and pleated.” There are “green snakeskin”
plastic inserts for both the dash and console. Thanks, Lou,
for bringing this ultra-cool custom!

I’m glad I finally connected with the owner of this white
’64 Catalina Safari. It has been returning to our show for
several years. Alan Sommer is the fortunate third owner of
this 131,000-mile family hauler. It hails from Missouri and
the original owner retained it until 2014. That is when Alan
snared this prized Pontiac at an auction. This wagon has a
spotless red Morrokide interior with the desirable translucent
steering wheel. In addition to PS and PB, this one has the
power rear window. The crisp, sculpted lines of Pontiac for
’64 translate very well on the wagon body. Vintage “longroofs” are now much appreciated, and it was a treat to have
this handsome example at our show.
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Best-In-Show

Martin Hirsch
1960 Bonneville Conv.
The breathtakingly beautiful ’60 Bonneville convertible in Arctic White with white top is owned
by Martin Hirsch. Frankly, that did not come as a shock as Martin owns six awesome Bonneville
convertibles, all of which have been frame-off restored! So, you can bet we look forward to Martin coming to our show each year — wondering what he’ll bring. The magnificent restoration
that took nearly four years was done by Stillwater Garage as noted on the detailed plaque. Martin keeps this in his dust-free, heated and air conditioned barn all year. This car has the 389-V8
with Tri-Power, packing 348 horses! It is one of only three convertibles in 1960 that came with
A/C and one of only three with Cruise Control. Aside from PS/PB, it also has power windows,
electric eye, and electric antenna. This was one loaded Bonneville in 1960! The interior, with
its tri-tone blue Morrokide front buckets and that translucent steering wheel is something to
behold. Note that the 8-Lug wheels have the correct steel rims on the steel wheels. They are
wrapped in spotless period-correct whitewall rubber. Martin and friend Andy are shown with
the car. Martin is also shown accepting the impressive and well-earned Best-in-Show Trophy
from John Lennox.
Many at the show naturally gravitated to the Bright Red ’88 Fiero GT fastback
owned by Omix Tavares. It has the T-Tops which were only offered in ’88 along with
the 2.8L V6 with automatic. Omix has spent five years restoring this little mid-engine
Pontiac. He rebuilt the engine and has powder-coated the suspension. Omix’s work
has been rewarded as he now has one very sharp looking and competent sports car in
top condition.

Ray Kelly’s ’71 GTO in Lucerne Blue is a knock-out! It
has eyebrow stripes and the 15” Honeycomb wheels (first year
offered). The hood tach and rear spoiler are the finishing touches.
But wait... there’s more! Ray bought this GTO when he was a
17-year-old high school junior back in 1979! He paid all of $1,800
for it. He has clearly loved and cared for his Pontiac all these 42
tears. It has the Pontiac 400 with Ram Air induction teamed
with the Turbo-Hydramatic 400 and with the Safe-T-Track rear.
This ’71 has just about every power option and the interior is also
enhanced with a tilting Formula steering wheel.
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Dan Cassini drove in with his very shiny new baby,
an ’87 Firebird Formula in flawless black accented by
orange and gray rocker striping. This ‘Bird has only 9,000
original miles, so it was quite a find! It has the carbureted
305 backed by a 5-speed. Note the desirable T-tops along
with power windows, door locks and power brakes with
front discs. The optional rear shade is a nice ‘80s asset. The
Pontiac Turbo wheels really set off this fabulous Firebird.
One of my favorite interviews was about John Lennox’s ’53 Chieftain sedan. I’d been hoping to see this ’53 for
ages. John has three ‘53s but this is his favorite. It has the smooth and
venerable Straight 8 backed by a Hydra-Matic with overdrive. John has
owned this beauty for 25 years. He also belongs to POCI’s Early Times
Chapter (for owners of ’54 and earlier Pontiacs). This Chieftain certainly looks elegant in maroon with Pontiac’s chromed Silver Streaks and
additional upscale trim. The windshield visor gives a great look and the
Chief Pontiac hood ornament lights up. John said there originally was a
muting film applied over the chrome during the Korean Conflict.

Bryan Burn’s ’68 GTO convertible is a stunner in April Gold with black
top. It has also been a labor of love for Bryan who has done a ton of work
to it. It has the original 400-V8 with 4-speed including the hood tach with
gauge package and Safe-T-Track rear. The interior has the wood sport steering
wheel and has “all power” including even the trunk release. He’s done all the
mechanical work except for the engine. For example, he’s redone the brakes,
suspension and repainted the undercarriage. The car is immaculate, the
engine compartment is spotless, and the Rally IIs with white letter tires set off
this GTO perfectly.
Rocco Scotellaro has put a great deal of work into his ’78 Firebird Trans Am.
His neighbor gave it to him shortly before he passed away. Sadly, this ‘Bird sat
for 15 years in a dirt-floored garage and suffered excessive exterior rust. Rocco and
his son replaced the entire roof skin with one from a Camaro. They did fender
patch panels, and the thrust was first to make this mechanically safe to drive.
They’re now working on the interior. I like those Snowflake wheels! This is an impressive father-and-son project. It now has a Pontiac 455 with a TH350 and 3.42
posi gears. The hood scoops are also now functional, and this baby runs 14-second
ETs in the quarter mile. This T/A will soon be painted Cameo White and will see
the addition of the famous T/A hood graphic!
I had to check out this drop-dead gorgeous ’67 GTO hardtop redone in a modified interpretation of both Reef and Gulf Turquoise, enhanced
with some mild metalflake effect. Pinstripes were done by Howie. I was kidding Joe and his lovely wife about the color-coordinated chairs
and a matching T-shirt. Per Joe, this ’67 — originally a California car
— has been treated to a thorough restoration. The original-block 400 is
now a 461 Butler Performance Striker Motor. While the block is original, all else in new. It pulls 500hp on the dyno! The THM 400 has been
beefed up and the Hurst Dual Gate Shifter was redone. The brakes were
upgraded to the Wilwood ”Big Disc” brake system and this ’67 now has
all-new wiring and suspension components. The rear end is a rebuilt
Eaton Posi unit with metal clutches. Another upgrade is the polished
2.5-inch exhaust system. The interior is stunning and all-new though in
the original turquoise color. The dash now has real wood veneer and the
gauges were recalibrated. A great finishing touch is the 18” Intro Wheels
from California. They’re made to look like Hurst wheels and are just
perfect. All this work resulted in a magnificent GTO; just gaze upon the
overall effect... WOW!
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POCI Bus Tour Reveals a
Vaudeville-Era Destination!
by David Dorman

an earlier installment of our
2022 POCI Convention previews, we introduced a bus
tour which takes us to the fascinating
Will Rogers Memorial Museum in
Claremore, Oklahoma.
Following this museum visit, we
will continue our travels along Route
66 towards Miami, Oklahoma and
the world famous Coleman Theatre
where we’ll enjoy lunch inside the

In

refurbished ballroom. The Coleman
Theatre is a historic performance
venue and movie house originally
built in 1929 for George Coleman, a
local mining magnate. It has a distinctive Spanish Colonial Revival exterior
with an ornate Louis XV interior.
The Coleman Theatre was proudly
billed as the most elaborate entertainment facility between Dallas and
Kansas City. Mr. Coleman conceived

and funded the theatre, determined
to provide Miami and “Mother Road”
travelers the very best of entertainment in the most modern of surroundings.
Fully restored to its 1920s splendor,
the theater’s interior offers intricate
historical detailing, a fully restored
original chandelier, and carved,
winding staircases flanked by gilded
candelabra-toting statues.

The Indian Nations Chapter is ready to welcome
you to the 50th anniversary of POCI’s International
Convention. This milestone event will take place in
Catoosa, Oklahoma, near Tulsa and adjacent to
Interstate 44, from July 12-16, 2022.
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Even More Oklahoma Destinations
Beckon Your Visit!
During your time in Oklahoma — perhaps either
before or after the POCI convention activities slated
for July 12-16th — why not consider visiting these
other nearby attractions?

The Gathering Place
the top of your list should
be an incredible site
known simply as “The
Gathering Place.” Construction for this
family-oriented spot began in 2004 as a
major expansion and renovation of the
Tulsa River Parks area near 31st Street
and Riverside Parkway. Phase I, designed by landscape architect Michael
Van Valkenburgh Associates, consists of
66.5 acres. The Gathering Place, a project of the George Kaiser Family Foundation, has further expansion plans that
will make it one of the largest parks in
the U.S. The reported $465 million total
cost of Phase I was funded by private
and corporate donations, including
$200 million alone from the Kaiser
Family Foundation. The Gathering
Place was named the best new attraction

At

Historically, the Coleman’s varied
program offerings typified an American entertainment industry in marked
transition. Alongside the latest movies
from Hollywood — including “talkies”
from the earliest screenings — patrons would enjoy old-time Vaudeville
performances or live music from a
ten-person orchestra and a vintage
pipe organ known as the “Mighty
Wurlitzer.”
Opened in 1929, the Coleman Theatre remains operational still today.
In 1989, the Coleman family donated
the building to the City of Miami and,
with the support of private and public
funding, hundreds of community
volunteers have assisted in restoring this historic venue. Even the old
Mighty Wurlitzer, itself thought to be
long lost, has returned. The theatre
was listed in the National Register of
Historic Places in 1983.
Both of these tour destinations are
quite unique and promise to be a great
family destination.
During our return trip to the host
hotel, our group will pause briefly at
one of Route 66’s most photogenic locations, the Blue Whale. From magazines, post cards to multiple television
appearances, the Blue Whale remains
a top destination stop for all Mother
Road enthusiasts. Don’t miss it!

in the United States according to a poll
conducted by USA Today.
But what exactly is The Gathering
Place? After many years of planning and
construction, it’s now a recreational and
meeting venue that offers something for
everyone. Activities include a several-acre
area designed just for spirited youngsters
with free paddle boats, canoes and kayaks (available on a first-come, first-served
basis). Food and drinks are also available.
Fascinating surprises await visitors of all
ages in every corner of this amazing park.
Check it out; we promise you won’t be
disappointed!

The Gilcrease Museum
Just a heads-up. The Gilcrease
Museum, which houses the largest
collection of Western American art
ever assembled may have been on
your list of places to visit while in the
Tulsa area. But, the museum is now
SSN
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closed for two to three years while
they build a new and larger facility.
Unfortunate for us this year, but a
huge step forward for the museum.

Tulsa Route 66
Route 66 Historical Village
Designed to tell the story of Tulsa’s
oil and transportation industries, the
Route 66 Historical Village is an open-air
museum along Southwest Boulevard.
Start your visit in the information center
that was inspired by an early Mother
Road-era Phillips 66 gas station. Then
head over to the 194-foot-tall oil derrick
that marks the spot where oil was first
discovered in T-Town on June 25, 1901.
Stretched out in the shadow of the oil
derrick is a Meteor Frisco 4500. This
steam locomotive once traveled through
Tulsa, transporting passengers and
freight overnight between St. Louis and
Oklahoma City.

Route 66 Historical Village
is hand-breaded and served with two sides
and a freshly baked dinner roll. You’ll
also discover a long list of burger options,
and the deep-fried onion rings are great
as your side dish. And whether you order
it for breakfast or as a dessert, don’t leave
Tally’s without trying a homemade cinnamon roll. There’s an antique store next
door you might want to visit as well.

Cyrus Avery Centennial Plaza
Located on the east bank of the Arkansas River, the Cyrus Avery Centennial
Plaza pays homage to the Father of Route
66. Walk across the skybridge and read
the informational signs before snapping
pics of the large sculpture in the center of
the plaza. The East Meets West sculpture
stands at the symbolic midpoint of the

Route 66 Historical Village

Tally’s Good Food Cafe
Nothing pairs with a Route 66 road
trip like an old-fashioned diner serving
up delicious comfort food surrounded by
1950s memorabilia. Be sure to stop for a
bite at Tally’s Good Food Cafe. With more
than 100 dishes on the menu, it can be
hard to narrow down your choices, but
Tally’s is known for having the best chicken-fried steak along Route 66. Each piece
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Cyrus Avery Centennial Plaza

Cyrus Avery Centennial Plaza Mother
Road, illustrating a common occurrence
when horse-drawn wagons from the oil
fields and automobiles jockeyed for passing rights on the original narrow bridge
that spanned the river.

Route 66 Rising
Rising from the center of the traffic circle where Cyrus Avery’s tourist court and
service station once stood (now known as
the Avery Traffic Circle) is a large public art piece. While you can’t miss the
sculpture at the intersection of E. Admiral
Place and S. Mingo Road, finding a spot
to get out and take a photo can be a bit
more complicated. You might have better
luck pulling into the lot at Clayton Homes
and carefully making your way across two
lanes of traffic to the lush center.

Heart of Route 66
Auto Museum
The award-winning Heart of Route 66
Auto Museum is a must-see!
Car lovers everywhere are excited
about visiting Heart of Route 66 Auto
Museum where they will find a plethora
of cars and car stuff! The former, decommissioned 45th National Guard Armory
was converted to this 12,000 square-foot
auto museum in 2015. Since opening
its doors, thousands of visitors from all
over the world have walked through its
doors, enjoying a variety of vehicles from
decades past (plus a military section that

honors our veterans).
Along with the cars themselves,
you’ll see lots of car memorabilia. The
Rick Kirk Collection features unique
FORD items, including some one-of-akind pieces. And, Dean’s Garage has car
engines, manuals and posters from days
gone by.
But here, the cars are the stars. Each
vehicle is owned by an individual who
is delighted to share their love of cars
with others. Cars are rotated regularly, so
there’s always something new to see.
For the kids, there is the Seek-andFind game, which they love. Parents
like it too, because that game keeps kids
busy! Mom and Dad can enjoy looking
at the vehicles while their kids complete
the game for a prize.
Outside, on the southeast lawn, the
museum’s 66-foot-tall visible gas pump
The museum’s 66’ tall visible pump.
stands ready to welcome visitors from all
over the world. The iconic replica of an
authentic 1950s pump is without a doubt
the world’s tallest gas pump.
The Heart of Route 66 Auto Museum is open Tuesday through Saturday,
10:00am-4:00pm, and on Sundays
(March-November) from Noon until
4:00pm. Closed on Sundays during December, January and February.
Heart of Route 66 Auto Museum
13 Sahoma Lake Road
Sapulpa, OK
918-216-1171
Heartofroute66.org SSN
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2022 POCI Convention Registration Form
50th Annual

Pontiac Oakland Club International Convention

July 12 - 16, 2022
Venue: Hard Rock Hotel & Casino – Tulsa
777 W. Cherokee Street, Catoosa, OK 74015
www.hardrockcasinotulsa.com

Registration is required for all members, even if not entering a vehicle.

Member Registration Fee: $65.00 ~ After June 20, 2022: $85.00
(Registration Fee Includes Member, Spouse and Children)
Pay by credit card, or mail in a check or money order made payable to:
“2022 POCI Convention”. You may register on line at: WWW.POCI.ORG
Name ______________________________________________

POCI #________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________
City ______________________________ State _______________ Zip ______________
Home phone ____________________________ Cell # ___________________________
E-mail: _____________________________________________________________________
Credit Card # ______________- _______________-_______________-______________
(Visa, MC or Discover) Exp. Date _________/_________ Security Code: ___________
Mail this form to:
POCI 2022 Convention
PO Box 421
Long Lake, MN 55356

Convention Activity Packets with
detailed car show registration and
activity sign up information is planned
to be mailed 3/15/22.

Convention updates are posted at www.poci.org
For convention questions, call the POCI Club Office (763) 479-2111

Hard Rock Hotel and Casino (Host Hotel)
Reservations: (800) 760-6700

Convention Coordinators: Art Barrett (417) 737-1469 artbarrett@centurytel.net
L arry Crider (918) 798-2765 pontiacfun@gmail.com
Host Chapter Contact: David Dorman (918) 730-2838 superdutyta455@gmail.com

ORDER CONVENTION T-SHIRTS IN ADVANCE: POCI2022.americants.shop
The convention registration fee is non-refundable.
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Welcome New Members

Earnie Haynes - Cullman, AL
Jeff Baethke - Phoenix, AZ
Ronald Brown - Glendale, AZ
Duane Harmon - Pine, AZ
Roger Bieberdorf - Mesa, AZ
Rich Mazza - Oro Valley, CA
Peter Duncan - West Kelowna, Canada
Leonard Fiske - Sonora, CA
Jesus Rodriguez - Whittier, CA
Rand Rodrigues - Lancaster, CA
Robert Kosak - Santa Rosa, CA
Nels Christianson - Santa Monica, CA
Doug Morey - Windsor, CO
Joel Evans - Montrose, CO
Dave Hofferkamp - Port Charlotte, FL
Ken Harpe Sr - Fernandina Beach, FL
John & Lindsay Short - Clarkston, GA
Patrick Casey - Chicago, IL

Herbert Flinkman - Cissna Park, IL
Steve Dorich - Orland Park, IL
Peter Hollenhorst - Bloomington, IN
Daniel Tippmann - Fort Wayne, IN
Barry Cook - Provincetown, MA
Dennis Clune - Bethesda, MD
Christopher Dumaine - Mount Vernon, ME
Anthony Karew - Orchard Lake, MI
David Bittner - Howell, MI
Ray Hanselman - White Lake, MI
Donny Hamilton - Maple Plain, MN
Gary Evans - Springfield, MO
Lisa VanHoose - Hartsburg, MO
Scott Evans - Springfield, MO
Douglas Willinger - Rocky Mount, NC
Jeff Pearson - Overton, NE
Darrel Schilz - Gerring, NE
John Swanson - Benkelman, NE

Steven Tomaszewski - Elmer, NJ
James Daniels - Las Vegas, NV
Jack Fitch - Camillus, NY
Ken Sullivan - Pearl River, NY
Charles Kassa - Miller Place, NY
Rick Fasnacht - Eaton, OH
Orlando Howard - Shaker Heights, OH
Mark Cowan - Muskogee, OK
Les Miller - Glenpool, OK
Melisa Jarrett - Sapulpa, OK
Dan Wickett - Piedmont, SC
C W Bartlett - Franklin, TN
Gary Allen - Columbia, TN
Penny SanMarco - Seguin, TX
Robert Hale - Fort Worth, TX
J Wake - Camas, WA
Kendal Nichols - Wisconsin Dells, WI

Front

Mens,
Womens
and Youth
Tees Available

Pilsner Insulated Mug

Keychain

Order Today!

2” x 3” magnet also available!

Get your 2022 Convention
souvenirs here!
JANUARY 2022 • SMOKE SIGNALS
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Do your interests include other
GM Vehicles?
GTO Association of America
publicrelations@gtoaa.org
Oldsmobile Club of America
oldsmobileclub.org
517-663-1811

• Community
• Shared Interest
• Technical Assistance

Buick Club of America
buickclub.org
763-420-7829

National Corvette Restorers Society
ncrs.org
513-760-6277
Cadillac & LaSalle Club
cadillaclasalleclub.org
614-478-4622

Vintage Chevrolet Club of America
vcca.org
708-455-8222

Pontiac-Oakland Club International
poci.org
763-479-2111

Sponsored by the GM Car Club Council • GMCarClubs.org
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POCI Membership RENEWAL Form

Your subscription to Smoke Signals magazine and membership in the Pontiac-Oakland Club International may be due.
If the renewal date on your mailing label (which is to the right of your membership number) is between Jan. 1, 2022
and Feb. 28, 2022, please complete this form and return it immediately with payment (photocopies are acceptable).
We don’t want you to miss a single issue of Smoke Signals or any other important information about POCI.
$25.00...... Worldwide E-Membership: Web Site access & downloadable version of Smoke Signals
$45.00...... U.S. Membership (Includes 2 Associates)

(NO Smoke Signals magazine is mailed)

$74.00...... (U.S. Funds) Canadian Membership (Includes 2 Associates)
$74.00...... (U.S. Funds) Foreign Membership (Includes 2 Associates)

1 Year

2 Years

3 Years

NAME: ________________________________________ POCI MEMBERSHIP NUMBER:_______________
RENEW! Online: www.poci.org • (763) 479-2111 • Mail: POCI World HQ, PO Box 421, Long Lake, MN 55356
Visa

MasterCard

Discover

Please provide any UPDATES to your information below:

Credit Card Number:_____________________________________

NAME:_________________________________________________________

Expiration Date:__________________________________________

ADDRESS:_____________________________________________________

Security Code (Mandatory):______________________________

ASSOCIATES:_________________________________________________

Name as it appears on card:______________________________

VEHICLES (additional):_______________________________________

Signature :________________________________________________

VEHICLES (no longer owned):________________________________

Join POCI Now! NEW MEMBERSHIP Form
YEAR

STYLE NAME / NUMBER

Number of CYLINDERS

YEAR

STYLE NAME / NUMBER

Number of CYLINDERS

YEAR

STYLE NAME / NUMBER

Number of CYLINDERS

NAME:____________________________________________________________________
ASSOCIATE MEMBER(s):________________________________________________

Pontiac

Oakland

GMC

Annual Membership

$25.00...........Worldwide E-Membership
$45.00..........U.S. (Includes 2 Associates)
$74.00.... Canada (Includes 2 Associates)
$74.00.... Foreign (Includes 2 Associates)

Visa

Mastercard

Discover

Number_____________________________________________

ADDRESS:________________________________________________________________

Expiration_________________ Security Code__________

CITY / STATE / ZIP + 4:___________________________________________________

Signature___________________________________________

COUNTRY:______________ EMAIL ADDRESS:_________________________________________________________________________________
PHONE: (

)_____________________ REFERRED BY (Name & Member #):_______________________________________________

Make checks payable to: POCI • Mail to: POCI World HQ, PO Box 421, Long Lake, MN 55356
JANUARY 2022 • SMOKE SIGNALS
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POCI DIRECTORS, DIVISIONS AND CHAPTERS
NORTHEAST DIVISION

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New York, Rhode Island & Vermont
DIRECTORS
John Cappelmann, 1 Country Oaks Dr., Kings Park, NY 11754;
631.269.9489; jgc61@optonline.net
Merle R. Green, Jr., 4 Mt. Lebanon St., Pepperell, MA 01463;
978.433.6016; gtopilotc5@gmail.com
CHAPTERS
Garden State Chapter (NJ), c/o Dianne Lennox, 333 Milburn Ave.,
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071;201.842.9118; gtogal@yahoo.com
Long Island Chapter (NY), c/o Dan Fiore, 617 S. 5th Street,
Lindenhurst, NY 11757
Little Rhody Pontiac Chapter (RI), c/o Stephen Freitas,
131 Arnold St., Lincoln, RI 02865; sfreitas6567gto@gmail.com
Mohawk Valley Chapter (NY), c/o Ray DeCrescenzo, 8 Marcel Road,
Clifton Park, NY 12065; 518.857.2468; raygto@aol.com
NOR-Eastern Chapter, c/o Scott Scribner, 291 Campbell Hill Rd.,
Francestown, NH 03043; 603.316.0622; sssclassiccars@comcast.net
Nutmeg Chapter (CT), c/o Starr F. Evans, 10 Church Hill Rd.,
Washington Depot, CT 06794
Six Nations Chapter (NY), c/o Joe & Jennette Olmstead, 37 Rochester
St., Hannibal, New York 13074; 315.345.2541; ambmech2@aol.com
South Jersey Pontiac Chapter (NJ), c/o Chuck Catalano, 112 Park Ct.,
Medford, NJ 08055; 856.596.0937
Western New York Chapter, c/o Barb Fuller, 5079-20 Reiter Rd,
East Aurora, NY 14052; 716.652.4951; wnypoci@yahoo.com
Yankee Chapter (MA/ME), c/o Ron Senesi, 23 Greenwood St., Gardner,
MA 01440; 978.503.8057; ronsenesi@yahoo.com

CENTRAL EAST DIVISION

Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia
DIRECTORS
Michael Murray, 27153 Coach House Ln., Salisbury, MD 21801;
410.726.3553; mgm27153@aol.com
Jack Anderson, 1125 Old Baltimore Pike, Newark, DE 19702;
302.353.0244; jgand789@hotmail.com
CHAPTERS
DelMarVa Chapter, c/o Jack Anderson, 1125 Old Baltimore Pike,
Newark, DE 19702; 302.353.0244; jgand789@hotmail.com;
www.delmarvapoci.com
Keystone State Chapter (PA), c/o Dick Stover, 2314 Fonthill Ct., Langhorne, PA 19047; 215.499.8530; www.kscpoci.org
National Capital Area Chapter, c/o George Richardson,
1509 Baltimore Rd., Alexandria, VA 22308; 703.768.1569
richardson13@cox.net
Old Dominion Chapter (VA), c/o Michael L. Abernathy, 1400 Fortingale
Cir., Sandston VA, 23150; www.olddominionpoci.org 804.328.1419
Palmetto Chapter, c/o Maxie Burns, 205 Bryson Dr., Laurens, SC
29360; pontimax@prtcnet.com; www.palmettopontiacs.org
Piedmont Chapter, c/o Larry Sprinkle, 34 Windsor Cir.,
Thomasville, NC 27360; 336.225.4570; lsprinkle@triad.rr.com
Star City Chapter, c/o Bill Cullop, P.O. Box 853, Daleville, VA 24083;
www.starcitypontiac.org
Western Pennsylvania Chapter, c/o Gary Gordan, 4507 West Seventh
Ave., Beaver Falls, PA 15010-2013; 724.843.5195; ggordan87@gmail.com
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GREAT LAKES DIVISION
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio

DIRECTORS
Wayne F. Beran, 5128 Oak Center Dr., Oak Lawn, IL 60453;
708.425.2826; pontiacwberan@aol.com
Mark Tilson, 1104 Hillrock Dr., S. Euclid, OH 44121; 216.291.0202;
til59@aol.com
CHAPTERS
Blackhawk Chapter (IL, IA), c/o Dean Fait, 1606 2nd Ave.,
Rock Island, IL 61201; 309.788.7636; deanfait@yahoo.com
Hoosier Chapter (IN), c/o Harold Hankins, 1408 Maria Lane, Avon, IN
46123; 317.840.4333; hchankins@sbcglobal.net
Illinois Chapter, c/o Wayne Beran, 5128 Oak Center Drive, Oak Lawn, IL
60453; pontiacwberan@aol.com; www.ilpoci.org
Lincoln Highway Chapter of Ohio, c/o Bonnie White, P.O. Box 126
Sulphur Springs, OH 44881; bwhite17@columbus.rr.com
Motor City Chapter (MI), c/o Gains McDonald, 626 W. Eighth St.,
Monroe, MI 48161; 586.943.2804; gainsmcdonald@gmail.com
Michigan Widetrackers, c/o President Arnold Boersma, 1801 Moffat Rd.,
Leonard, MI 48367; 248-330-0209; arnoldgp99@aol.com;
http:// www.miwidetrackers16.org; Newsletter: Dave Todd;
poci16tracker@gmail.com
Mid-Ohio Valley Widetrackers, c/o Art Lambert, 12089 Dupont Rd.,
Washington, WV 12089; artlambert@prodigy.net
North Coast Ohio Chapter, c/o Mark Tilson, 1104 Hillrock Dr.,
S. Euclid, OH 44121; 216.299.2716; til59@aol.com
Northwest Ohio Chapter, c/o Pete Lungulow, 829 Jean Road,
Toledo, Ohio 43615; lungulow@aol.com
Pontiacs of Central Illinois Chapter, c/o Roy Franklin, 1403 Highland
Place, Decatur IL; 217.877.5525
Pontiacs of Southeastern Indiana (POSI), Paul Freese, 130 N. Smith St.,
Batesville, IN 47006; gtoresto@yahoo.com
Tri State Arrowhead Cruisers, c/o Mark A. Monroe, 601 E. Strain St.,
Fort Branch, IN 47648; mark.monroe@sgibson.k12.in.us; 812.753.5985
West Michigan Chapter, c/o Club President Ryan Snyder,
snyder7851@aol.com; www.wmpontiac.com

MIDWEST DIVISION

Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Wisconsin
DIRECTORS
Jeffery Redhage, 1154 Bill St., Sullivan, MO 63080;
573.842.3171; jeffredhage@gmail.com
Brian Engele, 3990 85th St. NE, Sauk Rapids, MN 56379; 320.251.7677;
bengele@gmail.com
CHAPTERS
Arch Chapter (MO), c/o Jon Havens, 126 Afshari Dr., Florissant, MO
63034; 314.623.8842; jfhavens@sbcglobal.net
Badger State Chapter (WI), c/o David Keach, 1155 N. 46th St.,
Milwaukee, WI 53208; dfkeach@hotmail.com
Colorado Chapter, P.O. Box 56, Arvada, CO 80001; www.copoci.org
Empire Chapter, c/o Russ Hoogendoorn, 1538 Dipper Ave., Larchwood,
IA 51241-7722; 712.478.4455; http://empirepontiac.motortopia.com

God’s Country Chapter of Wisconsin, c/o Pat Reda, 2064 Steven St.,
Sun Prairie, WI 53590; 608.825.3832; redapat@gmail.com
Greater Ozarks Chapter (MO), c/o Rob Snelling, 1855 E. Nottingham St.,
Springfield, MO 65804; 417.886.7959; go.poci54@gmail.com
K.C. Arrowhead Chapter, c/o Steve Young, 4803 NE 144th St
Smithville, MO 64089; 816.215.8002; steveyoung223@icloud.com
Nebraskaland Chapter, c/o Claudia Mathes, 7304 Cty. Rd. 25,
Kennard, NE 68034-5002 mathes@abbnebraska.com
Tomahawk Chapter (MN), Tony Miller; 651.786.1214;
toplessindian70@gmail.com; www.tomatalk.org

SOUTHERN DIVISION

Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas
DIRECTORS
Larry Crider, 12510 West 67th St., Sapulpa, OK 74066; 918.798.2765;
pontiacfun@gmail.com
Peggy Mullinax Cox, 7345 Old Springville Rd. Pinson, AL 35126;
peggymullinax@yahoo.com; 205.602.6463
CHAPTERS
Alabama Chapter, Dennis Philo, 407 Forsythe Street, Birmingham, AL
35214; 205.798.7688
Alamo Area Chapter, 1118 Moon Light, San Antonio TX 78245;
www.classicpontiac.org
Arkansas River Chapter, c/o Richie Lovan, PO Box 193, Hiwasse, AR
72739; 479.899.3437; nwapontiacclub@gmail.com

Central Oklahoma Pontiac Assn., Joel Mayhan, 1115 Prairie Hills Rd.,
Tuttle, OK 73089; 405.830.0320; maycochem@aol.com
Dixie Chapter (Jacksonville Area), c/o President, Andy Musil,
904.705.4872; c.andrew.musil@gmail.com
Florida Chapter (Tampa/St. Pete), c/o Rich Fedor, 8110 West Dr.,
Wesley Chapel, FL 33544; 813.929.3405; wanta59pontiac@verizon.net
Indian Nations Chapter, c/o Larry Crider, 12510 W. 67th St.,
Sapulpa, OK 74066; 918.798.2765; pontiacfun@gmail.com
Lone Star Chapter (TX), c/o Tom Brackett, 7204 Randall Way,
Plano, TX 75025; tdbrackett@yahoo.com; 972.527.3167
Louisville Pontiac Club, c/o President, Rick Kaiser, 502.241.2253; www.
louisvillepontiacclub.com
Pontiacs of Tennessee, c/o President, Tom Hart, 615.521.3853; 5300
Fredricksberg Way, Brentwood, TN 37027; tomhart_37027@yahoo.com

WESTERN DIVISION

Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming
DIRECTORS
Ron Berglund, 1156 West Contender St., Meridian, ID 83642;
559.259.2079; pontiac335@gmail.com
Mark J. Crutcher, 38153 Ballard Dr., Fremont, CA 94536;
Home 510.793.6885; Cell 510-789-5196; m.crutcher@comcast.net
CHAPTERS

Arizona Chapter, c/o Thom Sherwood, 4348 E. Timrod St.,

Tucson, AZ 85711-4252; 520.798.3200; thom@colorteks.com

Desert Renegades of Arizona, c/o Tom Knecht, 602.708.6960;
t77transam@gmail.com; http://pontiacclubofphoenix.org
Pontiacs of Central CA, c/o Dennis Simonson, 5218 San Juan Ave.,
Clovis, CA 93619; 559.906.8900; dsimonso@comcast.net,
pontiacsofcentralcalifornia.org
Pontiacs of Idaho, c/o Rick Mihm, 2289 San Ophelia Ln., Emmitt, ID
83617; 858.414.6878; remihm@aol.com,

Puget Sound Chapter, c/o Chuck Johnson, P.O. Box 5873, Lacey, WA
98509; chuck.johnson1@gmail.com
Sacramento Chapter, c/o Pasquale Cignarella, 9926 Ferragamo Way,
Elk Grove, CA 95757
San Diego Chapter, c/o Tom Diot, 11229 Eagles Creek Ct.,
San Diego, CA 92128; 858.472.7145; sdpoci@hotmail.com
Silver State Chapter, c/o Dan Marquez, 7600 Palms Verse Circle,
Reno, NV 89502; 775.219.6918; defaultdano@gmail.com
So. California Chapter, c/o Brett Petroff, 3099 Oaktrail Rd.,
Chino Hills, CA 91709; 909.815.7656; sccpoci@gmail.com

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION DIRECTORS
Lars-Ingvar Elofsson, Byastensvagen 10, Gards-Kopinge 29177 SE
(Sweden) Phone: 04644235031;
58pontiac58@gmail.com

NON-REGIONAL SPECIALTY CHAPTERS
DIRECTORS

2+2 Chapter - Jack Anderson
All-American Oakland Chapter - Wayne Beran
Australian Performance Pontiacs Chapter - Peggy Mullinax Cox
Custom Safari Chapter - John Cappelmann
Early Times Chapter - Mark Tilson
Firebird Chapter - Ron Berglund
GMC Truck Chapter - Larry Crider
Grand Prix Chapter - Michael Murray
Little Indians Chapter - Mark Crutcher
Overhead Cammers Chapter - Merle Green
Pontiac Commercial & Professional Vehicle Chapter - Brian Engele
Street Rod Modified Chapter - Jeffery Redhage
(director’s contact information can be found in the regional chapter listing)

CHAPTERS

2+2 Chapter, c/o Jack Anderson, 1125 Old Baltimore Pike, Newark, DE
19702; 302.353.0244; 2plus2chapterpoci@gmail.com
All-American Oakland Chapter, c/o Steve Cook, 16565 Lancaster,
Grover, MO 63040; jumbodog54@sbcglobal.net
Australian Performance Pontiacs Chapter c/o Richie Lovan, PO Box
193, Hiwasse, AR 72739; 479.899.3437; appchapter103@gmail.com
Custom Safari Chapter, c/o Robin Petry, 2806 Scarlett Dr.,
Augusta, GA 30909; petrymail@yahoo.com
Early Times Chapter, c/o Arnold Landvoigt, 8521 William St.,
Savage MD 20763; 301.498.0070; etc@hillclimber.com
Firebird Chapter John Froehle, 7513 South 2050 East, South Weber, UT
84405; 801.920.1756; froehlewest@outlook.com
GMC Truck Chapter (GTC), c/o Dennis Carol; frostydjc@aol.com;
810.610.5714; www.gmctruckclub.wordpress.com
Grand Prix Chapter, c/o Ron Maurer 712.229.1974;
ronmauer2@gmail.com; http://grandprixchapter.com/
Little Indians Chapter (’61-’63 Tempest/Lemans), c/o Jerry Bolton, 544
Christopher Circle, Jesup, IA 50648; 319.827.1943;
jbolton@jtt.net; www.littleindians.com
Overhead Cammers Chapter, c/o Jim Black,
307 Summerset Dr., Papillion, NE 68133; 402.672.3846;
ohcchapter@gmail.com; www.overheadcammerschapter.com
Pontiac Commercial & Professional Vehicle Chapter, Wayne Guy,
856.423.3073; ueno47@hotmail.com; www.pcpvchapterpoci.wordpress.com
Street Rod Modified Chapter, c/o Steve Cook, 16565 Lancaster, Grover,
MO 63040; jumbodog54@sbcglobal.net
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The purpose of the Pontiac-Oakland Club International is (1) to pool together as much information as possible to assist Pontiac, Oakland, and GMC owners
in the restoration and preservation of their vehicles, (2) to promote interest in Pontiac, Oakland, and GMC vehicles, their history and restoration and preservation
and, above all, (3) to make owning a Pontiac, Oakland, or GMC an enjoyable experience.
Club Founder & Director Emeritus: Donald A. Bougher, PO Box 5108, Salem, OR 97304-0108;
503-393-4500; memoryshelf558@gmail.com
DIRECTORS EMERITUS (In chronological Order of Presidency)
Byron Joe Stout, 7373 E. 29th St., North Villa 106, Wichita, KS 67226; 316-686-6407; joe.stout@cox.net
Don Barlup, 228 Old Oak Rd., New Bloomfield, PA 17068; 717-582-3209; pullman1914@aol.com
Arthur Ruscher, 4015 57th St. E, Bradenton, FL 34208; 941-745-2031; aruscher@msn.com
Todd Schafer, 1020 NW 39th St., Topeka, KS 66618; 785-286-2443
Gale Menger, 1725 Chateau Way, Maple Plain, MN 55359; 612-860-4013; gmenger@frontier.com

Chaplain: Richard Erman, 7675 N. Walters Lake Rd., Fremont, IN 46737; 260-495-9167;
ermco.csa@frontier.com
Convention Coordinator: Art Barrett, 211 West Alice, Mt. Vernon, MO 65712
Assistant Convention Coordinator: Larry Crider, 12510 W. 67th St., Sapulpa, OK 74066
POCI Car Show Coordinator: Steve Cook, Lancaster Estates Dr., Grover, MO 63040
New Chapter Coordinator: John Cappelmann, 1 Country Oaks Dr., Kings Park, NY 11754
Legislative Affairs Coordinator: Ben Deutschman, Bldg. 11, Redfield Village Apts. A-1, Metuchen, NJ 08840

Technical Advisors: When requesting information from technical advisors, please enclose a business size (#10) self-addressed, stamped envelope (SASE)
and your POCI membership number. Technical advisors DO NOT locate parts for members. Any information provided by any POCI source is intended only for
general knowledge You should seek professional mechanical advice for specific mechanical conditions. Please note that Tech Advisors DO NOT locate parts.

Visit the Tech Forum at: http://www.poci.org

Australian Pontiacs/Imports: Dave Clee, P.O. Box 135, Oak Flats NSW Australia 2529.
Telephone: 011-61-42571230 Fax: 011-61-42571190; dave@pontiworld.com.au
Auto Paint & Bodywork: Paul Freese, 14279 North Morris East St., Batesville, IN 47006;
812-614-3332; paul@fastrestorations.com
Auto Woodwork: Position Open. Please contact the Technical Advisor Coordinator for details.
Can Am Registry: Verne Howard, 4400 NW Bittersweet Ln, Blue Springs, MO 64015; 816-554-2099;
CanAm77Man@aol.com
Canadian Pontiacs: Walter Campbell, 29 Hexham Dr., Scarboro, Ont. Canada, M1R 1J5; 416-757-5484
Commercial & Professional Pontiacs (Sedan Deliveries-Ambulance-Hearse): Paul Bergstrom, PO
Box 421, Long Lake, MN 55356 Ph/Fax: 763-242-6734; pontiacpaulb@gmail.com
Drag Racing: Mike Cooper, 66 NW 85th St., El Dorado, KS 67042; 316-655-1408
Eight Lug Wheels: Les Kasten, 12501 Danbury Way, Rosemount, MN 55068; 651-280-9681
Electrical & Electronics (exc. radio): Chuck Conway, 303 N. Friendswood Dr., Friendswood, TX
77546; chucksautoelectric@sbcglobal.net
Fiero: Carl Harcourt, 4937 W. 900 S., Milroy, IN 46156; 765-629-2532; POCI@caharcourt.com
Pontiac 6000: Carl Harcourt, 4937 W. 900 S., Milroy, IN 46156; 765-629-2532; POCI@caharcourt.com
Firebird: Eric Vicker, P.O. Box 0033, South Park, PA 15129; evicker@hotmail.com
Firebird/Trans Am (1977-1978): Arnold Goldstein, 751 E. Stark, Palatine, IL 60074; 847-815-6257
Firebird (1977-79 W72): John M. Witzke, 5017 Providence Rd, Council Bluffs, IA 51503;
712-322-4697; jmwitzke@prodigy.net
Firebird/Trans Am 1993-2002: Chris Grupido, itsacarthing@gmail.com; 469-525-1051;
GMC Motorhomes 1973-78: John Biwersi, 2938 Mary St., Maplewood, MN 55109; 651-779-6498;
jbiwersi@mac.com
GMC Trucks 1998 to Present: Cliff Curtis, 1564 E. Carleton St., Springfield, MO 65804; 417-365-4070;
curtistech2@yahoo.com
Grand Prix (all): Mike Grippo, 584 Broomspun Street, Henderson, NV 89015; 702-568-5433
Fax: 702-568-5158
GT-37: Jeff Sawruk, 667 Oxhill Ct., White Lake, MI 48386; pontiacgt37@comcast.net
Clyde Rowley, 2222 Broad Oak Drive, Bandera, TX 78003; 210-305-9277; CER364@outlook.com
GTO & Intermediate (1964-79 Engine & Drivetrain): Jerry Boulay, 218 Broadmoor Lane,
Rotonda West, FL 33947; 203-695-6510
GTO & Intermediate (1964-72 Body & Interior): Richard Erman, 7675 N. Walters Lake Rd.,
Fremont, IN 46737; 260-495-9167
GTO (1968): Arnold Goldstein, 751 E. Stark, Palatine, IL 60074; 847-815-6257
GTO/G8 2004-2009: Carl Palmquist, 1061 Hayward Circle, Milford, OH 45150; 513-348-2542;
cpalmquist@cinci.rr.com
High Performance: Mike Cooper, 66 NW 85th St., El Dorado, KS 67042; 316-655-1408
Interiors Soft Trim (1952-72): Harry Samuel, 18106 Dunblaine Ave., Beverly Hills, MI 48025;
248-258-6269; samuelinteriors@aol.com
Judge 1969-71: Ray Herman, 512 Columbia Creek Dr., San Ramon, CA 94583; 925-829-4059;
the.hermans@comcast.net
Oakland 1909-31: David Green, 5020 Hutton, Kansas City, KS 66109; 913-626-6301;
oaklandguru@gmail.com
Parts Interchange: David Silarski, 12715 Old Pine Lane, Houston, TX 77015; dfaski@yahoo.com
Pontiac 1926-27: Clark Adams, 277 Longbranch Trail, Lexington, NC 27295; 336-243-1336
Pontiac 1931: Jim Koenigsmark, 24348 S. 80th Ave. Frankfort, IL 60423-9726; 708-674-4908;
pontiacalan@gmail.com
Pontiac 1930-32: Robert Guzzetta, 1410 Santa Inez Dr., San Jose, CA 95125; 408-265-7578;
splithead6fan@gmail.com
Pontiac 1933-34: Kurt Kelsey, 14083 P Ave., Iowa Falls, IA 50126; 641-648-9086; kelsey@prairieinet.net
Pontiac 1935: Kerry Klotzman, 7460 Rollingbrook Trail, Solon, OH 44139; 440-349-1509;
kap@voyager.net
Pontiac 1936: Robert Shafto, 451 Blackstrap Rd., Falmouth, ME 04105; 207-272-7403;
rgshafto@me.com
Pontiac 1937-38: Arnold Landvoigt, 8521 William St., Savage, MD 20763; 301-498-0070;
etc@hillclimber.com
Pontiac 1939-42: James Patterson, 8951 Henry Clay Blvd., Clay, NY 13041; 315-652-5794;
AntiqueCarParts@msn.com
Andrew Ameden, 27 W. Carbon St., Minersville, PA 17954; rockaa@ptd.net
Pontiac 1946-48: Ed Almekinder, 6548 Italy Valley Rd., Naples, NY 14512; 585-374-6141; edal@frontiernet.net
Pontiac 1949-52: John Harvey, 5256 Heritage Lane, Oakley, IL 62552; 217-763-5691;
Fax: 217-763-6107; 50scars@frontier.com
Pontiac 1953-54: Charles Coker, PO Box 51, Taneyville, MO 65759; 417-693-5219;
charlessdv8@yahoo.com
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Straight Eight Engine: Charles Bolten, 15607 N 30th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85053; 602-375-0866;
bolten2@aol.com
Pontiac 1955: Chuck Conway, 303 N. Friendswood Dr., Friendswood, TX 77546;
chucksautoelectric@sbcglobal.net
Pontiac 1956: Larry Gordon, 344 West Avenue, Palmdale, CA 93551; 661-622-2100;
Web Site: www.pontiacsafari.com
Pontiac 1957-58 Fuel Injection: Lyle Haley, 15550 Linnet St. #301, Andover, MN 55304; 763-464-1286
Pontiac 1957: Todd Crews, 160 Home Ave., Forsyth, IL 62535; poci1957@aol.com
Pontiac 1958: Rollie Pederson, 16819 Owatonna Circle, Ham Lake, MN 55304; 763-434-7400 (8pm to 11pm)
lars-Ingvar Elofsson, Byastensvagen 10, Gards-Kopinge 29177 SE (Sweden); Phone: 04644235031;
58pontiac58@gmail.com
Pontiac 1959-64 (Full Size Except Grand Prix): Rick Gonser, 2452 Ostrom Ave., Long Beach, CA
90815-2420; 562-596-2043; rickgonser@msn.com; Fax: 562-397-5644; Pager: 714-647-8116
Pontiac Super Duty 1960-63: Tom Schlauch, 393 Los Altos Ave., Long Beach, CA 90814;
562-243-0570; gplemans63@aol.com
Pontiac Catalina 1962-63: John Mead, 1025 Dear Run Dr., Earlysville, VA 22936; 434-977-2671;
rpol34@embarqmail.com
Pontiac 1965-66 (Full Size Except Grand Prix): John Pokryfky, 9215 Florida, Livonia, MI 48150;
734-776-6449; poci.65-66.fs.ta@att.net
Pontiac 1967-70 (Full Size Except Grand Prix): Ron Berglund, 2101 West Spruce Ave., Fresno, CA
93711-0460; 559-259-2079; pontiac335@gmail.com
Pontiac 1967-85: Duane Stumpp, 301 Park Charles Blvd. North, St. Peters, MO 63376;
Greenbean3946pd@msn.com
Pontiac 1968-69 A-Body: Paul Freese, 14279 North Morris East St., Batesville, IN 47006; 812-614-3332;
paul@fastrestorations.com
Pontiac 1970-72 A-Body: Doug Pulskamp, 22209 Vine St., Oldenburg, IN 47036;
humbler70gto@yahoo.com
Pontiac 1973-77 A-Body (including 1977 Can Am): Rick Lightfoot, 242 W. Williams St., Corning, NY
14830; lightfoofj2@corning.com
Pontiac Acadian 1976-1987 &T1000: John Williams, PO Box 122., Nicholson, PA 18446; 570-574-2749;
greencosworth@aim.com
Pontiac 1985-92 Tuned-Port Trans Ams & Formulas: Gene Werst, 10631 Mission Lakes Ave.,
Las Vegas, NV 89134; 702-496-5870; carnut007@cox.net
Pontiac 1986-2010 (All Models): Matthew DiStasio, 211 School St., Acton, MA 01720; 978-263-2647
Pontiac G6 2005-2010: Chuck Merica, 4232 Harrison St., Omaha, NE 68147; 402-731-0494;
chuck_merica@hotmail.com
Pontiac Solstice 2006-2010: Gary Dinofrio, 46 South Eagle Nest Dr., Lincoln, RI 02865; 401-405-1001;
garydn@gmail.com
Pontiac 2+2 (not including 1986 GP) Larry Kosek, 104 Center Dr., Silver Lake, KS 66539; 785-582-4207
Pontiac Astre/Sunbird 1975-80: Paul Bergstrom, PO Box 421, Long Lake, MN 55356 Ph/Fax: 763-2426734; pontiacpaulb@gmail.com
Pontiac 265/301/301 Turbo V-8: Shawn Gurney, PO Box 1535, Point Roberts, WA 98281; 778-999-5235;
301store@telus.net
Ram Air V 303-428: Tom Schlauch, 393 Los Altos Ave., Long Beach, CA 90814; 562-243-0570;
gplemans63@aol.com
Overhead Cam Six Engine: Rob Egbert, 14901 Heiland Kies Rd., Anna, OH 45302; 937-538-1525;
cammerwagon@gmail.com
Pontiac 1956: Larry Gordon, 344 West Avenue, Palmdale, CA 93551; 661-622-2100;
Web Site: www.pontiacsafari.com
Street Machine: Bob Cella, 31 Crissey Ave., Geneva, IL 60134, Phone/Fax: 630-232-0600;
robertcella2063@comcast.net
Street Rods: Rex Bumgarner, 4928 Northcrest Street, Claremont, NC 28610; 828-241-4947;
tigermadness@charter.net
Tempest/LeMans 1961-63: Keith A. Collier, 2007 N. 59th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85035; 602-315-8602;
mechanickeith@hotmail.com
Transmissions Automatic: Steve Peluso, 93 Blackstone St., Mendon, MA 01756; 508-478-8900
Transmissions Manual/Differentials: Brad Duerst, 800-208-8242
Engine Machining: Lyle Haley, 15550 Linnet St. #301, Andover, MN 55304; 763-464-1286
Flat Head Engine Machining: Lyle Haley, 15550 Linnet St. #301, Andover, MN 55304; 763-464-1286
Tri-Power: Rick Gonser, 2452 Ostrom Ave., Long Beach, CA 90815-2420; 562-596-2043;
rickgonser@msn.com; Fax: 562-596-1160; Pager: 714-647-8116
Volunteers for Open Positions and for New Categories are needed!
Please contact the Technical Advisor Coordinator (below) for details.
Technical Advisor Coordinator: Mark Tilson, 1104 Hillrock Dr., S. Euclid, OH 44121;
216-291-0202; til59@aol.com
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POCI CLASSIFIED ADS • Advertising Policy

The Pontiac-Oakland Club International, Inc. publishes the classified section of Smoke Signals magazine as a courtesy to its
active members. This is made possible through the members’ dues contributions. POCI makes no claims, either stated or implied, concerning the quality, authenticity or availability of any items offered. Furthermore, POCI claims no responsibility for
any transactions good or bad, as a result of the Smoke Signals Classifieds Ad section.
We discourage any member from submitting a “For Sale” Classified Ad when they have also submitted a “Feature Car”
contribution. Time delays between production of these two sections can result in an overlap in the same issue. Automobiles and
trucks featured in this magazine – current or past issues – neither claim nor can claim any endorsement by POCI as to their
quality or authenticity; they are featured strictly for entertainment purposes.
Advertisers or members will have three weeks to respond to any complaint received by the Pontiac-Oakland Club International. After three weeks, if the complaint goes unanswered and/or a satisfactory solution is not found, the member or company
listed in the complaint could lose all advertising privileges.

IMPORTANT CLASSIFIED AD RULES • Please read before placing an ad
The classified ad section of Smoke Signals magazine is reserved for our members seeking information, services, parts, cars,
etc. Display advertising is available for members and non-members alike at reasonable rates. Any ads submitted which do not
conform to the following rules will be set aside – they may not be sent back, and you may not be contacted. Please read and
follow these rules to avoid any inconvenience.

1) Please use the classified ad request form on the next page for your
ad submission. A photocopy or a facsimile is acceptable as long as it
includes the same data requested. Please type or print neatly. If we cannot read your ad, it will be published as best we can figure out. Please
check your ad immediately. Neither POCI nor Smoke Signals production company are liable for your ad content or the reproduction of it.
2) Classified ads will run for two months and then be pulled. The code
at the end of the ad will reflect the last issue the ad will appear. The
same ad can be renewed for an additional two months.

3) Each month, POCI members receive one free ad up to 50 words with
one free picture. Words over 50 cost 20 cents per word. Additional ads
are 20 cents per word and additional pictures are $5.00 each. The following do not count as words in the ad: name, business name, price,
address, email address, or telephone number.

4) Your POCI number and expiration date must be on the form.

5) Only one ad per form. Please check the category for the ad to
appear in.
6) Only Pontiac, Oakland, and GMC requests are allowed. The only
exceptions are the “Services” and “Other” classifications, but they must
be Pontiac/Oakland/GMC related (i.e.: car care services or products).

TO PLACE AN AD

7) A POCI member name must be included in the ad, not just on
the form. A business name may be listed, but a member’s full name
must also be included in the ad.

8) Price must be included. All ads for any cars, parts or services must
have prices. The only exception is for the parting-out of a car.
9) No phone-in ads or ad renewals will be accepted. Only mailed,
faxed, or e-mailed ads will be accepted for publication.
10) All ads are subject to review.

EXTENDED ADS: Members who are vendors or permanent suppliers
and wish to place an Extended Ad for PARTS, LITERATURE, MEMORABILIA, INFORMATION or SERVICES may do so. No other categories can
have Extended Ads placed. Ads are subject to review (and rejection) by the advertising committee. Extended Ads cannot exceed 50 words and just one picture
is allowed. These members may still place a personal ad without the 50 word
limit being affected. Extended Ads run for one year and are renewable.
SCHEDULE: All ads are placed in the next available Smoke Signals
issue after they are received. Expect a deadline around the 20th of each
month.Example; ads received by March 20 should appear in the May issue.
REVISIONS: Revisions to an ad already running must be mailed, faxed,
or e-mailed. No phone changes will be made.

• Mail to: Smoke Signals Editor, 205 N. Mill St., Pontiac, IL
• FAX to: 815-844-0285 (If there is no picture)
• Email to: editor@poci.org
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SMOKE SIGNALS • Classified Ad Form
ways to submit
your classified ad:

I WANT MY AD TO RUN:

Please read the important information on the
previous page before completing this form.

• Mail to: Smoke Signals Editor, 205 N. Mill St., Pontiac, IL 61764 (Photos will not be returned)
• Email to: editor@poci.org (attach a .jpeg photo if desired, with at least 800 x 640 resolution)
• Fax to: (815) 844-0285 (only if no picture required) PHONED-IN ADS ARE NO LONGER ACCEPTED!
2 MONTHS

EXTENDED (Vendors Only & Information, Services, Memorabilia, Literature & Parts for
Sale Categories Only) Extended ads will run for one year and are renewable.

Today’s Date __________ POCI Number _____________ Exp. Date ___________ Name _____________________________________
Address ___________________________ City _______________________ State ______ ZIP _____________ Country _____________
Phone (
) _____ — _________ NOTE: Your ad MUST include your name and phone number. All items for sale must include prices
except when “parting out” a vehicle.
I WANT MY CLASSIFIED AD TO APPEAR IN THIS CATEGORY (check only one):
Information
Literature For Sale
Literature Wanted
Pontiac, Oakland & GMC Vehicles For Sale
Services Offered
Memorabilia

Pontiac, Oakland & GMC Vehicles Wanted
Pontiac, Oakland & GMC Parts Wanted

Pontiac, Oakland & GMC Parts For Sale
Lost & Found

Other

FREE __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________
FREE __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________
FREE __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________
FREE __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________
FREE __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________
20 cents
a word

2.00
.20 __________
.40 __________
.60 __________
.80 __________
1.20 __________
1.60 __________
1.80 __________
1.00 __________
1.40 __________
__________

20 cents
a word

6.00
5.60 __________
3.80 __________
5.20 __________
5.40 __________
4.40 __________
4.80 __________
5.00 __________
4.20 __________
4.60 __________
__________

20 cents
a word

4.00
3.60 __________
3.80 __________
3.20 __________
3.40 __________
2.40 __________
2.80 __________
3.00 __________
2.20 __________
2.60 __________
__________

SPECIAL OFFER

Prepaid contract for three insertions ( 3X )
Prepaid contract for six insertions ( 6X )
Prepaid contract for twelve insertions ( 12X )

POCI DISPLAY ADS •Advertising Policy

The Pontiac-Oakland Club International, Inc. publishes the Display Advertising section of Smoke Signals magazine as a service to Pontiac-oriented
businesses and organizations. POCI makes no claims, either stated or implied,
concerning the quality, authenticity or availability of any items or services
offered. Furthermore, POCI claims no responsibility for any transactions good
or bad, as a result of the Smoke Signals display ad section. Additionally, POCI
and/or the Smoke Signals advertising committee reserve the right to accept or
reject any advertisement from any person or organization for any reason and
without justification for any decision made.
Display advertisers in this magazine, current or past issues, shall neither
claim nor can claim any endorsement by POCI as to their quality or authenticity; they are featured strictly for informational purposes.

For Display Advertising questions/submissions, contact:
Paul Bergstrom, P.O. Box 421, Long Lake, MN 55356
(763) 479-2111 • E-mail: pociworldhq@aol.com
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10% discount
15% discount
20% discount

POCI DISPLAY ADS •Ad Sizes and Rates
Cover (Outside, Back), CMYK, Full Bleed*.................. 8.75x11.25”......... $600.00
Cover (Inside, Front or Back), CMYK, Full Bleed*...... 8.75x11.25”......... $500.00

Interior Pages (B/W or CMYK):................................. width x height Monthly
Full Page
(Full Bleed)*................................ 8.75x11.25”......... $400.00
Full Page
(No Bleed).................................... 7.5x10”................ $400.00
2/3 Page
Vertical......................................... 4.93x10”.............. $300.00
1/3 Page
Vertical......................................... 2.36x10”.............. $160.00
1/3 Page
Square........................................... 4.93x4.9”............. $160.00
1/2 Page
Horizontal..................................... 7.5x4.9”............... $225.00
1/2 Page
Vertical......................................... 4.93x7.45”........... $225.00
1/4 Page
Vertical......................................... 3.65x4.9”............. $125.00
1/4 Page
Horizontal..................................... 7.5x2.35”............. $125.00
1/6 Page
Vertical......................................... 2.36x4.9”............... $75.00
1/6 Page
Horizontal..................................... 4.93x2.35”............. $75.00
1/12 Page
Square........................................... 2.36x2.35”............. $45.00
Ads should be submitted as either PDF (fonts embedded) or JPEGs built to proper
size and minimal compression. Editor reserves the right to adjust sizes as required.
* Full Page Bleed Display Ads trim to 8.5x11”. Do not use borders near trims.
All ads (except cover positions) are Run of Publication (ROP). Non-contracted,
monthly rates shown. Contact Display Ad Manager (at left) for contract rates.
DEADLINE: All new and updated advertisements must be received by the 1st of
the month prior to the publication date (Ex: January 1 for the February issue).

Information Wanted

Pontiac 2+2 Registry: Dedicated to the preservation of the history & lore of the 2+2. All 196467, 1986 & Canadian-built 2+2s are welcome! Car
Registry, Discussion Forum, Photo/Video Gallery,
Articles. Visit www.Pontiac2plus2Registry.com, or
contact Jack Anderson at (302) 353-0244. (1/22E)
‘67 Grand Prix Convertible: I recently bought a
1967 Grand Prix convertible. I would like to know
how many were built with a 4-speed manual
transmission, 400 CI engine and a front bench
seat with arm rest. It also has the Pennsylvania
turn signal option. Please contact Ron Broze at
brozer2u@comcast.net. (724) 242-0679 (3/22) (PA)
‘71 455 H.O.: Help! Looking for anyone that has
a 1971 GTO or LeMans/Tempest H.O. car built at
any plant but have particular interest in cars built
at the Framingham plant. I do not want your VIN
or personal information, I would like to know how
close your casting dates are to your build date and
how they cast these parts in group lots. If you have
a car built in 1971 please call Bill Stoval at (410)
952-2571 (do not get text) (4/22E) (MD)
455 Registry: For 1970-’73 Hardtop/Convertible
“A” Body owners. 7,088 were built. Anyone with
information on these great cars is welcome. It would
be great to share info. Paul Bourbeau (413) 2675834 hisandhers67gto@aol.com (10/22E) (MA)

Services Offered
Woodward Restoration Services: Specializing
in quality rust repair and painting. From a minor
scratch to complete disassembly, repair and paint.
Over 45 years experience in all aspects of body
repair. Located 30 miles north of Pittsburgh, PA.
Woodward Restoration Services. Wes Woodward
(724) 865-9684 or (724) 272-3467 (5/22E)
Appraisals by AAG: Auto Appraisal Group,
nationwide, certified, professional services.
Established 1989 providing independent unbiased
assessments. All types and years of vehicles.
Covering resale, pre-purchase, insurance, donations,
estate or divorce settlements, diminished value, and
total loss claims. Experienced and knowledgeable
agents located across the country. Centralized
database assures consistent valuation. Widely
recognized by insurers, lenders, US Government
and courts. Schedule appointments online at:
www.autoappraisal.com or call 1-800-848-2886.
Byron Hartman, POCI member #32340, AAG agent
at (414) 526-6105 (11/22E) (AZ)

Pontiac Window Sticker Reproductions: Accurate,
detailed window sticker reproductions for 1964-1979
Pontiacs. Only original window stickers are used as
references. Show car quality, meticulously detailed
and researched. These exceed other reproductions in
accuracy and authenticity. Satisfaction guaranteed!
Contact Mike Noun at; PontiacWindowStickers.com
for samples and feedback, or mnoun@yahoo.com (IL)
(12/22E)

Brake Booster Rebuild (yours): 1959-1963
$235, 1964-1990 $185. Plating available. Contact
Booster Steve or Booster Dave (503) 238-8882 or
check out our website: boosterdeweyexchange.com
(OR) (7/22E)

Lost & Found
‘65 Bonneville Hardtop: I have an original
invoice for a 1965 Bonneville hardtop, VIN
262375P274739. Check your VIN and if you have
the car this original documentation should be with
it. Contact Bill Stoval at (410) 952-2571 (do not get
text) (6/22E) (MD)

Memorabilia
Pontiac 8-lug Relining and Restoring: New
cast iron liners installed using heat shrink method
plus Loctite bonding product. Install new Timken
races, bearings, then balance them. Fin repair, media
blasting, polish fins and painting. We make Balance
Plates, Front Disc Brake kits for 1960-’68 full-size
Pontiacs. Have been offering this service for over
eight years. Check out our website, Pontiac8-lugs.
com. Call Larry Groskopf (815) 735-4002, email
lgto67@yahoo.com (IL) (10/22E)
National Firebird/ Trans Am Club: For all years
Firebirds and Trans Ams including the Formula,
GTA and Firehawk. Offers color magazines,
technical advice, e-magazines, free classified
ads that appear in the member magazine, club
website, message board, Facebook and Twitter.
Established 1984. $35 Annually, $45 outside
USA, $25 e-membership. NFTAC 5433 N. Ashland
Ave., Chicago, IL 60640 USA, (773) 769-7166,
info@firebirdtaclub.com, www.firebirdtaclub.com
(2/22E)
PMD Performance Report: PMD Performance
Restorations is proud to offer a NEW service for
1964-1979 Pontiacs! We will inspect, photograph, document, and provide a detailed report
for your original (or restored) Pontiac. Valuable
information when buying or selling a rare Pontiac. Please contact Dave Armstrong; pmdperformance@yahoo.com or call (847) 951-4357 for
more information. (12/22E)

Fender Covers: Dark blue border and Pontiac
name. Indian and arrowhead logos in red on white
background, length 34 1/2”, width 24 1/2”, tool tray
5 1/8” wide. Logo panel, 13 1/2 “ wide, including
borders. $30, PPD. Hoosier Pontiac-Oakland Club. Bill
Harris, 1001 Cedar Glen Dr., N. Plainfield, IN 46168
(317) 839-1656 (08/22E)

Resurrection, LLC: Concours restoration and
preservation services. Historic, specialty and collector
automobiles. Specializing in Pontiac vehicles.
Follow us on Facebook, YouTube and Instagram @/
resurrectionLLC; Jake Cryan, Pepperell, MA. Phone:
(978) 877-7499 Email: Resurrectionauto@hotmail.
com (MA) (6/22E)
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Memorabilia & Literature For Sale: Danbury
Mint die-cast Marlin Mallard turquoise convertible
new in box, never displayed $240. Large ‘58 showroom full-color sales brochure, excellent condition
$35. 15 years of Smoke Signals magazine free. All
plus shipping. Contact Bob Newman (815) 2450678 or email: bobsm4120@aol.com (IA) (3/22)
POCI Jackets For Sale: Three red Pontiac-Oakland
jackets. All have POCI logo on them, worn once,
1-large, 2 Xlarge. $85 for all three. Call Gene Vincent
(217) 222-0697. (IL) (1/22)
Monkeemobiles: Remco 1/64 send-in mail only,
not in stores, 4 colors: red, yellow, blue, and green
set w/mail-in card. Individual car available from
1970. 1/18 Monkeemobiles, no decal on door, gold
plated 1 of 200, bare metal, never seen another, all
new in box. Mike Swerbinsky (440) 585-1590. (OH)
(2/22)

Oakland/Pontiac Cars
& GMC Trucks For Sale

‘32 Pontiac Roadster: Super nice rust-free
body and all new wood and 99% complete. Car
originally stored inside since 1961. Car has two
frames, one original and one modified with V8.
This is one of Pontiac’s most beautiful cars ever
made, $52,000 OBO. Contact Fred Olsen (262)
628-1969 (WI) (2/22)
‘50 Silver Streak: 2-door, eight cylinder, no
engine, no grille, seat frames, extra parts, rust
on floor boards, but will throw in Bel Air rear pan
that is new, $3,500. Contact James Daniels (702)
249-9605 (IL) (3/22)

‘50 Chieftain Conv.: Silver Streak 8 cylinder
convertible with Hydra-Matic. 85,000, 3-owner
miles, new Coker wide whitewall radial tires.
Original Black canvas top. Recent maintenance
including radiator recore. Older repaint of original maroon color, rust free. This is a very peppy,
fun to drive convertible, recently driven 700
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miles. Drive anywhere, and yes the Indian on
the hood still lights up. $52,950 OBO. Steve
Carmack (303) 589-4803 (CO) (2/22)
‘50 Pontiac: Flathead 8 cylinder, auto trans,
100% original. Needs restoration $2,000. Contact
Emmett Langville (303) 589-4803 (FL) (2/22)
‘63 Grand Prix: 389, 4-speed, 3.42 Safe-T-Track
rear. One owner car, all original numbers matching, rusty body. Would like to sell entire car, but
will part out if not sold as a whole car. $2,300.
Mike Gallagher (920) 737-7003 (WI) (2/22)

‘55 Chieftain: 400 crate motor, 4-speed, 4bbl,
hood tach, A/C, PS, power disc brakes, new
clutch and suspension, new chrome, car is rust
free and straight. Very nice red/black interior,
heated garage kept. $35,000, contact Ray Taylor (815) 739- 5507 (IL) (2/22)

‘65 Grand Prix: 389, 4 bbl. Pontiac collector
owned for 36 years, 83,000 miles. Excellent condition, cranberry interior, original Southern vehicle with one quality repaint. $19,500. Call, text
or email Dewey Davis: deweydavis@reagan.com
(501) 690-7311 (AR) (3/22)

‘66 Bonneville: 4-door, hardtop, complete car,
runs, trunk rust free. Right rear door dented,
needs complete paint job, $8,500. Harry Cotton
(609) 877-5428 (NJ) (2/22)
‘66 Bonneville Conv.: Original maroon paint
and leather interior, 88,000 miles, auto, PS, PB,
8-Lug wheels. In storage since 1977, not running,
no rust, needs full restoration $6,000 OBO. Richard Sesson (301) 846-8287 (MD) (1/22)

‘56 870 4-Door Hardtop: PS, PB, PW, PS, PA,
factory A/C, frame-off in 2007, car cover included $15,000. Contact Ron Himes (330) 3171263 (IL) (3/22)
(2) - 1957 Pontiacs: Two 1957 Pontiac Super Chief restoration project cars located in
Inwood, WV. Cars are both titled in the state
of Virginia and are disassembled. These cars
are either two projects or a project and a
parts car. Both have the rare optional Tri-Power engine. Both bodies are in epoxy primer.
One is a 4-door hardtop, black and white. The
other is a 2-door hardtop, red and white. The
chassis and drivetrain on the 2-door is rebuilt,
restored and almost complete. Both cars are in
need of some rust repair on the bodies. There are ‘67 Firebird 400 Coupe: Numbers matching
approximately six full shelves and areas around engine and transmission. 400 CI, A/C, leaththe shelves of NOS, extra and restored parts. er seats with custom Gold exterior and wood
Some photo documentation of completed res- steering wheel. A true Pontiac, $45,000. Keith
toration work is available. Contact Lori Bassler Perry (402) 813-4047 (NE) (1/22)
(540) 664-2741. To request photos E-mail: lori@
vintagemotorcarco.com. Asking price is $15,000
OBO. (KS) (3/22)
‘59 Bonneville Coupe 2837: Complete 29,600
mile car, white with blue interior. Needs restoration and reassembly. Engine and transmission
rebuilt. NOS windshield, extra parts $9,500. Contact Vince Basile (540) 982-1115 leave message ‘67 Bonneville: 2-door hardtop, numbers
or email; Vince1961olds@aol.com (VA) (1/22)
matching, 51,000 miles, near perfect origi-
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nal interior, near perfect paint with one small
rust bubble on forward edge of left rear wheel
well. 400-4bbl, vintage air conditioning, power
steering, power brakes, recent ball joints, tie rod
ends and brakes. Runs and drives great $19,500
Gordon Jones (316) 734-4047 or email; cmj.glj@
cox.net (KS) (1/22)

‘67 Firebird Conv.: Delux convertible with new
interior, new exhaust, only year for 326, 4-speed,
power top, Rally II rims with trim rings $27,000.
Dennis Weaver (319) 350-1886 (IA) (1/22)

‘67 Catalina: 1967 Pontiac Catalina 400-4bbl
(also have original) 2bbl intake and carb, PS, PB,
Power Antenna. Original engine, transmission and
rear end. As shown in pictures does have some rust
below the driver’s side door and in the trunk. Interior overall very good, driver’s seat has a few tears in
it. Car starts up, runs and drives great. Suspension
was redone a few years ago, so it glides down the
road. Fun Car! Lots of thumbs up and conversations
wherever you go. This is a cruiser not a racer, adult
driven by myself for the last 5 years as well as the
elderly gentleman I purchased it from. $21,500
serious inquires only. Contact Scott Ferrigan (517)
285-0869 (TX) (2/22)
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‘68 GTO Project Car: Professionally rebuilt original 350hp 4-bbl standard engine. Frame done,
restoration in progress. Original interior and exterior parts and components, body needs minor
work and painting, front bumper excellent, needs
reassembly. Numbers match VIN, one owner with
original papers, everything to complete $30,000.
Oscar Fricke (660) 422-1905 (MO) (2/22)

‘69 GTO Conv.: Frame-off rotisserie restoration.
Complete new OE Legendary interior and carpet. Rebuilt Ram Air III engine w/ 2004R overdrive transmission. PS, PB & Air. New Stayfast
canvas top w/glass rear window. Show quality
#1 paint. Excellent driver. $70,000 Jon Stevens
(936) 240-6507 or email; popngramret@aol.
com (TX) (1/22)

‘70 Ram Air IV GTO Judge: 4-speed, number
matching. Atoll Blue, bench seat, AM/FM stereo
8-track, PS, PDB, Rally gauges, hood tach, tinted
glass, JA code Rally wheels. Frame-off restoration in 1999, 17,000 miles after restoration,
asking $125,000, will take offers, have lots of
pictures and videos. Contact Douglas Barlow
(937) 492-9342 (OH) (2/22)

‘72 Catalina Conv.: Last year they made this car
in a convertible model. New front windshield,
new top and rear window, gutted and sealed
trunk with spray in bed liner, replaced cable mirrors with manual, recently reupholstered doors,
panels and seats. New windshield washer pump
assembly, new cigarette lighter assembly, new
battery, new alternator, new Cooper Cobra tires.
Pioneer Bluetooth/Aux-In CD player and speakers,
American Racing mag wheels-255/70R15 15x8,
convertible top control added to lower dash, A/C
switched from R12 to R134 refrigerant, custom
true dual exhaust with Flowmaster mufflers, 4bbl
carburetor conversion, Aluminum intake manifold, electronic ignition upgrade, custom Pontiac
headers, $29,000 OBO. Contact Rob Morrow (571)
331-0348 (VA) (1/22)
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‘77 Trans Am: Goldenrod Yellow, L78 Pontiac
400/automatic. Bought as a parts car without
motor & transmission. Interior is completely
stripped. It now has an Oklahoma title but would
need a complete restoration. Frame rails/trunk
pan are solid. Passenger floor pan needs replaced.
PHS included $2,000. Contact Rodney Crockett
(918) 274-8915 after 6pm CST. (OK) (2/22)
‘78 Trans Am: Martinique blue (painted white)
blue custom interior, W72 option/automatic, 79k
mile (1988 Missouri inspection sticker). Complete
except motor/transmission, needs complete restoration. Frame rails, trunk/floor pans are solid.
Front clip and other items date code correct. PHS
included. $5,000. Contact Rodney Crockett (918)
274-8915 after 6pm CST. (OK) (2/22)

‘80 Firebird: Repaint Forest Green Metalflake,
family owned 40+ years, Camel interior. Factory A/C, PS, PW, and power door locks. New disc
brake system installed in 2020 ($1,500). New
seats, headliner, rugs and transmission rebuilt
2,000 miles ago $25,000. 10% discount for POCI
members. Bonus: 30 years of Thunder Am and
Pontiac magazines. Contact Mike McDonough
(845) 225-9229 (FL) (2/22)

‘84 Fiero Pace Car: One of 2,000 produced for
the 68th Indianapolis 500 race. Well-kept, nice
body & paint. Nice original interior. Alloy wheels.
Factory sun roof. 2.5L 4cyl auto. Rare car, factory
tach & gauges, PB, A/C, runs and drives $9,950.
Contact Steve Horak, Country Classic Cars (618)
635-7056 (IL) (3/22)
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‘88 Firebird Formula: 305 Tuned Port Injection,
5-spd manual, T-tops, 155,164 miles $11,900.
Any questions please contact Shane Meyer at
(717) 507-1842 (PA) (1/22)
‘89 Grand Prix SE: 3.1L 6-cylinder, automatic.
90,000+ miles. Great running and driving car. Tan
cloth interior. New front and rear disc brakes, fuel
injectors, power steering rack, plus several other
maintenance items done less than 3,000 miles
ago. Pictures and information Chuck Catalano
(856) 904-4843 or catalano112@verizon.net.
$5,200 OBO (NJ) (2/22)

‘91 Firebird Formula 350: One owner in amazing condition, always stored inside. Has 2,937
miles. My father in-law passed away and we want
to see if someone else with the same passion for
Pontiac Firebirds would want to buy it $37,500.
Contact Micah Miller (605) 237-1690 (SD) (1/22)

‘97 GMC/Chevy 1 Ton 4-Door Full Size Bed:
69,000 miles on GM 454 crate motor, PS, PB, A/C
works, super handy roll-out in back, new front
seats, recent tires, cap with tool box and rack. All
service receipts from new and window sticker.
Clear coat coming off paint and paint lifting in
spots. Call for details and more pictures, great tow
vehicle, many years of service left, $12,500. Contact Tim Dye (815) 542-2345 (IL) (3/22)

‘99 Trans Am 30th Anniv. Edition: Collector car
in excellent condition, only 2,100 miles! 5.7L SFI

320HP V8 engine, auto. trans., convertible, leather
seats, power front/rear vented disc brakes, uplevel power rack & pinion steering, air conditioning,
cruise control, power locks, power windows,
power seats. This is one of only 500 convertibles
produced for the US market. With just 2,100 miles,
this is an excellent addition to any collection. WS6
Ram Air performance and handling package, dual
exhaust, functional air scoops, 17” high polished
blue tinted aluminum wheels, Medium Blue Navy
top, white Prado leather seating, traction control,
specific 30th Anniversary Package, top boot cover
and storage bag, trunk mounted 12 disc changer
and 30th Anniversary numbered ID Emblem; #685
VIN: 2G2FV32G0X2218380 Comes with all original
documentation, $57,900 Contact Beverly Spellacy (614) 736-6115 (TX) (1/22)

‘02 Trans Am Collector Edition: Only 45,600
miles on this 2002 WS6 convertible, with rebuilt 6
speed Trans, new clutch, pressure plate and clutch
release bearing, replaced rear axles and bearing,
and rear shocks, has new battery and K& N air filter. Runs great looks great. Asking $22,900. Call
David Bailey at (918) 734-4838 or david.beetle@
cox.net (OK) (2/22)
‘07 Solstice Conv.: 5-speed manual, 2.4 motor,
red, loaded with options. Low miles, mint and
show room condition $16,500. Contact James Witowski (219) 879-2195 (IN) (1/22)

Oakland/Pontiac Cars &
GMC Parts For Sale

‘09 G8 GXP: This G8 GXP is a real “Garage Queen”
Panther Black Metallic with black leather interior. Pristine, less than 8,000 miles on LS 3 engine,
6-speed manual transmission. Sunroof, premium
wheels, WeatherTec trunk liner. Never raced or
abused, or driven in bad weather $41,000. Contact Richard Aceste (631) 965-9578 (SC) (1/22)

Oakland/Pontiac Cars
& GMC Trucks Wanted
‘58 Convertible: Any condition, but should
be mostly complete. Would also consider
highly optioned parts cars. Paying cash. Frank
Karabetsos, (630) 330-8522 frankkar@aol.com.
(IL) (3/22)
‘69 Judge: Wanted to buy 1969 GTO Judge must be
3 or 4-speed car. Any shape, Mike Pipia (414) 5818733 (WI) (2/22)

‘69 or ‘70 Ram Air IV: Looking for a Ram Air IV
Firebird or T/A, ‘69 or ‘70. Thanks, Ken Colacino
(917) 660-5804 or email: kcal69@hotmail.com
(NJ) (2/22)
‘69 Grand Prix Model J: Espresso Brown 1969
Grand Prix Model J, automatic, without vinyl top.
Looking for a solid original or well-restored example.
Prefer bucket seat interior with console and wire
wheel covers. Joe Tonietto (234) 521-0974. 9am to
6pm ET (MI) (2/22)
‘70 GTO: Looking for hardtop project car. Does
not need to have engine or transmission. Only
requirement is that it be a 4-speed car. If you have
something please call Freddy DeFrancesco (914)
772-3231 (NY) (2/22)
‘70 Judge: Wanted real ‘70 Judge, no vinyl top, #2 or
better. Professional restoration, build sheet, numbers
matching, PS, PB, 4-speed or auto with factory A/C,
PW a plus. ‘65 GTO, factory Tri-Power, 4-speed only,
build sheet, matching numbers, #2 car professionally
restored. Contact Gary Wright (509) 921-6634 (509)
994-8010 (WA) (1/22)
‘73 Grand Am: Looking for a 2-door ‘73 Grand
Am, black exterior, charcoal or black cloth interior
& Rally wheels preferred. Prefer restored to original or close to. Bill Marchessault (952) 888-2580
or (651) 271-8923 (MN) (3/22)
‘81 Firebird: Base model, Esprit or Formula in good
condition. Contact Alan Pearson (985) 215-1197 or
email: pearson920@yahoo.com with description and
detailed pictures. (LA) (3/22)
‘93-‘94 Sunbird Conv.: Must be in excellent
condition with V6. Tim Maddox (304) 410-7602
(KY) (2/22)
Solstice GXP: Blue or white, automatic transmission,
A/C, everything in good working order, no leaks. Tim
Maddox (304) 410-7602 (KY) (2/22)

‘28-’58 Fuel Pump Kits: Top quality kits
compatible with today’s gas. Double action are
$76.50, single actions are $52.50 & $8 shipping.
Also, excellent reproduction of the 1512015
temperature sending unit that fits 1939-1952
Pontiacs. $65 & $7 shipping. Visa, Mastercard,
Paypal, Kurt Kelsey (641) 648-9086 kelsey@
prairieinet.net (10/22E)

‘32-’34 Coupe: I am looking to buy a 1932 to 1934
Pontiac coupe. Looking for Street Rod done or one
I can build. Call Ed Matthias at (781) 929-2386 and
leave message. (MA) (3/22)

‘35 Coupe Rumble Seat Lid: Excellent condition, painted. No hinges or handle included. Can
only be used as rumble seat lid and not trunk lid
$375. Can send more pictures on request. Michael Scarantino (815) 973-6932 (IL) (2/22)
‘37 Parts: Radiator $40 needs recoring; rear
bumper $30, driveshaft $30, LH and RH rear fenders $150 each, ash tray $10, door handles $10,
glass for templates $30. Contact Joe Vantreeck
(612) 205-6023 (WI) (1/22)

Pontiac-GMC Parts For Sale: ‘38-’51 GMC intake valves $10 each, ‘39-’41 GMC gas gauge $35,
‘55-’58 front motor mounts NORS $40 pair, ‘56
used A/C manual $15, ‘58 right rear door lower
side molding $35, ‘61-’62 Tempest 4 clutch disc
$35, ’63-’64 Foxcraft fender skirts except Tempest
or wagons $125, ‘65-’67 Tempest gas gauge $35,
‘71 all 400 2bbl distributor $75. All NOS except
as noted, add postage. Contact Bob Graves (978)
463-0715 evenings (MA) (3/22)

‘41 - ‘53 NOS Parts: ‘48-’53 GMC top grille
panel #2304111 $75. ‘41 custom 8 left rear
stone shield #505363 $75. ‘51-’52 Chieftain
4dr Sedan Deluxe front door left belt molding #458002 $50. ‘53 Pontiac upper grille bar
#516762 $85. Contact Dennis Klubertanz (715)
732-4647 (WI) (3/22)

sales@speedsportchrome.com - www.speedsportchrome.com
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‘50 Pontiac Parts: Waterfall hood and trunk
stainless $600 each plus shipping and handling.
Phone (503) 556-4541 or write Jon Erickson
25316 Alston Rd., Rainier, OR 97048 (OR) (2/22)
GMC Parts For Sale: 1955-’59 GMC/Chevy Pickup:
‘56-’58 hoods $300 each, L/R fender new take off
$500, L/R with spare cutout $500, R/R fender $250,
Steps $100 each. ‘83-’87 GMC Brigadier grille, new
take off $500. 1980s GMC medium duty grille, new
take off $250. Dale Pedersen (608) 214-9500 leave
message, I’ll call back. (WI) (2/22E)

Coker Tires: Four Coker wide whitewall tires G7815. Four ply polyester cord tubeless, approximately 5,000 miles on tires $600 OBO. George Dominico
(781) 771-1048 (MA) (1/22)
‘57-’58 Body Moldings: 1957- 58 Pontiac NOS
Body Moldings. I have a wide selection of 1957
Pontiac and some 1958 Pontiac body moldings. Just
bought out a dealership inventory. Contact Blaise
Kendziorski (989) 892-2652 (MI) (3/22)

‘57 NOS Bonneville RH Fender: Real NOS
RH Bonneville fender. Will fit all ‘57 Pontiacs,
but this particular fender has all the pre-drilled
holes for the Bonneville “gills” and the Fuel Injection emblem. Does have a couple of small
bumps towards the headlight area $1,200. Contact Dan Gregory (614) 563-0877 (OH) (2/22)
‘57 Parts For Sale: Bonneville rear blister moldings, need restored $300 each. Lots of ‘57 Pontiac
parts available. Call George Weaver (717) 354-5280
(PA) (1/22)
‘57-’74 Pontiac V8: Distributor cap #800061
D309R NOS in sealed box with string style opening,
$125. Bob Skorupa (440) 439-3129 (OH) (1/22)
‘58 Pontiac: Transportable radio, it works! $400
plus shipping. Contact Bob Newman (815) 2450678 or email: bobsm4120@aol.com (IA) (3/22)
‘58 Pontiac: Aftermarket continental kit. Must
pick up, all boxed and ready to go, $300 or best
offer. Bob DiNardo Jr. (203) 451-2348 (CT) (1/22)

‘59-’63 Full Size: Power steering pressure hoses
for full size Pontiacs. These new hoses are exact
reproductions of the originals that I tooled up for
because I couldn’t find any originals for my own
restorations. Pressure hose $85.00, return hose
with clamps $15.00 plus shipping. Martin Hirsch
(845) 753-5025 (12/22E)
Parts For Sale: ‘59 Stock A/C complete from Custom
Auto Aire still in boxes $2,800, 1976 Safari stainless
wheel/rocker trim $175, 1961 windshield $125.
Contact Vince Basile (540) 982-1115 leave message
or email; Vince1961olds@aol.com (VA) (1/22)

‘61 Star Chief: Taillight lenses for a 1961 Star Chief.
Full set (6) plus one spare, used but useable. Some
damage but very little, $35 plus $10 shipping. Ted
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Boam (208) 870-4290 or email; tdboam@msn.com
(ID) (1/22)
‘61-’62 Full Size Parts For Sale: Power steering
pump assembly, cap, hoses, brackets, pulley is for
non - A/C car $135. Power steering pump assembly, cap, hoses, brackets, pulley is for A/C car $200.
Generator adjusting strap ‘61-’62 all except A/C
and 45 amp, extra low cut in generator $20. ‘62
grilles $150, ‘61 RH grille assembly and hardware
$140. ‘61-’62 wiper arms R&L 2-speed overlap
Anco $40. ‘61-’62 wiper blades 2-speed overlap
$25 for pair. Contact Larry Leist (712) 297-8631
(IA) (3/22)

‘61-’66 Pontiac: Bellhousing complete with covers, cast #9770091, bought from Jim Taylor years
ago, used as a demo at tech school $300. Like new
starter and solenoid, Delco Remy 19x, I thought it
was a heavy duty $150. ‘61 full size single speed
wiper motor upgrade to 2 speed, works good $20.
Set of 8 ‘66 421 YH rods and standard pistons good
shape. Brach Seitz (608) 248-2694 (WI) (1/22)
‘63 Full-Size Hood: Have a nice 1963 full size
Pontiac hood $225 OBO. Have a used set of #15
cylinder heads $400 OBO. Located in Southern
Michigan but headed to Florida in next few
months, could drop off if en route. Call Jon Shelton (313) 410-2586 (MI) (1/22)
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Cylinder Heads: 1963-’64 Pontiac 389/421HO
“716” cylinder heads. Part No. 9770981. Casting
No. 9770716. Int 1.92, Exh 1.66 68(72) cc, 10.75

compression ratio. Heads are reconditioned. Hot
tanked, magnafluxed, resurfaced, new freeze plugs,
new valves, new valve springs and screw- in rocker
studs replace the original pressed in studs. Ready to
bolt on. Buyer responsible for shipping costs or can
be picked up or delivered within 200 miles. Contact
Robert Battin (812) 374-2486 (IN) (1/22)
Parts For Sale: ‘64 Grand Prix taillights $50, ’65
Catalina pitman arm $50, ‘69 Catalina set of 4
hubcaps $80. Contact Andre Spanjol (440) 8655688 (OH) (2/22)
‘64 Grand Prix Parts: Complete dash $250, center console $150, front grilles with parking lights
$250, vacuum gauge $125, AM radio $75, custom
ashtray compartment with fold-down panel $25.
‘62 tach for parts only $100. Contact Frank Chamberland (508) 364-1132 (MA) (3/22)
‘64 Catalina & Bonneville: All four wheelwell
moldings, all four $200 plus shipping. Contact Andre Spanjol (440) 865-5688 (OH) (3/22)
‘64 Grand Prix: Have one set of NOS GP fender
emblems in box $50.00 plus shipping. Call Jon
Shelton (313) 410-2586 (MI) (1/22)
‘65-’66 Full-Size Parts: Main interior wiring harness $30, floor (tape) wiring harness $15, engine
wiring harness $15, headlight wiring harness $15,
trunk wiring harness $20, window regulator $50,
door lock mechanism $25, headliner stays (set)
$25, glove box doors $15, shipping extra. Contact
Pete Lungulow (419) 865-7858 or email lungulow@aol.com. (OH) (2/22)
‘65 Pontiac Parts: Cylinder heads, casting #76,
w/valves, springs, keepers and valve covers $225
obo. Exhaust manifolds 532311GM4, 528596GM
and 528598GM3. All manifolds free plus shipping.
Ron Lofgren (612) 719-3060 ron.lofgren@yahoo.
com (MN) (2/22)
‘65-’66 Full Size: Fender skirts, zero rust, $100
pair plus shipping. Call Don Monroe (253) 5668488 (WA) (1/22)

‘66 GTO Parts For Sale: Air conditioning
controls $250, air conditioning lap vent $135,
heater controls $115, dash ash tray $55, AM radio $175, clock $115, hood release $115, rear
speaker switch $85, reverb switch $100, hood
scoop insert $175, open hood scoop insert $175,
trunk light $65, console door $75, console door
hinge $30, console mounting bracket $35, dash
grounds $35, power antenna cable $125, backup
lights $125, More! Greg Spreitzer (440) 3828161 nightdaygp@yahoo.com(WI) (1/22)

PREMIUM

RESTORATION PARTS
SINCE 1982

BUMPERS, GRILLES, WEATHERSTRIPPING
MOLDINGS, TRIM, EMBLEMS, LENSES
WIRING, MIRRORS, DOOR HANDLES
SHEET METAL, SOFT TRIM, GLASS
INTERIOR ACCESSORIES, WHEELS
ENGINE & PERFORMANCE
SUSPENSION & BRAKES
...AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN!

SHOP ONLINE OR ORDER YOUR FREE CATALOG TODAY

OPGI.COM | 800.243.8355

USA &
CANADA

International Dial: 562.594.1000
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Parts For Sale: 1965-’74 GTO, LeMans, Grand Prix,
2+2 parts. Engines, rearends, transmissions, interior,
sheet metal, glass, trim and much more. Mike Pipia
(414) 581-8733 (WI) (2/22)

‘66 LeMans: Two NOS Overhead Cam fender emblems $80, one NOS Overhead Cam Sprint fender emblem $45. Pair used 326 fender emblems
$40.00, good used rear tail panel $150, NOS
quarter panel letters M, N, S $35. NOS overhead
cam shaft $200.00, aftermarket tappet assemblies (12) $75.00. Used driver and passenger sides
tinted glass for two door hardtop $80. Complete
A/C system for under dash and firewall, no compressor or evaporator, black kick panels for A/C
car $300. Wire wheel discs, seven $100. Miscellaneous used overhead cam parts. Contact Charles
McGurk for more information (215) 534-5462 or
mcgurks3@verizon.net (PA) (1/22)
Engines & Trans For Sale: 1967 2+2, 428 motor disassembled, never bored, will need honing,
pistons balanced by George Montgomery, project
not finished $800. Muncie 4-speed complete
transmission from ‘67 2+2 $900. 389 Tri-Power, 4-bolt mains, block #536387, disassembled
$500. Augie Herman (937) 866-3795 (WI) (2/22)
Parts For Sale: 6H, 7M5, 4X heads, Four Edelbrock intakes, box of 455 rods, five drive shafts,
Muncie front case, Edelbrock carb, headers, box
of early center caps, 1975-455HO rebuilt engine,
starter, steel rack. All for $2,500 plus other parts
not listed. Larry Yates (815) 932-2493 (IL) (2/22)

‘67 NOS Ignition Switch: This is a NOS ‘67
Bonneville, Catalina, Grand Prix and Executive
ignition switch. Part Number 116680, $65. Three
NOS ‘73 Grand Ville and Catalina taillamp bezels.
I have both outers and one inner. Part Numbers
are #478006, #478009 and #478010. $120. Pair of
NOS ‘70 Bonneville, Catalina and Executive parking and turn signal lamps for cars with cornering
lamps. Part numbers are #916025 and #916026,
$300. All parts plus shipping. See my other listings in the POCI Online Swap Meet section. Email
or call Rick Vitti (203) 655-8529: rickvitti@gmail.
com (CT) (3/22)
‘69 Firebird: Convertible header moldings, tail
lamp gaskets, park lenses, Sprint emblems on rocker moldings, outside manual mirror, chrome fender louvers, labels for jack and A/C compressor and
emissions, new from Ames, paid $500 need $350.
Bob Skorupa (440) 439-3129 (OH) (1/22)
‘69-’76 V-8: NOS timing cover #527291 has cast-in
style timing marks $200. Bob Skorupa (440) 4393129 (OH) (1/22)
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Phillips Muscle Car Parts: We have over
40,000 NOS GM-Muscle Car Parts and thousands
of Used parts for the 1960s - 1970s. Specializing
in Chevy, Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Buick, Firebird,
GTO, The Judge, Chevelle, Camaro, RS, SS, Z-28,
Trans Am, Cutlass, 442, Skylark, GS, Grand Prix,
Monte Carlo, Nova, Impala, El Camino, Corvette,
LeMans, Bonneville, Catalina. To search by part
# go to; www.phillipsmusclecarparts.com Parts
shown by appointment. We ship nationwide,
PayPal accepted (918) 745-0784. (OK) (12/22E)
‘70-’72 “A” Body 4 taillight lenses 2 GTO 2 LeMans plus 2 housings, all serviceable condition
$150. Will send pics if requested. Contact Charles
Graf (708) 614-6101 (IN) (3/22)
‘73 400 Engine: Rebuilt 1973 Pontiac engine
with Edelbrock, cam, manifold and carb. Engine
is still in the car so you could hear it run. Asking
$2,200 shipping is buyers responsiblity. Call David
Bailey at (918) 734-4838 or david.beetle@cox.net
(OK) (2/22)
‘79 LeMans: NOS 1979 LeMans driver’s side
taillamp lens #5970301 $115.00 plus shipping.
Email or Call Rick Vitti rickvitti@gmail.com (203)
655-8529 (CT) (1/22)
‘95-2000 Sunfire: Convertible windshield header
NOS weatherstrip #12335401 in original package,
$125. Bob Skorupa (440) 439-3129 (OH) (1/22)

‘47 Streamliner Third Member: Buy or swap.
Want a 3.63 third member for a ‘47 Streamliner,
‘49-’55 should fit. Will buy, or trade for a ‘47 4.30
third member. Contact Robert Kosak (707) 3288209 (CA) (3/22)
‘51 Chieftain: Looking for a steering box with column in good working condition or rebuilt. Contact
Bill Bressmer (905) 634-8780 (CANADA) (2/22)
‘57 Parts Wanted: Front water pump pulley and
coil bracket for Tri-Power. NOS left park light assembly, NOS wiper arms for electric wiper with Belco
stamped on inside, NOS seat stars, NOS muffler
dual exhaust. Call George Weaver (717) 354-5280 or
email; fun57@comcast.net (PA) (1/22)
‘57 Star Chief: Looking for a set of factory seat
belts for a 1957 Pontiac Star Chief. Contact John
Kuster (281) 408-3691 (WA) (2/22)
‘59 Bonneville or Star Chief: Wanted: radio
dash bezel for ‘59 Bonneville or Star Chief, or radio delete plate. Contact Bernard Kyhl (406) 6567028 (MT) (3/22)
‘59 Pontiac: Need a pair of front brake drums
with hubs. Contact Bill Chiego (973) 978-9044
(NJ) (1/22)
‘61-’64 Full Size: 4-core Harrison top tank or radiator.
4-core mounts bottom and top finger guard mount.
Contact Brach Seitz (608) 248-2694 (WI) (1/22)
‘62 Tempest: Need turn signal switch in column
and fuel sending unit. Contact Ken Runyan (503)
267-1337 (OR) (3/22)
‘62 Speedometer Gear: Speedometer gear for a
1962 Grand Prix with a ROTO 10 (Slim Jim) Hydro.
It’s a 20 tooth gear in an off-white color. Contact
Bob Olson (509) 822-7452 (WA) (1/22)
‘63 Tri-Power Parts: Looking for a ‘63 Tri-Power
vacuum canister. Ken Colacino (917) 660-5804
kcal69@hotmail.com (NJ) (2/22)

Oakland/Pontiac Cars
& GMC Parts Wanted
‘36 Pontiac 4-Door: I need two rear fenders and
front and rear doors for 1936 Pontiac 4-door. Michael Fogleson (816) 621-9628 (MO) (2/22)
‘39 Touring Sedan: Need 1939 right side front
fender for a 2-door touring sedan model 2511.
Contact Bruce Bunker (248) 821-2930 or email;
bunkfish@sbcglobal.net (MI) (1/22)
‘39 Deluxe 26 2-Door Sedan: I need the Pontiac
emblem located above the grille on the hood, ash
tray on top of dash, the four side window garnishs
and back rest part of the back seat. Contact Dana
Brown (951) 685-3442 or (951) 410-1155 email;
dmb49@juno.com (CA) (2/22)

‘64 Catalina Steering Wheel: Looking for a
1964 Catalina Deluxe steering wheel, prefer red
but will consider all colors and condition. Contact
James Hell (262) 642-3573 (WI) (3/22)

‘64 Bonneville: Need dash wiring harness. Mine
is a 4-speed with bucket seats and has A/C. A automatic trans with A/C may work also. Contact Norm
Shotts (760) 471-9242 (CA) (1/22)
‘65-’67: 6-way power seat track w/motor, transmission & button. Contact Mike Willard (618) 9794708 (WA) (2/22)
‘68 Grand Prix: Looking for a good set of interior
door panels for a 1968 GP. Thank You! Contact Barry Tippett (709) 229-1958 btippett@eastlink.ca
(CANADA) (2/22)
‘68-’72 GTO/LeMans: Rear window glass with
defogger needed. Please call/text Eddie Coscia
(973) 917- 9353 or eddiecoz@optonline.net (NJ)
(3/22)
Ram Air IV Motor: Wanted to buy a 1969
WW code Ram Air IV motor, block, 722 heads,
7029273 carburetor. Mike Pipia (414) 5818733. (WI) (2/22)
‘70 GTO Conv. Quarters: I am restoring a numbers matching ‘70 GTO 455 HO convertible. Quarter panel installation will be Fall 2022. I own NOS
OEM hardtop quarters but not crazy about cutting
them down to fit. So I am asking the community
to help me find NOS OEM “Convertible” quarter
panels. Contact Jeff Pluchino (973) 962-6654
(NJ) (3/22)
Parts Wanted: ‘71 455HO carburetor, part
#7041267. Rear bumper for ‘76 LeMans. Leo
Doherty (603) 362-5914 (NH) (2/22)

‘76-’77 Grand Prix: Wanted, blue velour bucket and rear seats for ‘76/’77 Grand Prix or Grand
LeMans. Swapping out the vinyl seats in my ‘77
SJ, driver seat is power, clean driver quality or
better, near Florida or ship to 34209. Contact Ray
Smith (631) 662-7148 or email; liguyusa@aol.
com (FL) (1/22)

TO PLACE AN AD BY MAIL:
Smoke Signals Editor
205 N. Mill St.
Pontiac, IL 61764

Pontiac
Documentation
from

PHS Automotive Services, Inc.
Looking for the best source to document your
Pontiac? Check in with PHS. PHS, an independent
corporation, has been authorized by GM to provide
owners of 1961 and newer Pontiacs with copies of
factory billing history and production information.
Document your car’s authenticity, find out what options it came from the factory with, as well as the
original delivering dealer.
Send your Vehicle Identification Number (VIN),
along with a check or money order for $85.00 to:

PHS Automotive Services, Inc.
PO Box 183251
Shelby TWP, MI 48218

Ph: (586) 781-5164
Fax: (586) 781-5167
www.phs-online.com
Please do not fax your order in more than once. We are not
responsible for duplicate orders and there will be no refunds.
If you have any questions on your order please contact us.

To Access the
POCI Library
• email:

tpontiacmuseum@hotmail.com
• phone:

815-842-2345

• To set up an appointment to visit
the library in person (best results)
call the number above. The library
is located at the Pontiac-Oakland
Museum, 205 N. Mill St., Pontiac, IL.
Keep in mind the POCI library is mostly
comprised of brochures, shop manuals,
owner’s manuals, dealer albums, some color
chips, press photos and misc. There are no
assembly manuals.
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The POCI Officers and Board of Directors wish to extend their
gratitude to each and every member for their continued support
as we celebrate our club’s Golden Anniversary!

